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The kanual contains over eighty career education
lesson, glans which are aimed at instilling readiness for decision
mahing,in'first and fifth graMe'students. The lessons are intended tO
go beyond the provision pf-occupitional information and to focus on
teaching students how tc gather,, evaluate, and integrate information.
lie'sson plans are kgjed to e/ight decision making questions. The
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one oemore questions; for etample, be may ask, "What do I like?";
"What do I want?"; and/or "When do I not have a choice?" Lesson plans
are coded according ,o grade leiel df thb activity, the' objective `it
meets, and the_activity itAelf. Several first grade lesson titles are
"If I Had a Million,". "Things I Like," and "Kerchiefs'; several fifth
grade lesson titles are "Sports," "Music," and "Money." Objectives
and procedur,is are included for each lesson. Some lessons employ
materials `(such as cartoons, etc.), and some use playlets or stories.
For example, the' suggested procedure in "If I Had a Million" is to
have the children act out a playlet designed to lead to an awareness
of preferences and a dticussion of those preferences. (C5SP
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INTRODUCTION t

The more than 80 lesson plans contailiped in this teachers'

manual have been designed toIkzilitate career education in the early

school grades. While these lesson plans have been developed with a

particular eye on-the classroom needs of. elementary pool students in
O

New York City, the teaching approaches are,-applicable to every

educational community.

A brief background on our. developmental approach is in order.

After a series of-meetings between the'staffs of LaGuardia.

Community College and School District 30, Queens it was agreed that a

'career education model aimed,.at instilling readiness for decision-making

would help meet local needs. Such an approach would result in students'
A

eventually considering a wide .variety of educational and-Career

possibilities. 'Widening horizons rather than "pidgeon=holing" would be

the outcome of lessons built on a decision-makngfoundation.

Unlike
4.

many other career educdtion,programs, ours went beyond

the proviSiOn of occupational inforTation and keyed on teaching students-
_

how to. gather, evaluate' and integrate information. The latter approach,

utilized in our program, is more likely to lead to sound decisions and

more realistic planning.
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It .should be noted that this program is 'a joint enterprsise-of a

school district and a community college. To our knowledge, this

blending of resources and curriculum,articulation -across grade levels

is unique. Clearly, the finding that such .a multi-level approach can

.

work is a concrete and significant outcome of our project.

The 1975-76 developmental phase of the project was supported by

a grant from the Office of Career Education, U.S. Office of.Education.

In its current phase, 1976-77, a minimal level of budgetary support

from the New York State Department of Education and from the U.S. Office

of Career Education'(as part of a federal contract recently awarded to,-

LaGuardia) is permitting the refinement and 'infusion of the approaches

previouslylevelobed. In short, our finding has been that after an

initial investment to systematically design a career educational delivery

"Th

approach ,minimal funds are required to continue the infusion process.

After 15-months of program development'in the midst of horrendous

-\

budgetary problems facing bo!th the District.and.the.Col,lege, a number of

adnowledgements must be mada. ,ae ir.embers of the developmental team
/-

listed below made career educatio i possible in Western'Queens. Their

creativity, commitment to quality education, anddedication to

educational reform'Cnrcugh career education merit strong commenaatiOn.

District

District Office:

Sz,,ff

Audray Sadc:wsky, Exacativa Assistant
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P.S. 151:

) Mr. Theodore Dorsky, Principal

M . Marcia Berliner,, Teacher

Ms. Josephine-
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zircai.'o, Teacher-

Mr. Lawrence Solow, Principal

Ms, Margaret Meehan, Teacher

Mr. William Barrish, Teacher

LaGuardia Community College

i.chard Tobias, Consillng,Psychologist.
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We also wish to express our appreciation'to- Mr. Grace Watson; our

,project officer from the U.S. Office of Career Education. Her

encouragement and suggestions proved invaluable to us. The contributions

of Dr. Vivienne Anderson, Assistanti,CoMthissio-ner and Mr. Sam Corsi,'

both of the New York Stat3 Education Department are acknowledged with
t .

lratitIde.

M3. Janet-0:1),-; , Project Associate

Dr. Irwin ProjeCt Co- director

Dr. Jcifrc.I'Klenber9, Project Cd-director
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NOTE
s

All, lesson plah6 contained in-this teachers!

been keyed' to the learner otcoi3les li. stecr6

)

feolloW.

Tanual have
.

the two pages- that

Tha-system,for ncodingeaqh lesson plan'and.therestiltant

.
.

of'objeCtiye-.baSed instructional:activit;ies are- presented immediately

1 1

1 : '

i 0

following the statement of learner outcomes.

: ,

(
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LAGARDIA COMMUNITY
CAREER EDWATION PROJE

LLEGE
T K -14

Ltfi ICIER OUTCOME

A. What do I like?

.

1. To become awarerof the things I like.
,2. To learn that the'things I like change from time to time,
3. To learn. that different people like different ings.
4. To learn there ais no "bad" or 'good" attached to chat people like. ,1,

B. What to like the things

5. , To become aware of qualities in the things that I like and-dielike.
(These qualities or dommaLities axe calledlinterests.)

6, .:To become aware thatpeople,influence what we like.
7. 'To.learn that we get to like more things as we learn and do more things

(Try it, you'll like it.) *"-

C. What do I dislike?

E. To become aware of ditlikes:
To become aware that.distikes-change.

D. What makes me dislike the things-1 do?

10. To bedome aware of disliked qualities.
11. To learmthat-others influence our dislikes.
12. To learn that other people are not bad if they like things we dislike

or have never.' tried. (In generAl)
13. Tp learn that we are not "bad" if we like things others dislike or have

never' tried.
14. To learn to continUe,to enjoy what you like even though of er people

pave differing likes.
15. To learn that weAslike things without ever having tried them,

(Prejudices or biates)

aE. Do I like some things better than othert?

16. To learn that things are preferred when they have more preferred
qualities and lest ditlikcd qualities.

F. ?Mat do I want?

17. TO-learn if a can't have everything I want, I must choose.
.18. To learn to choose among things which are less preferred if things

like the most are not Available.
la. To learn that when I have to choose, the greater tfie number of choices

open to me, the greater are my chances of my finding something I prefer.

G. When clo I not, have a choice?

1.: 2

20. To learn there aretthings I must do even though I dislike them.
-0

11
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p
H. How can I obtain what I've ch en? (Short term non-voc.)

21. To leirn that ifyou do not.make your own choice then you will probably
be left with".bomething you do not prefer.

2-2. To learn to make your own choice even if it's differentfrom the choice
%-bf others.'

23. To learn that some waiting is involved in obtaining most thingi'I
24.'To learn, that in addition to choosing what I Want, I must do something

to obtain .it. %

'25. Td learn that there'is usually more tai one way to obtain what I want.
26. To learn that more alternative ways of getting what I' wantlAcreaees'

the chances of my getting it.
27. To learn to find alternate ways of/g ting what I want.
28. To learn to find out about each poss' le methdd (alt) for getting dir,

what I.wanlf, e.g., consequenoest
29. To-learn to weight pros and cons of each method before choosing one.

(e.g., likes and dislikes, ability to carry out task, consequences- -
including risks, non-attainment,- etc., duration of satisfaction)'

30. To learn that sometimes we must change goals if no routes are available
or if we are unable to perform required tasks.

31., To learn to assess and comere.
32. To learn that we like to work as well as play and tklearn why, There

are kinds of work we especially like todo.

r-

,c

/

a

k
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LAGUARDIA cOMMUNITY'dOLLEGE.
CAREER EDUCATIOWPROCECT07-14

.

ACTIVITIES INVENTORY CODES
(PIRST GRADE)

The number code represents the 'grade level, of the activity,
it meets, and the aCtivitTitself.

EXAMPLE:

AIG

CIF I HAD A-MILLION labeled I
' 'First Grade
Objective
Activity irst Atfivity)

B) THINGS. I labeled .lb
First Grade
Objective LY
Activity b econd Activity)

TITLES

1.1a IF ',HAD A MILLION
,

1.1b- ,.THINGS I LIKE.

4

1.2a 'KE HIEFS

1 a MUSIC

' 1,3b, .WHICH ONE?

1.4a . MUSIC

1.5a TOYS

.1.5b

1.6a - FEELINGS-

ris

1.619 TV COMMERCIALS

1.7a SOME:TING NEW

1..8a

1.9a, CHANGING
a-

I

S

e-

e objective

f

.0 4,
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AIC

-

TITLES

: 1.10a QUALITIES II

1.1010 I JUST DON,' I,1E THAT!

.

1.11a TEUTE PLAYLETS

1.12a WHAT DO YOU LIKE TO DO;.?

I

.1,

1.13a

1

N\ ,14a

,

.J. s /

1.15.31 -ESKIMOS

1.16a, MY PAP )R -ROUTE1

ti

, v , .

1.17a TWO PESOS FOR CATALINA
.

i-
.

1.17b 1 CHOOSING
P

.'

, .

/,---
1.176 THREE WISHES '

.
.

1.17d DISAPPOINTMENT

....! . . 8
iv 1.17e SAY YES!

.-

1.417 GUESSING GAMES

-1.17g BIRTHDAY,
oT,

e

1.17h DESSERTS
.

1.18a A ?MT F?1,t MY BIRTHDAY

1.19a COLORS

ID'

Al

I-

4'

N--



AIC . TITLES

TEACHER'S PET

1.23a WAITING

1.24a PROBLEMS

1./5a.,MONKEY

i:25b A*PUZZLS:.

1.26a MONKEY

,

.t

w

1.26b Tft NUMBER.

'1.27a

1.28a

/

1.29

r (-1.32a WORKING
r.

O

-3-

\_

V

L ,

' . 1 .1

...tI , '..
('-, Y

1

L

a



LAGUARDIA Ce)MMUNITY COLLECIE
CAREER EDUCATION PROJECT SIC -14

ACTIVITIES INVENTORY CODES

1. '''.c (PIFTH GRADE) '
The er code re Presents the-grade level of the

it mdets', Sand thee activity itself. .

AIC

oor

PDCAMPLE :
- ,

(

'_IF I HAD A 14/LLION,laiel

1Fifth Gilade
z Obj ective 1
° activity irst Activity4 /

THINGS -,LIKE labeled

-Fifth Grade
Objective 1
Adt' ivity b

TITLES

IF I HAD A MILLION

S. lb THINGS I LIKE

5.2a

5 . 3a

5 . 4a

SPORTS

MUSIC r ,

MUSIC

5 . 5 4.\, MONEY/ r

5.5b SOCIAL CLUB - ,

4.4

;

(Second Activity)

7

4

I 0
activity, the objectetve "y

A

V.

- °

4.

f

5.5c ." GIFTS FOR HARRYc,
5.6g TV SKIT/SHELF CCINSTURCTION SKIT

5.6b TV COMMERCIALS ,

. 5:7a SOMETTHING NEW

5.8a DISLIKED

5.9a CHANGING
9



AIC > TITLES

5.10a

51.10b I 0#1, DON'T. LIKE THAT

THREE PLAYLETS

ay

5.12a- WAAT DO YOU LIKE TO DO?

5.13a

5.14a

5.15a ESKIMO SEQUENCE

5.16a MY PAPER ROUTE

5.17a TWO PESOS FOR CATALINA

5.\7b CHOAING

5.17c THREE WISHES

5.17d SAPPOINTMENT

5.17e SAY YES!

5.17f GUESSING GAME

5.17g BIRTHDAY

5.17h DESSERTS

5.18a A PONY FOR !,TY BIRTHDAY

5,18b ANOTHER CHOICE

5.19a COLORS

5.20a

n::

DANGER!

1 3-



AI C . TITLES

5.21a CLASS PARTY?

5.21b BALLOONS '& LOLLIPOPS'

5.22a TEACHER'S PET

5.23a - WAITING

5..24a PROBIZINS-

7

5.25a MONKEY

5.25b A PUZZLE

.26a MONKEY

5.26b THE WINNING NUMBER

5.27a

5.28a MONKEY

5.29a MONIEY

5.30a

5.31a

5 ..32a WORKING

-3-

,-7
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41 LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
CAREER EDUCATION PROJECT K-14

Se

IF I HAD A MILLION

/

OBJ CTIVE NO. To become aware of the things I like

NW. 3: Tolearn that different people like different
things.

1.1a ,

5.1a

15
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Ili I-RAD A MILLION

SUGGESTED PROCEDURES
/-

Teacher asks, "How would you like to act out a play?r*

(Children love plays, love to act in them;, the' response, will

be positive and almost if not entirely unanimous.)

Teacher indicates the theme of the play-(if I had a

milliOn dollars) then calls for volunteers for the different

roles in the play. 4Therq'will be more volunteers than' roles

but the teacher.may assure the class that everyone will have

his chance to act in subsequent renditions of the play.)

Students 'act out (read) the play.

Following the reading, the teacher enCouragee both

"actors" and rest of class to discuss the "preferences" expressed

yin the play. This leads' irectly into class expressions of

its own preferences. (It might be adVisable to limit the

discussion to one area of preferences at.a time: TV programs,

sports, games, friends, food, candy, etc.),

Teacher selects'a new cast for a second reading of

the play, -learepeats as often as demanded or desirable.

a

(Names and sexes of the characters of the play may-

be changed' to meet class requirtmentp.)

FO FIRST GRADE CIASS, the.teacher may read the entire
. ,

play or one short scene at a time; subsequently, permittinC*
the class to comment on "preferences" in each oategOry of

preference, as it is discussed by the plPy's characters.

FOR FIRST .AND PITH GRADES, the teacher may lead the

class in other areas of preferance, as teacher or class suggest.
*First grade may use puppets as they listen to a sound tape.



IF I HAD A MILLION

(A playlet to lead.to an aWarSnesa.of'preference6, and

a dismission of those preferences)

CAST (Which may be varied, depending-on class needs)

To

Fred

Willie

Jenny 1;14

Jimmy

44anie

Frank

Harry

Phil

Mary

Joey

Carol

SETTING
4

Classroom, lunchroom, school yard, anywhere a class might

meet at lunchtime'

/,'



TOM

(Reading From a newspaper) took whatjt earn here.

,mil/ion dollarst .

'FRED

Iietme eee: (Reads newspaper) Wins a million dollars: Wows

Win A

J OEY

Rho? (Reaching for paper) Where?

11
TOM

Somebody in Nev Jersey.

JOEY

A million dollars: You can buy a lot of things for a Million
4

dollars:

A houee, a car, a bOat

WILLIE

JIMMY

What.would you do with a boat?

in thc, -

WILLIE

Up the river. could ride it on a lake

Sure:

WILLIE

It doesntt have to be a big boat. It could bp a small boat,

a motorboat.



T

TOM

I'd rather have a motorcycle. Like.gvei Knievel.

.

4'

FRED

You can't ride a mot: rcycle. Why don't-you buy youiself

1 a bike, a ten.--speed bi e? That's what Irci buy.,1 .4

4

JENNY

You don't need I. million dollars to buy a

/ANA

can' buy a bike for a hundred dollars. A dal house.

Th whitt I'd buy/ if I had a' hundred dollars.

5

joirinrY ti

I'd buy ice-skates, if I had a hundred,cdOligrs. Go, skalting

on the Joe.

.CAROL

Now about skis? Then you could go skiing, like in the

Olympics.

2.
2 1

FRANK\

Did you watch them on TV last That what I'd like

to buy. My own television set. A color TV. 'Iaen I. could A

#
watch any program I wanted to watch.

HARRY

Ile, too. The Plintsiones. That's my favorite program.

FRANK

I like Gilligan's Island best.

4

MARY

I like I Dream of Jeannie better.

1:)



",e-docee".

PHIL )

:

You watch Jeannie. I'll watch Star Trek.'

TOM.

Maybe you ought to buy four televl.aions. Then you can

7

watoh them all.

I d buy. the Yankees, if I Ilad a million dollaie. Then I

could Ait right ne to the'manager_on the bench and watch

every, game.

WILLIE

W)y don't you bud' the Mete, iP you want o atc a good

baseball team?

FRED

I'm a Yankee fan They''

Well, I m a Met

*

VUY ihe Ypnkees.

thdt's why I'd buy the Mats.

:re

live me the Knicks, if you're going to buy a ball club.

Or maybe the Fete.

FRANK

That's because you play basketball.

t.

What's wrong With that?

FRANK

t.

Nothing. Only, I like foOtball better. °There's more action.
i0

in footballs

\

21)
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4.

c

as

ay

ioUrmean: there's ilore hurting in footbaill

SANK
jo what?, Gir146plaYfootb:611, tod.-

/ 41 .

ANN ZE
, 1 i. ':.. :,

I don't know (9y- girls who-Play,roctrell: Do yot
'' vk

..

,.
..

MARY.
.

.

.NC. But 'I Inow, some girls- who can, play pretty,taugh.-
4

;;)
.1

/11a

None of my friend's.

4"

Your fri

'CAROL
_

HARRY

\J.

CAROL

Wiat's the matter with my friends? Don't you like them?"i

4'.

. HARRY

What's to like? They don' play football., They don't plair

basketball. They don't even play, tag:

iThey don' have if play anything, just so long as they're

ni'oe and friendly, likelMary'and Annie.

CAROL

HARRY

Nice and friendly'. I'll take Tommy. He's rough and ready!

WILLIE -

C.

Rough and ready isn't everything. I like Johnny. He'e-eMart.

He's smarter than anybody.

6
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oloTh

o 4

J

WhirelirJohnny? H* ne r,..come

414ykyi, studying his boojks or go

'don't call that being a friend.
if

. WILLIE

nOs my frietd'and,I like him.

4 1.,
Better than,Freddi1,14,

FRANK

WIETTX.

s out into

'
.1)

the stNt5;

library. .I

a * 7

You like Freddie.be ause he's always giving you candy.

What's wrong with that? $,,Don't you,like

f WILLIE
1

.What kind of,candy?,

FRANK

Any kind.

it*

WILLIE
. (

No. some candies better than

Like-what?

JIMMY

WILLIE

I don't know. ,I/like hard, candies.

A.

I like soft candies.

MARY

candy?

.0

other candies.



CAROL

I inks ohewvoandies&

.ANNIE

.I'd rather eat cake:

cP

Ch oilaie:Cake.

)

s

NY

That.'es]ly favorite.

ANBY ')

Whippid 6 am:. I' like ihy cakes

lipw about piea? What your favOrits

*

TOM

Lemon p411, Give le a nice, big slice

Thal'Irmy favorita

FRANK

A3ple pie. That's my hvorite.

Cholate pi

.Anehipiel

JIMMY

I)

.
A '

ChoColate cake.

, : e

h lots of whipped cream.\

6,.

pie?

o

of( lemon pie every re.

. That's what I like beet. 'Chocolate

PHIL

You're making me hungry!

lunch, Freddie?

FRED

(Aseveryone unwraps hi9 sandwich

it's bologna.

pie.

What lave you got fox

don't know. I hope

. WILLIE

ine is tunii6.fish again. iI wish my mother didn't alwtOs

give iiiituna. I



Th

. .

4 I ye. 4ot halk and the ear, I All trade you, Wi
-<

..

.

.

. WIIIII7,

OUre.. I like ham_and.cheesebetter than tuna.,
. )
w

c

Jrairr
And I like'tuna-better'than

hamOand cheese.
.

F RANKi

Horabout peanut butter? AnYcn'e wavt-io trade fOr a

I

,

-r-

Reimrbutter sandw ?

'',

, PHIL

10111 if you like egg salad.
f4 4 it

a
0 t: FRANK

Anybody got salami? That's what I like best.. Salami..

TOM

How about spaghetti ared'meat ba4s?

4

Sue, but where are you going to get spaghetti and meat balls?

TOM

Home

-FRANK

Thattsvgreatk Maybe y8161 can get me a steak at home, too.
Steak. Rare. - That's the way 11i4 it.

MARY

You woulW like my meat well done

O

;.
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Q
t

.

dA, J
N ; q- JIMMY

.

I Ziiefohicken better.7)Better,than steak. peep fried 'and

crispy.
)

' FRED
.."

How about tr4nks.hnd 'bowie
.,

N.

J )

With loth of mustard.

CAROL

FRED.,

With lots of ketchup.

ANNIE

How About fish?, That's my favoritedisk.

Shark fish?

PHIL
\

ANN:IE

No Just fish that's frtid jut right, with a lict baked

pOtato.'

WILLIE,

Make mine fried potatoes,.. ,French fried.

'.10/

JENNY

I'l take homefried.

HARRY

You won't Set any potatoes.here. What have you got to drink,

CarOl?

Miljk.



PHIL

(

Rootbart .Vhafla I'always get, My mother,

,kmowstit's mysravorite drink, d-Ws'alYais:herein mar

lhamohbox

P .

Milk is good toi' yovw

ANN ZED

TOM

F

Surelive igO'od for you. But it deSitttt-taste'as

my coke.. That's, my 4tink. Coke.
-5---%.11

MARY

I wish I could have malted

FRED

Give as a soda any time.

ti J

milk.

- Especially chocolate soda

JENNY

You like,anything-that is choco ate.

I
That's my favorite.

kind of soda.

That's right!

JIMMY

JEIRY

TOM

`.

('Picking up the newspaper again) A million dollars! Thtke

a lot of money!



gp,
WO OM& buy all kinds.di-oh000alts things with that kind

of money

TOM

We Gould buy fy a'lot of things with that kind offmoney.

IPRED

A new 14aseball glOve, a hundred baseball glove*.

JIMMY

'6)asketballs.

PRANK

A thousand footballs.

WILLIE

Ive.likates, skim, fishing poles

ANN/E.

The bitgeqt poll house in the World:

TOM

. All that, in 'all the things you like to,eat and dri

doe

PHIL

And televisi9 fists aAd boats:. andebi,kes.

HARRY

!re. Etat what would you buy first?

PHIL

Maybe I'd buy a whole sto full of root )**."--

9r1
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FRED

You wouldn't do that?.

PHIL.,

Why not? I like root beer, I told ydu.

FRED

But not the firs hingre's som ping you like better;

than root beer, isn't there?
,

11.

PHIL

0 OK What.would I buy? ,What would you buy?

FRED

r

I don't know. I'd live to think about it. Even if I had

*Only a hundrek4 dollars, I'd have to think about ft. What

would you buy, Tom?

ALL

Yeah! What would you buy, Took.

Tam

Well, let and 40e. I-think...I1 think.:..Ithink...Why do

you-ask me?

)rHARRY

You found the million dollars.

,TOM

-In the paper! It isn't may million dollars., I tell you what!

What ?

ALL



I

'TOM.

Leith each makea list. Write it down.- Then we'll read itcif to each other.

WILL47,.
. .

Thi!0! aka too long. Why don't we just say what we would

t

lolyi: hat like beet?

FRAM" .

Good. idea' Willie. Why don't au start?

WILLIE
we ].1

12,

4111

v********

Questions appropriate to the)objectives and the class level follow.

tg,

f



LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
CKaffR EDUCATION PROJECT K-14

1.1c

THINGS I LIKE

OBJECTIVE To become aware of the things I like.

4MATERIALS: (For 1st Grade) Cartoon Cut-outs.

PROCEDURE:

Have students color (from \cartoons of activitiesithe things

they like the best. Disckss the meaning of "like best." Put

cut-outs of preferences to, one side on desk.

tir Ask each',student what he or she cut out; i.e., likes.

Verbalize -- identify each chosen picture, discribe the activity in

their own words.

%, Ask group is everybody's selection was the same -- then,

Rosa's",(any student) is not the same as "Jose's." What do yoli

think about that? Try to pick up feeling of "it's bad or rong

to like some things and nOt others." Emphasize: Differentpeople
,

like different things. Ask if they know anybody who likes "funny"

= (the quality for the student would be bizarre, repugnant, etc.)

things. Try to get at negative (students tend to laugh at k:lehayior

which is strange tothem) feelings and then ask why they think it',s

"bad". Show pictures of children in other lands (good for infusion

approach -- social studies) engaging-in play and behavior which they

haven't'eeen.
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LAGUA$bIlOCOMMUNITY COLLEGE
CAREER EDUCATIONPROJECT.K-14

KERCHIEFS

'1.2a

OBJECTIVE: To learn that the things I like ccliange from time to
time.

MATERIALS: (For 1st Grade)
'2 yellow.kerchiefs
2 blue kerchifs
4 ie6 kerchldf4
Baby rattle (9r picture of sane) 4-mm
Pictures of sledding scene
Pictures of swimming scene
Pictures f.child dressed forsummer weather
Pictures of.child dressed for rainy weather

PROCEDURE: `J (For 1st Grade)

The teacher says to the class': "We're going to play a little

game and to pAyphis game you will n9ed a kerphief."

1. 'Teacher gives yellow kerchiefs to two children.
/

'2. Then'the teacher reveals the blue kerchiefs and Asks if

"yellow" holders" would like to switch. If not, 4istr'iblate'blue to

class.- If one or both "yellows" decide to switch distribute left

over yellow to class.

3. Reveal red kerchiefs and follow procedure. No. 2.

4. Summarize: a. Ask each original child what color he/she
started with---howwmany changes were made!'
List on chalkboard.

b. Try to elici- hat the things.we like may
chan from t to time.

5. Bolster this conclusion by exhibi

4

ing a baby's,rattle. Ask

the children how many of you would plalik ith this toy now? Show of

hands. -Elicit Objective 1.2. How many of you played with it when

you were Again, show of hands.

6. Exhibit a picture of people sledding. Ask how mamy like cov

sledding. ,Ask "What happens if you want to go sledding in the summer

time? RepeA.this step with a picture of slimmer swimming. Elicit that

preferences change with time and season.



Exhibit a piCture of children with umbrellas andlraincoats;
Elicit from Class-when they prefer to wear such clothing;
Repeat with picture of summer clothes. Preferences, it,may be
emphasized, change with the weather.

8. Final SummappWhat have we learned today?

Elicit that the things I like change fromLtime to Ulna./

1. ,The. color I liked changes with my feelings at the moment.

2. The toys,I liked changed with my age.

3. ir946 games I play change with the season.

4. The clothes I wear change with the weather.

Is there any other time when your preferences change?

If the response As not immediate, the teacher may, easily encourage
`tht-4children to discuss other areas: such as, food, friends,,

relatives, etc.

At the end of' the lesson, the children will know,'Without any
doubt, that, from time to time, there is change_ in things they like..

40
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LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
CAREER.EDUCATION PROJECT K-14

, FIRST GRADE

MUSIC

.1....sa-

,1.4a 4

Obieclve To 1j16 that different people like dAfferent things.

'Objective No. 4: To learn there is no "bad': or "go6d" attached
d to what people like.

44k,

MATERIALS: Records or tapes of the following:

1. A Country- edterridgbng by Johnny Cash or any other
of the Na hville'singers; "r,

2. A classic (a Chopin Etude,
symphony, etc.)

P
Bach'iugue, a

)
Beethovem

3'. Popular "soul" tudic (Aretha Franklin, Stevie
Wonder"The Spinners, etc.)

-DIRECTIONS .

_
s

The teacher announces she/he going to play some,music for the .class,
The teacher plays the first selection, and asks: HOw many liked this
(music? How many did not lik9 this music? Keep a record ton the
chalk board of the number of hands raised.) Play the other
selections and ask the same 'questions. It isn't necessary to play
each selection to the end. Time and interestyshould be judged by
the teacher.

A
Then, briefly ask several individual students:. Which one did you
like the most (least), and why?

' After the playing of the second selection (the classical music),
it'iistslikely that the difference in the taste (likes) of the children
will bemost marlted. For the most part, the class may have had
little' experience with the classics and may react negatively.

El\tcit fro the class that the reason's for.liking or disliking
music are generally involved with a matter of taste, and that'diffef.ent
people like,different music. Refer. to the numbers on the chalkboard
that show some children liked soul music, others liked the country-
westerR or claSsical music.

0

Then elicit from the class thIt "Johnny" isn't a bad perSon because
.he (oes not like soul music, and,conversely, that "Mary" isn't a good
F4rson because .she,does. (This objective may be-developed by such
direct questions as: "Is Johnny a bad boy because he doesn't like this

music?"- and "Is Mary a good girl because she likes this music ? ") -



LAGUARD/A'COMMUNITY COLLAGE
CAREER EIDUCkTION PROJECT X-14 b

WHICH ONE?-
'44-0biectivo-No. 3: To learn that different'peopfe,like different things.

Objective No. 4:' TIO learn that there is no bad or600d attached
to, people, like.

fiATERIALS: Pictures,i op dra s done by the children in advance
of theleseon of the following: a busyNcity, street,
a country lane, a bus, a train, a horse, a motorcycle.

DIRECTINS1 {distribute a sheet of paper toeach child, and'announce
thit nge're going to play `a little game." As the paper
is d striiputed, the teacher writes the number 1, 2, 3 on
the blackbdard and divides, with a chalk mark, her board
irr two.. $he-asks the'phildren tb use their pencils and
papilEr, to duplicate.what she has on the blackboard.

"I'm going to show'You some pictures," the teacher
announces. "Men' I'm going-to ask you to write something
on your paper. But.you must keep what you have written
secret, so no-one else can see what yo.: have on your
paper."

(It's a game, and,children, as well as adults,' .love games.)

c

a

1

The teacher then exhibits two-pictures. One-is the
city street (to the. children's'left). The other is a
country lane (to the children's right).

"Now whOre'would you like to live?" asks the teacher,
after ste liad--the children identify the contents of
the picture. "Dcr't say it. Write it. If you prefer
to live in the oil: -mark an X in thg'first column; if
you like to live n the co try,(mark an X in the second
column. This

\is
.for the line with the number 1."

This accomplished, the teacher exhibits a picture of a
bus and a picture of a train; and-oll,ows the above
procedure:' identification of the picture; this-timp,-
which way do ypu like to travel (to the seashore,'the

Apountains, a relative, camp, etc.); and this ,time the X
APIs for 'the line numbered 2.

°/'

Follow with the third'set Of pictures and repeat the
-4*

procedure. This time thequestion, after class identificatioi
---- of pictures, is "Which would you like to ride?";'and the X .

is to be marked in line number 3.

00-

Now the teacher calls for the results which should
demonstrate a considerable spLit in particular "likes".
(If there is time the teachir may have the class discuss



of-

e.r

. \J\
,

.

h* 'particular "likes'" 'but itAis necessary.)
aia

(
from' the class, one more, that different

Afpeeple 1i3ie different th:ings.,t

Elicit from ehe cXaso, once more, .(and emphasize
this point) that her,e, is.no "good" and go "bidur,;.
attac ed ,to itht pleople

1

ti

I.

iv

\'
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LAGUARDIACOMMUNITYCOLLEGE
:CAREER EDUCATION PROJECW K -14

4 4'

TOYS ,---

OBJECTIVE,)5: ..ghat mak z like things I like
_, 1.(Tobecom aware of the qualities in things

(and.peop e) 5I likd.)
.

- 3--
1

,.,

. FIATERIALS: (For. l's Grade)
-, arou to class 'by children, as assigned previous
da wo) a favorite "toy, doll,, teddy bear, etc.;

*also*also, as assigned, a picture (or pictures) cut put
of

,

Magazines, etc., of something (any-
,\tqiirig) ,the Children would like for their birthdays,'
Christmas, et9.4\ ). .

.
.

The Teacher walk` on; hand (but out Of si,ht at 'the
'beginning of thelesson),a basketball 'a weaving .'}kit,
a plane-making kit, a portable radio ithopagraph,.

-,,, cutoutbooks, balloons.

PROOEWRE: (For .1st Grad et--
LES.SON #1

The'Teacher will ask 4he.c ren.to show the favoritellablls,

toys, etc.. they have brought to class.

The Teacher may then ask each child to tell the class how he

got the doll, toy, etc. (birthday gift from Uncle, Christmas lift

from Aunt or perhaps bought by. himself.)

. Then the Teacher may ask each child why he/she likes the object.

Is it attractive, gives;pleasufe,Lcomfort,' had it for a long time.

It is not-necessary to initirlly'Stress these qualities; they will be.

emphasized by repetition; as the leSson progresses. The Teacher will

probably need to encourage responses, but Should'be able to elicit

from the children if the bear, however old and battered, may be'

cuddly; thatyan'rd model-car, however, scarred and_dented, may still
A

roll fast, etc. "

LESSON #2'
.;

Next, 'have the children exhibit the newspaper andmagazine

ci -outs they have brought to class (things they would like for their

birthdays, Christmas,etc.) Elicit from the children the reasons
a



ti
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C

r
they like t ings especially; why they want_them especially.

A number of other qualities which make us. like the.things we like will,

'become evident to the Class: 'In addition to "Itds.pretty,;"It's

gpod!-looking ", responesiwill likely be,'"i_like to make things

"I like to draw", "I like to play games", etc.,
)4

The Teacher 'may help the children categorize these picidreS into:

,1) "I :like things I,can.play'with when I'ain_alone."
,

2) "I like things I can play with when. I am With my IriendS.

3) "I like things with which I-tan jubt.relax,' etc.

LESON #3

Next, the Teacher will begin to allok for cOmpsrisons to develop

Bother qualities which make us like the things we like. "Which,wOuid
,

you prefer: a cut-out book aor a.weaving set?" she may sk.'

discussion should help elicit fromithe children that they "lfke-

things which last longer". This point maybe emphasized by producing -

some balloons and blowing them up until they burst. (It may be

developed that we like certain things, even though they do not\dast'_

too long, but that last-longing i.s a very, desirable quality.

pictu4-e of an ice-cream cone will'emph5ize this point, particularly',

if the teach elicits from the'children:that they try to make-an ice,
1`"Nr

'icreaM cone last as long as possible.) sj

The Teacher may then produce a portAleradio or phonograph,
k

Everybody in the class',.of courpi'likes having the radio or phono-/-
r. )

graph. The. Teather may, elicit frOM the children their.reasons.for

liking the instrument. In additionjto the pleasure of listening to

or singing with' the music,, the Teacher should get the response that .

the children like l'isteningto stories. "How abdut a television?",

the Teactier may then ask, and elicit the response that.the class likes

440
A

I
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to watch as well as hear. (Here the Teacher may develop the

realization that we like things not only .because of the"ac4v

Voss bilities inherent"ln things, but also because of the "passi

pos ibilitids for enjoyment they may Vrovide:)

Here the Tea her my introduce elements of cost in%the things
1

>0we like. She may.elicit from the class that not eve*bedy has the

money to buy.a portable radio, notery parent has the money to

provide the radio as W gift. She may ask the class whether it would

like a doll, a modeltaPrplane (the less, expensive item) for their

birthdays, OT wait; instead, a year or moreafor the more expensive

r:gift. (Here the Te her has the opportunity to develop accessibility

and i ediacy as quality of the things we like. There will be

erence in the respo=nses, but no doubt that availability and
>. -L*

accessibility are,very desirable qualities in the things we like.)
i

,.The Teacher may sum up, with the 4d of the children, of course,

the principle qualities which make us like the things we\like:

attractiveness (pretty, handsome, robust), longevity of the object's'

lifeLpossibirities for solitary enjoyment, possibihities fOr soda(

enjoyment (games, both competitive and not) and possibilities fOr
4 N

passive enjoyment.

As an assignment, suggest the creating of, a montage of tohings

the children like.

1- . --.1
/ .

t,,-"/
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1.5b

.2uALYtiEs

Objective: To become aware of qualiies in petleolt'like.

The teacher-selects volunteers from the,class to role-play
situations which will demonstrate positive qUalities'in people..,

Suggesied posiive . "friendly ".

"helpful"
fu

"shing"

ProcedAte: The teacher 'will,, explain to the class that they are
going to play a "guessing gaMe" and will have toguess the 451.1alitiesj

that the volunteers Ore acting out. Tae teacher takes two
volunteers aside and "cues",them, telling them the quality she
would like them to act out. (Note: It would be ideal if'the teacher
could simply tell the pupils the quality and let them deal with it
as they see fit. However, if the pupils have trouble getting
started, the teacher might invent a situation: (e.g. Ato'act dut
"helpful", the teacher might say "Liohnny, pretend you are carrying
a large stack of books. Mary,r'you come along and see Johnny. Now
act helpful.") ,Skit-might last 1-2 minutes. , Following it, the
teacher'asks the class what auality they think'was demonstrated
(egg. by asking, "Haw did Mary act towards Johnny?" or a similar
question.) The teacher writes, responses on the chalkboard "perhaps
underlining "helpful"; other, responses might b "kind",,"nice",
etc.), then continues to the next' two voluntee'rs and next quality.
When all qualities haNie been roleplayed, the.teacher can lead
discussion on these qua"lities and tie people wh6 possess them.. Sample
discussion questions might.be:

Which of thes/4 qualities do you like? Which do you like most? Dislike?
- Which of these qualities does your best friend have and. show?

Can you think' of people who show these qualities? (Answers might
include: parents, teachers, community leaders, iistorical. figures,
T.V. characters, etc.) 4

4hy do y911 like these qualities in people?
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LAGUARDIA. COMMUNITY COLLEGE

CAREER EDUCATION PROJECT K-14

FEELINGS

OBJECTIVE: To learn that other people influence what we like
and dislike.

'MATERIALSe (Foi.lst Grade) 4far oons

. Pr(OCEDURE: (For 1st Grade)

-Distribute the cartoons to the group. Ask them to tell whagt's

happening i the first cartoon - get at the subject beifig happy and

satisfied.with what he did. Ask students for eXami:l.es.from their own

experience where they felt good about something they did. Then ask

how the second cartoon differs from the first, making sure to empha-

size that the boy and-the picture he drew are the'same as in the

first cartoon. :Ask why his expression. is different (and What it

means about how he feels) in the second cartoon even though the

picture is the same. What seems to have changed his mind abdtt his

own picture (drawing.) Proceed in the same wad' through the remain-

ing iartoons. Try to,have students summarize byasking whether the

boy liked.his drawing in the first cartoon and what made him change

his mind throughout the 'others., A8k why he should change his mind if

he liked it himself? The Teacher should be on the'alert throughOut

the day for situations wherein his/her' students' disavow their owri

,preferences for thoseof others. Ask the student as7oon as possible

,why he appeared to change his prefetceS.
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LAGUADIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
CAREER EDUCATfON PiROJECT K-14

T.V. COMMERCIALS

OBJECTIVE #6: What makes me like the things I'like;
To become aware of the fact that other people may
''influence my liking the-things I like.

MATERIALS: (For First Grade) A series-of cartoons in desk size,
duplicated for every child in the class.

PArCEDURF:

Pictures of a variety of materials appearing on TV
commercials: cereals, candy, TV-dinners, cakes, soaps,
Aeoderants, air-fresheners, etc.

The cartoons should be nine in number, though for
economy, the nuriber -may be limi d to seven.

1st Cartoon - a number of child n on a Street; one
h oof them is opping"'about n one foot, while the others

either watch or ignore him/her.,

2nd Cartoon - several of the children are now hopping
on one foot, while more watch than ignore them.

3rd Cartoon most children are now hopping' on one
foot and the others are about to join the past time.

4th Cartoon - all the children are now hopping on
one, foot.

4

5th Cartoon - all the children, except one, are
hopping; the one who is 'lot hopping ls bouncing a
ball:

6th Cartoon - more Ihildren are now bouncing a
ball, though more are still hopping on one foot.

7th Cartoon - some children are still hopping on one
foot, but most are bouncing balls.

8th Cartoon - --a-14_ the children are i'low'bouncing a ball.

9th Cartoon - all the children, except one, are
bouncing balls; the one who\ is not bouncing a ball
is imping rope.

(For Fiist Grade)
LESSON #1

The Teacher will exhibit one cartoon at--)a, time, allowing the

children to interpret what they see in the cartoon.
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"I
With the exhibition of tie ninth cartoon, the Teacher may

ask the children to surmise what would appe'ar in the tentH,, eleventh,,

twelfth and possibly thirtbenth cartoons. (Since the repetitive

Ithat'Ure of the sequence must be fairly obvious to the class, the

Teacher should have little, if any, difficulty getting the response

that eventually all the children will be jumping rope until one of

the children (in the cartoons) begins another activity.

The Teacher may then ask the children to tell the story of

the cartoons in their own words. There will be iTime for several

renditions of this.account from different children. Somewhere in
0

these .i.enditions one or more of the children is most likely to use

the work "copy-cat" or some similar word or phrase, like "monkey

sees, moneey does". This, of course,=will bring the class to the

essence of the objective of the lesson. Color the cartoons.

LESSON `#2

What did we learn yesterday from the cartoons? Ask the

children whether they know 'anyone who is always "doing what everyone

else does". T4hat did they do? One child accusing another of being

a "copy-cat" will draw both a defense and a counter-attack, so that

there will be an abundance of children who are called "apers"; and

it should he a simple task to elicit from the class that many, if

not all people, do what other people like to do. Difference between

copying and changing your mind, TV makes you change your wind about

what you .want for'breadfast,

By this time, recognizing that what they like to,do is influ-
x

enced frequently by others, the children will be ready to give

chapter and verse on how each has been influenced in this manner.

TJheh it is good\to cofiv, when not, when influenced, when not.
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This procedure can be developed with references to mothers,
4

fathe s, bigbrothe , big sister, other children in the classroom,
r

with reference to g utility, kindness, punctuality., etc.

The emphas'is should not be put'on "good" or "bad", that thqse

qualities shbuld not be neglected, but rather on the main objective

of the lesson; that others influence our liking the things and

people we like.

Explore other areas where this influence may become more

apparent to the class.

The Teacher mtil.ght ,then ask, "How about clothes? Do we wear-
1-1

clothes because we see others wearing them?" We know that children,

as well as adults, imitate the styles of others, and the,Teacher

should have no difficulty eliciting from the children that 'n'they.

4ot their mothers to buy them the kind of hat Johnny wore","the

sneakers Jerry wore","the sweater Mary wore", etc. (The"reacher,

more than,anyone else, is aware of this aping practice in her

class, and is better capable of selecting the specific items of

wear"aped".

(
LESSON #3

Next, the Teacher may begin to exhibit her picture which

depict some of the food, candy, cakes, soaps, etc., advertised

on 1", one at a time, movie ad- car

Ask the children how many eat t Aereaf, cup-cake,

rcand bar, as eacNitem is presented t chem. Ask how many insisted
t

,N.. _
k that their mothers, gathers, brothers, sisters, bought that partic-

N---1 ular item. The children may defend their choices of these foodstuffs

and sweets, but they will affirm the conclusion that other people
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had an influence on their choices.

The samelorocedure will 'evidence the influence- of TV/ (others,)

in other areas o4 purchase: bathroom tissue, laundry soap,

debderants, ,toys, games, etc., etc. Again, the Teacher may elicit
014

from.the class that its likes may be very much influenced by others.

In a similar manner, the Teacher may be able to elicit from

theechildren that most of their "likes" are influenced by "out-

side forced": the movies they like to see, the TV programs they

like to watch, the sports they like to play, the food they like to

eat; etc. How they like to behave; it may be developed too, may

very well be,influenced by others: in the home, on the street, in

school,, towards their homework, and even towards achievement.

Getting the children to talk about such items and movies should

be simple enough by just asking'them why they went to "this movie",
7

why they watcha particular TV program; then asking them who

suggested, who recommended them. Personal heroes, it May be

demonstrated, in uenced the children's likes in sports, TV and

.radlo personalities, their'likes in food. The difficulties

inherent in a discussion of what c [de fore ; helped Cashion

th'eirtlikes in "behavior" may be circumvented by avoiding class-

mates' manners and habits and by referriig to heroes,(ex,

sports, TV, music), both past and present,and to people ::at

home". Certainly brothers, sisters, fathers and especially

mothers, influence the behavior patterns (likes and dislikes) of

the children, and these influences should not be neglected in the

discussion.
a

Finally, the Teacher may ask,"What have we learned today?"
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The responses may be many, but aiOleast one .chi,Ld will pare-

physe the intention of the lesson, which the Teacher might repeat:

We have become aware of the fact th gL t other people, one way or

another, influence our liking the things we like, as well as the

Ithings we like to do.

As an assignment, the children may be asked to complete the

unfinished cartoon series, making the drawings for boxes 10, 11,

and 12.

0
(

tzt

I
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LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
CAREER EDUCAtION PROJECT k-14

SOMETHING NEW

4

D JECTIVE #7! To le n that we get ,to like more things as' We learn and dio

more ings.

(MATE (For 1st Grade) Needles, threads, colored b'ads (large enough'
for 1st Graders to thread); some educational tops which ae
marketed for youhger children to help them learn to hamther,

/')find proper shapms, etc.); photographs of swimming, skating,
bike - Biding; photographs. of foreign children in foreign lands.

'PROCEDURE: (For 1st Gt.4Lte)

A&ounde to the class that it is about to embark on something new, and

experiment. lDistribute threaded needles, and beads. Ask how many Ilje ever made

a necklace or bracelet. (Some girls, but not many, will have had the experience.
ti

They can be asked t

(

be helpful, help those who might find difficulties id the

process. This diplomatic touch will make for unity of interest and the "experiended"

girl. ctually p/ ve helpful.

time

wou_ Li,e to make , bracelet ?" "How many would like to make a necklace?: -She .

class, the teacher might ask, "How many

might also ask for whom the children would like to make the bracelet or necklace.

The response, initially, may be timid, because of the children'slinfamiliarity

/ --
with the process of ornament-making, but they'll proceed withsufficient interest,

an interest which will grow as they succeed at their work.
t *

td.s. .

When the bracelets and neckaces are done, eacher will ask the children

to-to show their work the class, and will be 4t to praise each child for his

worrk7

The teacher will then elicit from the class that it has done something new,'

something it has never done before, and something it would like to do agaih.

If the teacher cannot elicit from the class (though she (bake the attempt) a

statement of the objective of the lesson, she might very well make the statement

herself: "You try something new; you learn something new; you like something new."



The teacher might then produce some of the educational' toys for still

younger children. "These are,learning toys you might have played with at one time."

She might then ask the class what it learned Oith each of the toys.
1

)101lowiAg the class response, the teacher might say,' .."We are older now an

we learn from other thilkgs. For example, (producing a picture of ice-skating) we j/
:11044,

learn to ice-skate. How many like ice-skating when you were two years-old?" How

many like ice-skating now? If you learn to do something new, you learn`to,

The teacher will'ask the children to finish that sentence; and they will.

"What other things have you learned to do and like since you'were a baby?"

the teacher itay then ask,

The teacher may help with the responses which may include crossing the street

alone, reading, writing, playing ball, stemming, bike-riding. (The teacher may

produce.photognaphs of such activities in developing the theme.)

\\If there is time, the teacher may produce the photographs of foreign children

in foreign lands to elicit from the class that it has l=earned to be interested in

other people, in lands; in fact, it has leakned to like history and geography.

Return to the beaded brac Iets and necklaces. "Do you lice what you have

done?" "Would you like to do more of tivm?" "Would you like making other things,

things you have never made before?"

All these questions leadto the conclusion, elicited from the class, ,that the

more things we do, the more things we learn, the more things we learn to like.

NOTE: The procedure for this lesson !or 5th Grade might be followed 101;iitably

by the 6th Grade and up, with slight variation. The button - sewing would be a good
I

way to open the lesson for thepppper-graders.) In addition to the discussion of the

other activities (of the 5th grade)however, the children ofthe upper grades may

well be able evaluate inconcrete terms their experiences with such vfork as

baby-sitting, house-cleaning, more mature sewing of clothes', messenger employment
via

assisting professional catpe ters, eletricians, etc.'k

5.
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V 4
In the discussion .of work with these older students, it will be important

DA_
to emphasize the positive elements (there Lill benegative responsesi and the

pleasures the st ents derive feom their work (in addition to the money they

44%>

..

make at their work,

(

Fj

v.&



PROCEDURE

LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY C&LEGE
CAREER EDUCATION PROJECT K-14

1.8a/ 5.8a

c
1.11.

DISLIKES

To
t
become aware of dislike.

p

(The vocabulary of the playlet is rather simple and only a few students should

have any difficulty in reading the assigned roles in the script. If the teacher
4

considers some few words in.the playlet eyond'the reading raiige of her class,

she might list those words on the blackboardand have the children becoMe familiar

with them.) '

teacher will announce- thashe has they play the class may act out.

(The chi en have enjoyed the, previously acted playlets and will welcome the
I

,'

arrival of another.) 'The teacher wil.choose the cast of ni,ne from the volunteers,
, .

. ,

,

V '.
.

promising that others will be given parts when the play is done a Second and perha s

third time.

The children will play their parts, from their spats or in front of the room.

.,The teacher may remark that the children of.the playlet cast 'certainly dis-

liked a good number of things, then follow with a questioning of how the children

in the .class -feel about the children of the play. This question-should furhish

the claSs, an opportunity to identify their own dislikes with those cif the play

cast. It will also stimulate the class to speak of its other disl,ikes, hates, pet

peeves, etc.

The teacher might help this outpouring of diglikes on the part of the ciass by

asking such questioA as; ,How do you like waiting fqr the bus? HOW do you like

getting dressed for church or for a visit to your relatives? How do you like

visiting your Aunt Sandra in the Bronx? How do you like youx.cousins? How do you.

Like the Bronx? T.V. commercials, etc.1

After a while (depending on-the temper of the discussion, but, particularly'

on the time left for the lessoh) the teacher may sug est catc,;orizing the class's

'f

dislikes. She may, prepare columns on the_board, giving each-a heading: HOME,



FOOD, FAMILY, SCHOOL, STREET, RELATIVES, PEOPLE, WEATHER, ANIMALS, CLOTHES, etc.

(The children may sugget other categories.)

Then, calling on as many children as possible, have each write on the black-
-

boerd,'under the proper category, one of his or her pet dislikes. (Fok the 1st,

Grade, the teacher may have to do the writing on the blackboard.)

By the end of ?the exercise, the children should be relieved of considerable

hostility, and also perhaps a bit tired because of the exercise.

The teacher mighvery well make some positive comment at this'time, such

as, "We,certainly don't like a lot of.things, but we like a lof of things, too.

4!..think that there dryore*things we like than dislik!."

,,Aran assignment, the teacher might ask ;,the'5th Graders to'write a paragraph

or two n a particular dislike of.theirown; the composition might be titled ."Why'

I Don't Like It."

NOTE: 1st Graders, have not reached the reading level necessary for the reading

of the playlet for the lesson, the teacher might 'read it to them. The procedure

for the aisdusion outlines, above Might: then be f011owed, allowing for the difference

in age and maturity of the c

If the reading of the play to the class by the _teacher is not feasible, then

the initial steps .of the procedure, indicated above would need to, be changed.

Where there is no reading of the play,'the teacher might start the diScussion

with such quest' ns as:, How do you like it, when it rains on Saturday? Do you

like it, mhen your mother wakes you up_to go to school? ,(thy -don'ft you, like it?)

Do you like spinach?
N,

The answer to these questions will lead the children into expressions of their

dislikes in as many categories as the teacher chooses. Once the initial steps

are taken (in a class to which the play is not read) the rest of the:procedure

4

(for those who read the play and for thOse to whom the play is read).may be pretty

Much the same.



PyT/611:
T''

If at times the animosity, of thichildren with-reference to one paCegory of

dislikes.thieatens tiget out of hand, as it well might, the teach'er should
1 '

abruptly change the category of discussion. The aim of the lesson is ntlt to'

allow i general expression ofientagObism, but for eveals the fact that we all

have our own dislikes.

Yy
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PLAYLETA :THINGS I DON'T _LIKE_TO DO

LAGUARDIA'COMMUNITX COLLEGE
CAREEREDUCATON P4OJECT K-14

CASTS Johnny, Willie, Freddy, Danny, Mary, Annie, Cindy? Barbara
wyMrs.* Ireen (Teacher)

.

SET: Schbolyardlring lunch hour.
4 1

1
)'4

7 The boys are tossin a ball among themselves.

The girls are jumping rope.

**************************************************4******************************

7

JOHNNY

(Counting to, the tog ng of the ball) One, two, th,xt
, .

-'(Singing) And you're out....

WILLIE

FREDDY

. (Joining singing) At the old ball game;

There are three things I,hate: rainy days,/ spinach and baseball umpires.

JOHNNY.
. -

Three things I hate are umpires, spinac and` my kid brother.

MARY

I hate baby-sitting. They always make me baby -sj for my baby sister.

ANNIE .

Big deal! My sister is always !pushing me around.

Yaur baby sister?

My big sister, Stupid! My big sister!

WILLIE

ANNIE

WILLIE

Who are you talking to, Annie? I don't like being called stupid!

5



you'xe nc*.smatt.

FREDDY

WILLIE

L

I'm 'as smolt as you are. I just d 't like being called names. Any names!

4DANNY
. -

I don't like pllmy sister's "boy- iends calling her, up °n:he telephone.

CINDY

too

I don't like my brother throwing all his clothesfaroudd and messing up the living
room.

BARBARA

I don't like cleaning up after my little brother messed up the thole house.
Why can't he do it himself?

.

i

JOHNNY

Because that's a girl's job. Cleaning.

ANNIE

That's, what you say! Allyou boys want to do is to eat and play' and sleep.

DANNY

That's for me! I sure'' ate it, when my mother wakes me up in the morning.

,Especially on a school day!

'.. WILLIE

-FREDDY

Hey, watch'-it! Mrs. Green is listening.

DANNY

So what?. I bet she hates to get out of bed early in the morning, too.

JOHNNY

What I don't like is wh4n my mother sends me down to the store to get something
she 'forgot.

WITJTE

And it's always just before we're sitting down to dinner.

FREDDY

(Mimicking) I forgot the milk, Freddy. I foxgskt the bread, Freddy.
n



'N

CINDY

Why aon't you gO down to-the store, Freddy. Yeah, but you don't have to wash
anacT dry the dishes after dinner.

That's what yoCthink. ,t
A

DANNY

WILLIE

Who has to take out the garbage? ---

JOHNNY

I hate taking out thd,garbage.

CINDY

I hate washing all those dirty dishes.

FREDDY

I hate when I have to get4essed to go visit my Aunt Jenny in the Bronx.

ANNIE

I hate Bronx.

FREDDY

And my mother always makes me play with'my little cousins.

BARBARA

Me, too. And that's one thing I can do without. My cousins.

CINDY

I could do without my Uncle George. He's always pinching my cheeks..

,1*

And it hurts!

I know a lot of people I don't like.

MARY

WILLIE

'JOHNNY

Me, too! I know a lot of girls I don't like.

ANNIE

Yeah?1 I know a lot of boys I don't like!

53



MRS.:GREEN

(Blawsa whistle) All right, children.. Lunchtime is over. Back.to your
classes

I ,hate that whistle.

. *

I hate it, when lunchtime is over.

-7 I hate to go back to the classrpom.

-BARBARA

WILLIE

DANNY

MRS. GREEN

You certainly hate a lot of thinls,'don't you?

CINDY

Have you been listening, Mrs. cretin?

MRS. GREEN
.

Just a little b here'and there. You had better move into your classrooms, before
'you're late.

ANNIE '

Are there some things you hate, too, Mrs. Green?

MRS. GREEN

I suppOse,so. But I don't think I hlte just so many things as you do.
is".4../13,Arry up, now.- I do ha e children being late. f.

/ BARBARA

1"' And we hate to be punished for being late.

MRS. GREEN

Well...then, let's hurry bebre we begin to hate each other.

(ALL EXIT) A

I
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LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
. ).

CAREER EDUCATION PROJECT K-14

CHANG ENG

OBJECTIVE #9: To become aware that dislikes change,

PROCEDURE:

(This playlet may be used as the material for the lesson indicatedyith

both 1st and 5th Graders. The 5th Grader, of course, mayact,out the playlet;
.

the adher may read the playlet to the is Graders.) --,

The teacher may open the lesson by reminding the childten'th.t they have

already read a play, and had some discussion on "thy. gs they didn't like."

"We have another play," she might say, "abbut things we don't like; but

this one is a little different."

The teacher will have any number of voluriteers for,the roles in the play,

will make her seleption, and will set the stage (the front of the rc:im) for the

action.

,The children will read the play.

(

The teacher will then elicit from theclass that this play, which they have
1(

just re d, is quite different from the irst play .on dislikes. She will elicit

fro rn the, class that this is a more somber play, much more quiet and certainly

much less belligerent.

*
She should try 4 liciticit from theclassIthat this play, while dealing with

animosities and dislikes, seems to be more involved in changing attitudes to

dislikes (involving things and people.) The teacher might help the children

a

--realize,that "Johnny", In a number of areas, has had a change of heart about ce -Lain

things and people, a.. change in his dislikes.C.

The teacher might then ask the children to point to the text wre Johnny's

change' of dislikes is spelled out. (If the children i ve been provided with texts

of the playlet, they may be asked tl4readthe lines of Johnny to prove their dis
A

coveries.)

Simultaneously, the telcher may ask the children to writ on the blackboard

F

r



the area ilOwhich Jo#nnyyhas had a change of dislikes: rainy Saturday, school,

homework, reading, dancing, social studies (history), friends (Willie), elative
:lb

'(Cousin Tommy), running errands, etc.' ,

4 .
,

To round out the exercise. !1 eXplo ation, the teacher may elicit from th

class that some dislikes do not change ( t leAt in the life of the play). She

may elicit frout the class that we still don't know whether Willie.still,dislikes

spinach.' And we do know that Lucy still doesn't like setting the table.

,
a-

From here the teacher may move directly in the experience of,her children.

This might be best done by limiting the discussion to one category at\a time:

Weather, School, Reading, ether School Subjects, Foods, Friends,(
Relatives, Chores,

r*
Games, etc.

A

k Friendships and enmities might prove the simplest and yet most7provoCative

catory with which to begin.
1

"Who was your b st friend last year?" "Who is the'boy or girl.you didn't

like at, al/ "How do tYou feel aboxit this boy or girl/today?"

- Young children get "mad" and "glad" very easily and very quickly. It won't

2

take too much prodding,to get the class talking about As likes and dislikes and

how they hve changed in this area of their lives. The teacher, of course, will

point up, strew for the children the evidence ofd their changing dislikes (the

/objective a the lesion).

Relatives should prove equally fertile ground for the discovery of changin

dislikes. Aunts, uncles, and especially cousins inspire a source fpr constant

change in likes and dislikes.

Food, yarticularly with young people, is an area(of much dislike: vegetables,

fish, cheeses, etc. While change in dislikes moves more rapidly WINt,h the adult,

there is sufficieht change in dislike ariong children make for good discussion.

(There are children who at one time did not like pistachio ice-cream

Each category, those indicated and those the children may suggest will pro-
1

vide testimony to changes in dislikes; and each category should be ex lored for as

\(.

r.:7
3,)

)



a
long as time permits.

-3-

The teacher should leave herself enough time, however, for a summary of the

lesson and for a second reading of the play.

rl Throughout the lesson, the teacher has been able o indicate, one way and

another, that the dislikes of the childrin change with time, with situations,

even with'41e iaeather. She should be able to elicit from the class, at the

end of.the lesson, the respOrise she wants: that the things we hate today we

like tomorrow;;, that our dislike for things and people are constantly changin

To gi e oth9rs of the class the opportunity to act, the pleasure of performance,

.

as well as to help fix the objective of the lesson (dislikes change) the teacher

should:,close the session with a second reading to the accompanying playlet.

14K

L
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LAGUARDIA COMMUNITX COLLEGE
CAREER EDFATICV.PROJECT K-l4

PLAYLET: CHANGIN

CAST: Johnny, his sister Lucy, Mother,.Willie

SET: A room at home during the Easter vacation

-

(7t is raining and Johnny and Lucy are looking out of the window.)

JOHNNY: It's still raining.

LUCY: It's going to rain all day. *

JOHNNY: I hate rainy days

LUCY:

JOHNNY: You can't go out and play in this rain. I wish I were back in,s, (Dol.

LUCY: School? .Since when did you like school?

JOHNNY: Iodidn't say.I Piked school. I don't like staying in the house all day.
It's boring.

LUtY: Why don't you clean up your room?

It's Thursday. I thought youonly 4iated rain' on Saturdays.

JOHNNY: I cleaned up my room. you want to teach me how to dance?

,LUCY: Dance? You? I thought you said dancing was sissy stuff.
..7 k

JOHNNY: All right; don't teach me how to dan

LUCY: I will; if you 'like.

JOHNtY,.. .I don't like. I wish I had book to read. I wish I had some homework.

LUCY:' You're eal4y de Aerate:'

What's wrong wk reading a book? What's wrong with homework?JOHNNY:

"Nothing.

Ilike reading ,Abo all thdee explorers. And my reader has some pretty
good stories.

LUCY: You can rea2c1--c.neof 'my books.

JOHMNY: Nal-f! otn't like_rhding that much. I wish it would stop rai r in ;b'
ti //

,,,(The doorbell rings) V

JOHNNY: Who's that?

rJ
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MOTHER: (Calling) Willie is here to see you, Johnny.

JOHNNY: (Sourly) That's great.

/LUCY: I thought you liked Willie.

JOHNNY: Z used to

'1

him, until he became the teacher's

WILLIE - (Enters) Hi, Johnny, Lucy.

6
U HI, Willie.

What are you doing, Johnny7

JOHNNY: Nothing. Do you want to play checkers?

WILLIE :\

JOHNNY:

MOTHER:

I thou ht you didn't like checkers.

2thot t1 greatest, but i don't mind, if you don't.

(Enters)

4o
tt

is time for lunch. Would you like to join us, Willie?

If it's no trouble.

JOHNNY': Maybe you won't like what we've got to eat.

MOTHER: Is there something,you dOn't like to eat, Willie.

JOHNNY: Sure. There are Lots of, things he d %n't like to eat,

WILLIE% I'll eat anything you have for lunch, Mrs. WilSon,

JOHNNY: Will you eat spinach.

MOTHER: We aren'aving any spinach, Johnny. But you can run down to the store.
if "you'd like.

JOHNNY: In this rain?

4

t1

MOTHER: I thought it would be nice to have

JOHNNY: Ice-cream. Sure. I'll go down.
4

WILLIE: Sure.

(They exit)

little.ice-cream for dessert.

Do you wart' to come with me, Willie.

n.

MOTHER: (To Lucy) They certainlybdon't know what to do with themselves on rainy
days.

(The telephone rings)

JOHNNY: (Off-stage) I'll get it, Mother.

LUCY: I wondbr who could that be?

JOHNNY: (Enters) It was Tommy,

X



-6 -

1
MOTHER: ,Your cousin Tommy?

r

JOHNNY: Yeah. He's coming down. Maybe I ought t buy more ice-cream. He's
coming for lunch.

"'MOTHER: That's fine. Have you enough money?
P '1 A

JO There wasp the money on,the table. Bye! (Jiie exits)
4. ^

( LUCY: I thought he didn't like his cousin Tommy. N''---.........°
.

MOTHER: That was yedterday. Tomorrow he 'like his cousin J
Whelp me set the table.

LUCY :a Must I?

MO YeS. (They exit)'

*V'

0
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LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
CAREER EDUCATION PROJECT K-14

QUALITIES II

Objective: To become aware4qf qualities in people I dislike.

8

1.10a.

The teacher selects volunteers from the class"to role-play
situations which fill demonstrate ne ative qualities...
(Note: This activity can be,used in njuhction with A.I.C. 1.52)

Suggested negativf qualities: "mean" (unfriendly and/or not 119,1.ping)
/"---7-. "selfish...

"bossy'

N...

"dishonest" (lies qr steals)
z

( .

Projdure: The teacher will explain to the class that they are going
to play a "guessing game" and will have to guess the qualiti es t1at the
volunteers are acting out.' The teacher takes the 'two volun eersaside .

and "Cues" them, telling them the quality she woulirlike them to act out,
(Note: 'It would be ideal if the teacher cquld simply tell the
pupils the quality and let theli deal with} it as they see fit. However,
if. the pupils have trouble getting started the teacher might invent
a situation: e.g. to aCt "s4.1fish", the 'teacher might say "Peter,
pretend yodate playing with a dot of toys. Jose.comes,aldng and
says that he ould like to play with you. Jive/ act "selfish".)
Skit might last about 1-2 minutes. Following it, the teacher asks
the class what. quality they think was demonstKatedlby.asking,-PHOw-
did peter'act towards Jose ?" or a similar-questioil. The teacher,
writes responses on ta.o\chafkboard.(perhaps udderli'ning "selfish ";
other responses might be, "nasty", "bad", "cheap-skate", etc.);
then continues to next two VOiunteers and next quality.

1 '

01 ..

.

When all qualities have been role-pl.yed, the teacher can lead
disipssion on 'these qualities and pqople who possess'them.
Sample discussion questions might b ...

Which of these qualities do you dislike? Which do you dislike most?
Like??

. .

Do any of your friends or playmates have these qualitieg?
How do you feel when frierids act out these qualities?/.
Can you think of other people who shaq-these qualities? (Answers
might include traditional "bad guys": u. .characters, historical
figures, crooks, etc.)

I/ ...-----

Why do you dislike these-qualities in people?



LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
CAREER EDUCATION PROJECT K-14

I JUST DON'T LIKE THAT

1.10b
5.10

OBJECTIVE #10: To become aware of qualities in things and peopl that I dislike..

MATERIALS: A series of cartoons, some in pairs and some single, eachpaAr.or single
on a sin le sheet of paper, each duplicated so that each child ih the
class may have a copy of -each. If possible, the teacherishould have
large copies of the cartoons, large enough to exhibit ine)front of'the

sroom. t
,

(PROCEDURE:

r")
The procedure for this activity should be 4pretty mucfi the same for the 1st

a°

Grad4, the 5th Grade', or any other grade which might profit from the lesson.

44)
Obviously there are enough cartoons available (if the materials are provided)

for at least two classroom sessions, and perhaps three. Since each of the:qualities--

(,.
\"in thingt I don't like" is treated more or less separately in each cartoon,

or 'set of ,artoons, there is no specifically marked spot fora break in

..
I-

lesson..

Wherever it is necessary for the teacher to stop the lesson (fOl'r'the time being and

because of the lim'tation of time) the ctivity may be easily resumed thVollowing
A

a

day with no noticea\ break the c tinuity of the lesson.

/

Of course, all discussion related to the cartoons will depend on tfid
.

.,
/ - .

4 /
level of the children, to lar 0.8 maturity of experience, conception and und r-

.
a . ( NJ

standi g
11

are concerned. Here,' of coure,-the teacher will bp the bet jUdge of __.,,Aq2
. . kl ) N

( e

the situ ion, xtent and limitations of tiie passiblediscussion.
4

acher may well begin the activity by.._umming up, in general terms,' the

previ s activities related to "things-I don t.like." She may say, "Soar wef
hive become aware of certain things some of us

j

some,tnings all of dis-

like. Ite have become aware,too, of the fact that our dislikes arealways hanging.

Today,' let us try to learn why we don't like certain things', and why, pelrhaps, we

don't like certai31 situations, and gtople."

The announcement by they teacher, that she has a ratiKe r e number of

Cartoons to help us find out wh r we don't like certain things.y, situations .and

people" will 1144p move the interest of the class to the activity.

r )J
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The teacher should distribute one cartoon (or set of cartons) at a tithe.

First, the chidren will be a'ked to "read the cartoon." (The set of cartoons

depicting the collapsed plaything will serve as an example for this "guide"; but
A

the teacher might very wellArconsider some other cartoons more appropriate fore

her own class-, children).

Second, the 'children will b e asked whether they have had similar experiences;

and asked to relate them. (The poorly constructed plaything is common enough, and

the response should be good).r---\

Third, the teacher should beC,able to elicit from the children that they don't

like things which are poorly built, and that they don't like things which don't

last too long.

,(The teacher might have a child write the conCluSions relative to "why

I donit like things" on the blackboard, or do the writing herself.)

These steps, one, two and three, may well be followed with each of the

cartoons provicolvd.

With cartoons 2a. and 2b., the teacher should be able to elicit from the

children (after they have related similar expe4ences) that they don't like things

which have them waiting in line.br just waiting "to get".

With cartoons 3a. and 3b., after the children have told their stories of

waiting for things which came very late or not at all, the teacher should be able

to elicit the conclusion that the children "don't like things they have to wait too

long to get." The teacher may also be able to elicit from the class that it

doesn't like people who make promises and don'tdeliver on them. (There is no

specific cartoon for this, but it is implicit it 3A., and 3b., and a discussion in

this area, particularly among ,older children, shotld prove most fruitful.)

With Cartoons 4a. and 4b., again after having the children read the story

and relate their own related experiences, the teacher should be able to elicit

from the .:"Iss its dislike for loneliness, *41 ,1:; its dislike for being

separated "from the crowd." (There is an opportunity here to have the class discuss
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how these "lonely people" can be helped but, chsidering the time limit as24

as the need' to hie close to the line of the activity's objective, the teacher wi 1

have to limit discussion in this area severely.)

(Reminder: A child in the class or the teacher will note the "reasons" for

our 'dislikes" as the discussion o each cartoon comes to it conclusions.) `'

With Cartoons 5a. and450:, following the outlined procedures, the teacher

should be able to elicit fromthe class that its inability to perform efficiently

(with things I can't do weH is an element in an activity which make for a,dis-

,

liking of that activity.. (Here; tog, there wri-/ be the temptation to 'go off on

a tangent to the lesson, developing the idea that one should not give up easily on

the task, that perserverence is a virtue to be developed. The teacher might touch

on this point, but cut,whatever discussion develops in this area short.)

The lawn-MowPr cartoons (6a and 6b) allow the teacher to elioit from the

it doesn't like being forced to-do things, and consequently doesn't/f

like those "things" either. (The children will be able to give many personal

examples from their own personal experience in this area.) Cartoons 7a 3Fid-7

constitute a variation on the theme, but may be closer to the knowlge and

experience of city children.

Cartoons 3a and '319 may b variations on the "spike-hammering" cartoons, and

may 1).2 SD us ticl r, there is additional_ element of "instructions", those

which accompany the "toys to he assembled" kits boughL in the stores. Here,

too, the children will have stories, experiences of their own, their friends and

their families (in baking,,sewOicji model-,building, furniture construction re-

placing automobile part,, etc.) The teachei. may also e cit from ,the class that

at doesn't_ like people why can't speak simply anti, directly, people who give the

wrong street directions, people who can't, diver a message straight.)

From lartoon the teacher will be able tp elicit from the class ,tat it

1 1_ >pi ) t , 1,I. ,w hr,1,4".
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Cartton 10 may

conclAlsions from the cla.

ide the teacher with the o ortunity to elicit several
**\

4
One, it doesn't enjoy i s inability to buy the things

proverty and all that poverty means; third it doesprtwants; two, it doesn't

Ike people to flaunt their opulence (boast of their advantages). The major element

in this particular quality of dislike is an-ness", limitation of,access,

limitation of ability to accomplish or to attain. To get away from the person 1/-

or individual dislike, the teacher migh ansfer the discussion ftom the individual

to specific abilities (the ability to race, tihe ability14, Slay shortstdp, mechanical

ability, mathematical ability, etc.) The emphasis might be on deploring the lack

of ability rather than on disliking this lack. obviously, distinctions in this

discussion demand the more mature mind and perhaps this cartoon and th)e
discussion

of it should be limited to older children. C;

Cartoon 11 permits the class to enter on a discussion ofifood and why it

dislikes certain foods. Here the "qualities" which make for dislike are generally

going to be vague. Taste, color, substance will probably constitute the sum total

of the class's responses to why it doesn't like certain foods. The teacitftmight

broaden' his discussion by indicating that thste, color and substance play a part

in fixing ol{ii-Xistastes in ocher areas (clothes, furniture, room decorations,

lamps, uniforms, etc.) In any case, theoclass's conclusion should be that these
ti

elements: taste, color And subctance s6metames create "dioles.

Cartbons 12*, and L2b introduce the "ouality" Of loyalty. The cartoons will
/7

be read easily enough. 'The children will have enough stor,es to fill the hour.

The teacher will have to limit the number of stories. She will have no difficulty

eliciting from the class LhJ,t, disloyalty is definitely ,)ne quality which mAes Lor

dislikripg .1 p er-:;oh.
Ca

It is obvious, t r om this ".Tuide" that, to repeal, thel-e Ls much too much

material here LJI1 1 .mngle y !sio-11}. It must be obviosti, too, that while the

't_ 1 V I r".1.17 Le' ii ..::11 :1,11 mllor.. 1, 11_111();-; point ol_ Lowing conclusions'

drawn from any sing4e Dr double oarto.)n, olas will have become sufficiently

I
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interested (if not excited) to be eager to continue this particular activity,

when next it meets.

/

The teacher should indicate to the class that there will be more of this

particular activity but be sure to leave hersel4 time enouglItto have the class sum
,>

up its discoveries (learning) in this area to date The sumMation will be simple,

since the main reasons for our dislikes have been written on the board, and may

be read by one or more of the children. If necessary, particularly in the lower

grades, the teacher may do the reading herself.

Again,.the teacher should close the se5sfbn, promising there will be more

cartoons and more discussion the next time the class*meets,:

4

4

Ni)



LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE,
CAREER EDUCATION PROJECT KJ14

THE CARTO9NS
ro

la. A boy or girl playing with some plaything (a toy truck, dollVst
house, someN0echanical item, etc.)

fr
lb. The boy or irl looking at the plaything whLch has fallen apart

c 2a. A child waiting in line to enter a movie house.

2b. The child is at the bOx-office, the box office displays a sign:
NO MORE SEATS,

3a. A child waiting for the mailman (the voice box: "I HOPE IT COMES TODAY")

3b. Letter-carrier with voice box: "IT HASN'T COME YET."
Child with voice box: "I'VE BEEN WAITING FOR WEEKS."

4a. Boy or girl playing solitaire.

4b. Same boy or girl as "wall-flower" at a party.
1),*

5a. Child hammering a spike into the ground.

5b. Child examining his progress with the task; voice box: "I HAVEN'T
GOT VERY FAR, HAVE I?"

6a. A boy or girl leaning on a lawn mower in a field of grass.

6b. Boy or girl mowing the same field of grass fast, as adult stands over
him with a flaying whip.

7a. Boy or girl lazy in the sun.

7b. Boy or girl running from a bull (of marching, hands up, as someone
prods him from behind with a gun.

8a. Boy or girl trying to assemble a bike.

8b. Same boy or girl looking hopelessly at the mess he or she has assembled.

9. Two children fishing: one has caug4 a very small fish, the other
a large one. Voice box for the more successful fisherman boasting:
"YOU"VE GOT TO KNOW HOW TO DO IT!"

10. Two children. One shows empty pockets. The other shows his dollar
bills (Voice box: "IF YOU'VE GOT IT, FLAUNT IT!"

11. Two children eating at the table. One child's plate is almost emp
(VSice box: "I LOVE THIS STUFF!"). he othe 's plate has not 17
touched. (Voice box: "I HATE THIS STUFF!")

12a. Two children are playing catch.

Lab. One of the two stands alone, with the ball, as the other, waving his
hand good-Bye, moves off with a group of children
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LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
CAREER EDUCATION PROJECT K-14

THREE PLAYLETS

OBJECTIVE #11: To learn that others, influence our dislikes

PROCEDURE:

The'teacher may announce that the class has three very small pl s to perform.

The numb,er three is arbitrary. There may be time for only two, or one. The

order of the playlets is arbitrary as well. We will discuss possibilities of pro-

cedure as plays are ordered here. If the teacher, because of time limitation, de-

cided to use only one or too of the playlets, she might of course select the play

or plays which would be most suitable for her particular class.)

The first playlet exhibits (dramatizes) how people influence our dislike for

other people. From the class, following the reading of the first playlet, the

teacher may elicit, first, that initially Freddy liked Willie; that the remarks

of his friends made him doubt his liking for Willie; and, finally, that his friends

created in Freddy a dislike for Willie.

The teacher might ask what it was that converted Freddy's like to dislike

(asking the children to read those lines which helped Freddy change his mind.)

(Whether Freddy's change of feeling towards Willie was warranted may be the sub-

ject of another activity, and such discussioncshould be avoided in this session.)

The children might then be called upon to relate their experiences, when

their liking'of somebody has been turned to disliking in similar, or dissimilar

situations. The teacher might help the children in this area by asking whether

they had ever been dissuaded from inviting a particular child to a party, going

to a child's party, asking someone t-1 join a club, selecting somebody for one's

side in a game, etc.

The second playlet calls for a simila'r procedure. Elicit from the children

that Mary initially liked Jenny's new hair-do, and that the comments of her friends

changed the like to dislike. Ask the class to point out (read) the comments

responsible for the change of feeling on Mary's part. Again, ask the children
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to relatg their dean experience in this area. To help the class recall similar

experiences, the teacher might suggest such categories as hats, coats, dresses,

4 other wearing apparel, other hair styles (male and female), etc.

The teacher may use the same procedure for the third playlet. How did Johnny

feel about going to camp? Who changed his mind? How did they change his mind?

(Again, asking the class to read those speeches which convinced Johnny that he

wouldn't like c

The arguments in this playlet cover a number of areas: playing companions,

recreational contitions-, the hour for getting put of bed, compulsory xercises,

punishment, dTe4. The teacher, asking for experience similar to that of the
1441

play (in tYie area of bong influced to dislike something or somebody) may sugge-SIL.
!,

any or all of the " i p" attitudes (4]vorcing them from "camp" immediately)

to stimulate lass discussion. (As an aside, since the purpose of the lesson

is not to Andemn camps, the teacher may remark that there are all sorts of camps
/

, / .

and mosV of them are very good.
)*A

I.

,/
$efore the lesson ends, of course, the teacher will elicit for the class that

it ifis undoubtedly, and perhaps too often and too easi y, persuaded to dislike

people and things they likecJ., by others.

P

One of these playlets should suffice to bring home the lesson desired. The

choice of that playlet must depend on the time element as well as the maturity

of the children, and here the teacher of the class is the best judge of the parti-

cular playlet whichwill sere the purpose best.

/-
The teacher may utilize just one playlet, if that is all time permits, but,

having established the objective of this activity, it should not be difficult to
<

move, with a series of leading restioras into the' various areas in which others

influence our dislikes. For example, after we have showig that others influence

our dislike of other people, the teacher maask: Did anyone ever take you dis-

like a TV program, an actor, a singer, a plaything, a ball player, a hat, a coat,

etc.?

10'If there is time in the schedule, the teachemay use each of these playlets

for three separate sessions.
P-1
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VOTING FOR WILLIE

CAST:. Johnny, Freddy, Alex, Mary, Jane.

SET: The school yard.

*********************************************************************************

Johnny: W1D are you going to vote for?

Freddy: I'm voting f i lie.

Alex: For president of e class?

Freddy: Why not? He'll make a good president.

Maq: Not me. I'm not voting for Willie. He talks tool much.

Freddy: Talk never hviirt anybody.
A

Jane: It'srthe way he talks. Always talking about himself.

Johnny: Telling everybody how smart he is.

Freddy: He is smart bu t....

Alex: I don't like a guy who brags about himself.

Freddy: 11-6 does brag about himself alot.

Johnny: He thinks he's the best ball-player in the class.

Alex: The way he talks, you'd think he was Tom Seaver.

Mary: And he's selfish.

Jane: Everything Willie does is for Willie.

reddy: I didn't think he was that kind of guy.

nny: That's because you've never been to a party with him, or a picnic.

Freddy: hat's funny. I thought Se was a hl.?e, guy. I thought everybody liked him.

f

Mary: d,, k d him? Phewy!

Jane:

Freddy: thought I did: I guess I d

Nobody likes him.

Johnny: , Don't what?

Freddy: I guess I don't Like him. f certainly am not going to vote for him,
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JENNY'S NEW HAIR-DO

CAST: Mary Jane, Sandy, Barry

4PSET: The chool yard. ,

'N \
\-._

*********************************************************************************

Mary: Did you see Jenny's new hair-do?

Jane: I don't like it.

Mary: Oh, I think it's nice.

Sandy: I think it's terrible.

Barry: What's terrible about it?

Jane: It's too short around he/neck. r

Sandy:- And, there! Look at her! She's standing up against the fence.
How can anyone like hair coming over her eyes?

Mary: It's only one eye. The hair covers only one eye.

Jane: How would you like hair covering your eyes?

Mary: I wouldn't. But it doesn't look bad on Jenny.

Sandyi You know itdocsn't look good on her.

Jane: You're only saying it because you're her friend.

Mary: She's my friend

Sandy:. What kind of friend are you, if you, on't tell her that she got an
awful hair-cut.

Barry: That's what friends are for. To tell the truth.

. Mary : That's true enough.

Sandy: Then why did you say you liked it?.-

Mary:

A

nary: I'm sure. I'm sure I don't like it. But I don't
to tell her.

I thought I liked it.

You guess?

I really don't, I guess.

Barry: You'll find a way, Mary. You'll find a way.

ow how I'm going
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GOING TO CAMP

CAST: Johnny, Freddy, Alex, Mary, Jane

SET: The, school yard

****************************************************Vcii*************************

Johnny: Guess what? I'm going to camp this ,summer.

Freddy: For the whole summer?

JohnnY: Just for two weeks. Great, isn't it?

, Alex: I didn't like it.

Mary: Neither did I.

Jane: I went once. Never again.

Johnny: What's wrong with camp? Maybe you didn't go ,,good one.

Freddy: Dine was supposed to be a good camp. Not for me

Johnny: All you do is play ball, go Swimming, fishing.

Alex: How do you like playing ball with a bunch of kids who can't find the A

handle on a ball?

Freddy: Thats what you'll get in cam

Mary: And you'll swim in a muddy pool of water.

Jane: And the water will be hot.

Mary: And you'll find no fish in bithat lake, either.
D

Freddy: They pull you out 'of the bed my the morning.

Alex:

Jane:

Johnny:

They make you do exercises.

And they punish you, if y4e not on time.
, 0,

Nobody told me about that.

Freddy: They didn't tell yoU/ about

Alex: It makes you sick just t

/6

ry:

Johnny: Nobody said anything about punishment.

Freddy: Did they tell you how you sleep?

rA

the food they slop-on the tables either.

look) at it.

And Yoti'-gei punished, if you don't eat'it:

Alex:

Mary:

Fifteen kids in a tent.

Half of them crying with belly aches.

so"
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GOING TO CAMP (CONT'D)

Jane: Half of them crying becat& they're homesick.

Johnny: Wow! I didia't think camp was'like that.

Alet: That's not all of it.

pprOi;\tell me any more. kdonNk think I'm going to like camp. Not
if like you tell me it is. I'm going home and tell m mother and
father that I don'fwant to go.

Johnny:

Freddy: I didn't like it, but you might.

Johnny:

tr

No, not me. I don't like it. I don't like it at all.

.0°

O

\

Nt,

lb

0
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40SJECTIVE1#12:. To learn that pece are not "bad" if they like the things we
dislfke or have never tried./

1=1PA doll, a toy truck, a baby i.attle, paper and pencils.

LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
CAREER EDUCATION PROJECT K-14

WHAT DO YOU LIKE TO DO?

1:12a

MATERIALS:

The teacheryLspTa ys the baby rattle and asks, "How many like playing with a

Then, "How many don't like playing with a baby rattle?" (

Following normal response, the teacher may ask, "Who likes playing with a \

baby rattle?" The answer of course willtietebies."

NN.43
tkacher may -th6h ask is a baby 'bad" because it/I-MI to play with a

rattle1/-s a baby bad be it lik to p with soithing we don't like to

baby rattle?"

Okay with?

4

The teacher might then announce, if she cannot elicit it froth the ass, that a

person is not a lad person because he likes playing witif'somethihg wedon't like

... to play with.

r The teacher might then exhibit the doll. She mays ask the class wh6 --ould likp

to hold it, and give it to one of the children who expresses the desire. While

-
holding' the doll, preferably in front of the room, the teacher

ow mahy childre4. Then, "How many children don't like

The responses should be 'normal, following which the teacher may indicate

that "Jane" (the child holding the doll in front of the room) seems to.'like it

ver .ch; then ask, "Does that make 'Jane' a .bad girl?"

the expected reSpoiee, the teacher may' exhibit the toy truckoand

4sk who'wouid like to see how far,he can make it r611 on the floor. The. volunteer

chosen and the truck roll&d on the floor, thd child,will remain standing in front

?;motfthe room as the le her ask;, "How many children like toy trucks" and "How

eny don4tlike them?"
01,1

a

4/
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) Again, the teacher questions Z.,.he children. "Just because yaddon't like

toy trucks; is "Johnny" a bad boy because he likes them?"

Of course neither "Jane" nor "Jonnny" are bad beca eus they41i4e,..elomething
/'

others in the clask dislike, and the teacher may announce this again,if she

cannot elicit it from the class.

4
teacher may continue ilother areas, such as ood, clbthiC entertainment

forSrepetitiOn and to further,develop with the children the sated objective'of this

activity.
//

The.teache, if there is still time for the act ity, max distribuOheas

of paper-to
0
the class, sA7ing that `the class is g to take a p011.

She will

as possible:

difaw on thQ board the f4lowing to make the. polling
e

BAD ,GOOD
1.

2.

3,

4..
,

--: 1

6.

7.
ra, )

8. /
9.,-

10.

She will ask the children

she had put on the board.

4

to fix t

simple

papers in, front of them, copying what
. I 4

A.

then announces that the class is to be polled on ten quesitions. (The

number is arbitrary, depend/in manly on the time left,for 'the activity.) She

0
say that each question wl require a simple yes' or no 'answer. Cautioning

the_A children to put the'yes or no the right column,'she will then proceed.,

"Question 1," she will begin, Your fther' likes to watch the'footidallsgames
:

on the tl-evision and your mother does't like him watching those games. Does

your mothexvthink your father is a bad person because he lilies'to watch the games?
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Yes or no? Put "yes" of "

73-

" in the first column of'the first line.
,-1

This done; repeat the question, but this time ask whether Mother thinks

Father is a good person-because he likesto watch e games. Mid this time

instruct the children to put their answers in the coed column of the first line...

Repeal this procedure with the fog.lowing questions:
I ,

,...

2.* Your mother likes to,visit relatives,and your father doesn't. Does
your father think your Mother a bad person beetagse she likes, visiting
relatives? a good person?'

..,-

3.
_

,

Your sister likes to watch love stories7'on the television and you don't./ Do you think your sister,is a bad person because she hikes tp watch
these programs? Etc.

,

4. Your friend Johnny likes to wear a fie when he goes to school.
You'don't. Etc.-

, .
., 5 YoUr friend Mary likes to haVe fish for dinner. You can't 'stand fish. Etc.

9

4.

r.

4 1

6. tenny likes to put ,perfume on the lobes of.her ears and you can't stand
the smell of it. Ett. :

Tommy likes to ride is bike:Saturday afternoons into .strange
-

neighborhoods and y u don't. Etc.
to

8' Sandy loves.o Ovtdr-the library and read books, and -you don't. Etc.

Annie likes to baby-sit and that's,something you haven't tried and
,

dorr't 4ike. Etc.

10. Willie likes to go 'to:girl partieS and you don't.

(THIS IS A POINT "IN THE ACTIVITY WHERE THE/TEACHER MAY FIND IT NECESSARY TO STOP,
,

BECIJSE OF THE. TIME LIMIT. Iit WHICH CAE, SHE MAY COLLECT THE PA-RRS FRW THE:,

CHILDREN ANI) ANNOUNCE THATTHE ACTIVITY WILL BE CONTINUED AT, THEIR NEXT SESSION.)

If the activity requires twy,sessions,the teacher will rerdistribute the
/

.4
papers (poll) to the, children, then proceed as follows:

' t
.

She will repeat the fst partkof the fir/t question, then ask the children

tor eir response., "How manly wrote 'yes'? How malty wrote 'no'? .She will make

_f the'talL and. rite the majority response in the proper space and column on the

blackboard. She'WilI'repeat this procedure with all the clust,onS: Undoubtedly

the board will be'replete with "no".

Nik

tz.
,u-es
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The teacher will then elicit from the ' plass once more the lesson it has

n

learned in this activit14

the things we dislike orhave never tried+,

-
People ate neither good nor:bad just because. they iiIce.

400

As to the poll, if the children of the particular 1st Grade cannot copy ehe',

poll Sheet, as draw on the blackboard by the teacher, the teacher may want to

pi4;Zde these poll eets already prepared.
1:'

,r..

\ * 4
Ne

If the childr of a 1st Grade class have not yet learned to write words,

they may be asked to write a simple "X" to indicate "yes" reply, end "0" to

I

indicate a "no".
' 4,1

-
,'

This activity may,bedividea into two sess,ions. It may be advisable t8
,', Sj , ,

heave the entire pollipg.procedure fgr a .4pdioknd meeting of the class.
,

S

a

;

YF

a
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rn,
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LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
CAREER EDUCATION PROJECT K-14

1.17a Two Pesos for Catalina
'1.17b Choosing
1.17c Three Wishes
1,17d Disagpointment
1.17e Say Yes!. -
1.17f 1Guessing-games
1.17g Biretday

OBJECTIVE NO.

1.17a -g

1.

17. ,Tao
,
learn if I can't have everything I want, I must choose.

v -
-, .C,J

19. To learn that when I have to choose, the more choices open
to me, ty0greater the chances of my finding something I
like. -("..iFE' I .

5. To learn that:1f what I like .lasts longer, it's even better.

EXPLANNAON:

The reading accompanying this lesson are to be Tiled to teach all of
the liUed.objectives. The lessons" may be spread over a number of
sessions.

.4

kk.

4
P )

4



,DIFtECTIORS

. I

4

1. -Ma teacher can read-the story "Two Pesos forCatalina" to. the
class. Afterward the-following questions canbe discussed.

a. why didn't Catalina buy everything she saw? (Becadse she
had only tow pesos and therefore had to make a choice.)
This is objective No. 1. Ask students forexperiences of
their own wherein they had to limit their choice. Do this
briefly.

b. Why didn't Catalina buy the flowers? the pancakes? the clay
toys? (Because they would not last very long. Moreover, ,she
wanted to know what el le there was that-she might choose from.
The more one knows abolA the choices that are open to him,
the more likely it is that he will choose what he finds most
satisfying.) Objectives 2 and 3. Elicit greater satisfaction
in duration of pleasure and greater satisfaction potential in
knowledge of choices available.

c. After Catalina bought the shoes, what did she buy next, and
why? (She bought candy, because this was what she wanted
next and what she could afford.)

2. The.teachercan4read thef)poem "Choosing" to the'clals. The poem
nicely illustrates the difficulty pf making choices,'

A children would like to memorize the poem. They also mayAgant to
add more lines Or make up other poems about other difficult choices.
Elicit difficulty of choosing. by asking gneral questions about point
of poem. Then elicit Objective one by asking class how they think,
the problem will be'solved.

. The teacher can read the story' "The Three Wishes" to the class.
The story might also be acted out by the'class, with the children
either playing the_story -as they remember.it or pantomming it as
the teacher narrates. If thel;.act rt out, ye 4y few props will be
required; a table and two Chaird', a few ditiheaton-the table, a
paper sausage. The necessary characters would be the poor man and
his, wife,, the good fairy, wand an "invisible" creature, possibly
dreSsed as ghost, who flings the sausage to the table, fastens
it to the poor woman's nose, and later whisk it away. ,

A discussion following the presentation of t4e story shoUld bring
out the'importance of malcl'Choices as.thoutitit=ft4ly possible.

-cqrtain chenille oftenyie varte many other choiceS-, and certain=
choices close .he way. In the stor,y thespoor man carelessly



wished for sdmet.could be consumed immediately. "How
,

much better off have been if, instead of a sausage,

he hard wished for a with pigs that could be made into.

sausage! ,He shoul wished fbr the kind of_goodsor situations

that wduld ave created better conditions for himself and his wife
1\

for a longer per 'of time. The children should be led to dicover

that the story
soMethingethat"We all do quite often:'' we

spend our money or e ourCes for quickly consumed trifles. Children oie

often spend their pehnies and nickels, for candy and gum that are gone

in a moment but if they saved their money fdr a.week or a month

or more, they could by a doll or airplane or some other toy,- that

would give greater and more, enduring satisfaction. As a secondary

point, the discussion may focus on the importance of thinking -

before speaking..
7

---,

Pupils might want toAry to retell "The Three Wishes" with the

'poor. man and his wife making wiser and more creative choices, which

would /Srovidelp new'outcome tp the story. Unfortunately, the success

stories will not be as amusing, but they will help the children to'

see the variety of choices available and the importance of making

wise choices. The teacher should',avoid placing exaggerated emphasis

on the difficulty of making choices; he should rather emphasize

the 'need for making thoughtful choices. The teacher might have

the children draw , pictures to illustrate "The Three Wishes" in

,comic -strip fashion.
.

, _
.

4. Children can tell stories about experiences they have-had in which

lthey were disappointed in the things they wished for. For example,i,

how many children have urged their parents/to buy certain foods

because of the prizes inside? What were some of the prizes they

received? How long did they last? How many of, the children were-.

disappointed? Why? The exercise' should
help'the children,, on the

basis of their own experience, to see the need for good thinking

before making choices.

5 (This is an optional issue.) The teacher can discuss with the

class the questions whether parInts should say yes to whatever

children ask for. To aid children in.,,seeing that wishes should be,

reasonable and that parental direction i4Nsometime,g needed, the

teacher might cite some ..funny exar4oles of, hildren's: wishes which

couldove harmful to them, sich as eatin only rake, not going

to bed, and so on. .24

4

6. The class can practice choice making in the following guessing games.

a) Teacher: I am thinking about a little girl who is goibg to

a party. What do you think would be the most

important'to her? A nice dress? A pair of Skates?

Some bubble gum?

4
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b) Teacher: I am thinking abOut a ohild who is going on an
all-day hike. What do you think his first choice
would be? A book? A lunch? A portable radio?
(Ifji child chooses the portable radio, the teacher
points out that as long as the person can go hungry
without injuring his health, the portable radio would
not be a bad choice; but the person would have to be
aware of the possible discomfort' of hunger.)

%
c) Teacher: I am thinking of a Man who was caught in a rain-storm.

Whdt would he want most? A box of candy? A raincoat?
A kite?

4

r -
41,s.d) Tealer: I am thinking of

,

a woman who is bothered by mosgtiitoes..,,
'Whatamold she wish for most? A jar of honey? A

flab ht? MosquitoIrepellent oil?

Teacher,: ,I"am thinking of a man whole car ran out o'f gasoline.
What'would he want most? A hot dog? Some gasoline?
A new hat?

7. The pupils can pretend that they are each having alpirthday the
next day. Each child can draw a picture of a gift that he would.
want; The?Cap assemble these pictures into an exhibition entitled
"The Want." 'Afterward the teacher should.ask the children.
to .study the pictureS on page 194 of the text,."Choices I Can Make."'
Whenthey have examined all the possible Choides, 'the class should be
asked hoT:., many of them have now changed their-minds. The teacher
can ask individuals to tellAbout their initial wishes and their
net0.Opices. This activity should help pupils diScover that lack'
ofinfOrmation limits-choices and that knowledge broadens choicea.
(Objective No. 20)

*Picture will be attached:

F.
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LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
CAREER EDUCATION PROJECT K-14

DESSERTS

OBJECTIVE #17: To learn that can't have everything I want, I must choose."

Pictures of: Char tte Russe, Apple Pie a la Mode, Jello,
ice Cream Sundae, Other Desserts; Roast Turkey, Barbecue Grill

MATERIALS:

, PROCEDURE: A,

The teacher may open the session by suggesting that-our appetites are sometimes

bigger than our stomachs. Verify this statement by eliciting from-the class that'-',

there have been occasions when overeating has produced some stomach discomfort

among theta.

Then the teacher,mey Ixhibit her "deSsert" pictures; ask how many like these

desserts; how.Many could eat them all. at once. Elicit from the class that it would
p4t

not be advia'able to eat afl thelpsserls piCtured ci"t once,. espediAlly after a gi

big dinner. Elicit from the class that, if they ere required to make a single

choice of the'aessertst the task would not be simple. Elicit from the-class that

to ,choose a single d'ssert would be, however, the wise pliitiCe, pareidulariy,

again, after a tit Dinner, Ask, the child indivi4pa17117, for"their choices.

(it not necessary to have the class give re sons for their choices.) Elicit

o

from the clas that the choices they have de are more or less satisfactory.'

(A116 Some_room for the normal greeds.) Elicit from the crass that, while it

LAY flotlbe the roost desirable practice, there are times when we cannot have every-
. k),

inq
_

Teie'Waht: that,. ,e t st chobse among a number of options;,/that we can make, on

p.1olsoccasions, more or-less satikfactory choices, at least of desserts.

The teacher may say, then, that there are many situations which, similar
.

i",:to the dessert situation; demand a choice on our part. Exhibiting the pictures

r ,

-ei the roast turkey apd the outdoor'barbecue .. grill, the teacher may ask the class,
*...'

for its feelings aloutn each type'of c4hner, ;,licit from the class that it could

vts

not partake of bbth,the t' r ana the outdoor barbeOue at once. Elicit
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from the class that it would nevertheless need to make the choice (perhaps in a

family'vote on the question:) Elicit from the class, again, that its choice

would prove far from unsatisfactory. Elicit again from the class the objective

of this activity: There are times when I can't have everything I want and,T mdbt
( '

make a choice

he teacher then, gain, may say that there are many areas'of our activities

in wh'dh this oblem of the need to choose is encountered. Exhibit the pictures

bige.

of the merry-go-round aN.).3 other fair rides. Askthe children how many like these

rides how many have taken these rides and enjoyed them. Present this problem:

"You have exactly one hollar in your pocket, or your purse, not counting the
4

carfare to take you home. Each ride will cost'.you 50 cents. Can you take all the

fair rides you want to take?"

The answer 1.s obvious.

"Then we are again f with to job of making a choice," the teacher

may say. "Which would you choose?"

Following the variety of resilonses to the question (avoiding, if possible,

any discussion of the reasons for the Choices) the teacher may elicit from the

di%ciass.ag that there are times we cannot,have everything we want, that in such

situationsowe are required to make a choice, and that the choice may very well

prove AatO c tity, if only for the moment.

er may then say, "We are still at the fair. What else do you find

in the 'f i

Elicit from the class the variety of goodies to Ie found on the faiealtrounds:-

hot dogs; Agar candy, halloons, pizza, ice, cream, etc.

"Now , +'' the teache may air, "you.find two qu t ers, fifty cents, in your pocket;

fifty cents you had forgOtte*IfIld suddenly have gxeat 64sire° for all:those,
"1°

different good thillgs to eat at the fair. Can you buy everyt i g you 'Suddenly

want?" 's

Ag ain the} answer lisobv1..ouS.

+4
0,

e

A
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"Well," the teacher may say, "since we can't have or buy everything we Want, what

is the next best thing to do?"

The class should provide the answer desired: we have to make a choice.

Ask the class for its choice of goodies, again avoiding the reasons for the

different choices as much as possible.

Elicit from the class that the choice was sometIpes difficult, that choosing

was not entirely an impossible task, and that the choice was more often than not

quite s'atisfactory,

The teacher may then ask the childrpwhether they can recall any other situa-

tions-tions- in which they were required to make a choiceilbecause they could not have

everything they wanted..

If e class needs help in this area of suggestion, the teacher, of course;

can help.

"It is a hot summer day," she might say. "SomeCird ylet friends, or your

family, suggest that you spend the day at the beach, swimming. Others sugg t you

111go to'see a baseball game. How many like swimmilie How many like to watch a
vw,-

good baseball gaMe? Can do both in the same afternoon? What do you do oh

this hot summer day?"

-Again', following the verbal balloting, the teacher may elicit from the class
Is

that there are times when we can't have (or do) everything we want and we are

required to make a ctoice.

Then there are birthday or Christmas gifts. "Can-we have everthing-we want?"

Elicit from the ch the numerous things they wOuld want for thilr

or Christmas gifts. Eli from them that it is noVvery li%ely that they. will
, et

receive all the gifts they desire, for economic c4 other reasons. ElIb.it%from

them the choirces they would make, given the specific coriditi4 ond. Elicy oncq., 4fr'
.

more the objective of this activity:t;ithereare elmes when. we cannot have every,,,,
SO .

'., .

thing we want and we mus.t. make a choice,
,, 4

,
ilk.

,,Theteacherr'Oyt.neni.eadthecnildreinto'the common pr.44ice "pf choice A *, Y. ie. ..
% i :' 4410 5

. , , * . . 0,, A i-/-'as it relates to-personal relati.onshki.ps. (This wou'd Jpe an exIrcise,more o F; .

o

4 -,4 *A, 4 ...:.

.4.
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appropriate to the 5th Grade rather than the 1st Grade.

'!,Johnny," the teacher might say, "asks,you to help him buy a baseball glove.

Frankie isn't feeling well and has to stay at home. Johnny'and Frankie are'good

friends of yours. Both want to see you at the same time and tha(T.;iMpossible..

What do you do?"

Elicit the 'responses from the class. Elicit from the childrengonce more

that again they are confronted by a situation whi i demands choice. They can't

visit with Frankie. and help Johnny at the same tim

Repeat this type of episode for the sake of the girls in the class. "Mary

wants you to help her buy a dress. Annie has to baby-sit, and asks you .to keep

her company. Since you can't do both (everything) at once,what dd Ybu do?"

Ask the class whether they have had'sibt1lar experiences: Allow themto

elaborate on thOse experiences: try to avoid whatever moral,, issue might crop up

in the discussion but do not shut it out completely. Keep the 'focus on the need

to choose, when one cannot have everything he wants, or do everything he wishes

to doh

a ,

0

A

fr

QA,
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LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY C011LEGt
CAREER EDUCATION PROJECT K 4
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A PONY EOR MY BIRTHDAY

1

"44

1.18a c-)

,.'

OBJECTIVE *18: To learn tochoosq among:things which are less/preferred, if
things I like most are nofavailable.

MATERIALS: The accompanying playlet whichoAlls for two actors: one to play
the Mother, the other to play either the Son or the Daughter
(dialdgue can be adapted to either role.)

V

PROCEDURE':

-1

The-playlet is quite short, and can be read out loud to the class, if

-

'necessary, or acted out by older students.

Following the reading of the play, the teacher may ask the class for its

evaluatibn of the Son's request and of the Mother's response. Elicit from the class

that the Son's desire for a pony is far from uncommon and is certainly understandable.

Also elicit from the class that the Mother'S reactions are quite ,normal and that

the,logic of the argument is with her; and that she has offered her son a choice

of other pets.

The question which follows is: "What kind of pet would you want, if you

were the Son of the playlet9and could not have a-pony?"

The teacher might ask each child, as he o?°she responds, to write his or her

choice on the blackboard; or the teacher might do the writing herself, as she must

for the 1st Graders. Th0 respbn es will incluiile, probably, a cat, a dog, a canary,

a parakeet, a hamster, gupRi. etc. The teacher may then elicit from the class

that all these pets make for Opanion4hip of one kind, or another, active or ,

passive, and such r arks as "a dc:--,i_s_1;oy's best friend."'

The teacher may then returp tp,the pony and ask why the pony would not be

an espeCially good pet for people who live in the city, or even in some suburbs.

From here, the teacher may ;elicit from the class that there are reasons, too,

.why certain pets they have selected for the Son's "second choice" may hot be good

$,;fot city dwellersor for their 15articular homes, For this exercise, the teacher'
*

, , .

.
,,,

.

t
,,might take one. suggested pet at a time ; if.there.is suffioieAt, time, the teacher,. '

':...

. .

;
%, .
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might have_the children write the key word (negative in all cases) next to the

name of the animal or bird or reptile (already on the blackboard).

For theedog, for example, the teadiler will,most likely elicit "the need to

w Whim in-'the Mor4g, whenrone.iVin a hqrry'toget to school; again at night,

-
,

ht be dark "; there)may,be rules in, articular apartment_h9uses prohibitingwhen

the ping of dogs; there is the constant taslc of feeding the dog; there may be

a lack of room for a dog, particularly a large dog, etc.,-etc....

For the "cat, it-may be the scratching 'of furniture, the cleaning up of the

messes it makes.; tie -:Lear that it mrcratch.the baby, the fact that cats don't
w.

makp the best of compallfbns,detc., etc.

For the hamster, the rabbit, the

suggestions.

Irakeet, etc. there will'be other negative

(Limit the number of pets considefred by the class so there will be time for

the class to draw the conclusiom de ired for this a ity.)

At \
All the negative elements k n'*-and perhaps listed, the teacher may then pose

the question: "How shall we advise the Son of this play we have justread? Which

1/4.

pet/Would y ou choose, the one you have to walk before you rave to go to school,

one that scratches the furniture, etc.?"

Before the children respond, the teacher might suggest that tKe class consider

both the positive and negative qualitieS entailed in acquiring each kind of pet

mentioned.

The teacher might then call on indiyidual chil'aren for their choices, asking

each to tell why, despite all negative elements involved; he or she has reached

his or her ecision.
a

Follow this exercise with questions to elicit-from the children. that they have

not only been involved in selecting a pet for the Son of the play, but that they

have also learned how to Choose something, less preferred because what they lik d
o

most was not available.

The teacher may then, suggest that there lave been other areas in the lives -

9 . ,
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of the children, and that lhere would be mar4 where they-had to and would have to

make choices among4ess prefe' red options.

.

The teacherAight then ask,, for homework, that each child bring in a smap
s .

account (it need hlot be more than two or three sentences) in which he or she has

been confronted-with.the task of making and/or taking a "second choice."

This homework, written for, the 5th Graders, oral for the capable 1st Graders,

Will,be the material for the second session of the OBJECTIVE LESSON.

4

_/



THE PLAYLET

SON:. -(Watching Television) I'd like to have a pony like that.

MOTHER:0,4 Why don't you wash up,Johhny; Your father will be home soon and
'.dinner,,Ls'almos.t ready.

Lco

'SON: I have a birthday soon Mammy.
/

MOTHER: T know. Why con't you turn off that. television?

SON: In a couple of months, I'll be elev earsold.
.

.

_ _,.... MOTHER: Old enough to listen to your Mother. Now turn the television off
-and getswashed'up. Your fatter will.be home,in ten minutes.

,,--)

SON: I'd like a pony for my birthday; That's what I wou ld like, -

A ponY4ike the one on TV. >

, -

MOTHER: A what???
2

SON: A pony. Like the one on the screen. Look.

MOTHER: Are you out of your mind? Get yourself washed up, Johnny. And hurry
°tip about it!

SON: Why can't I have a pony2

MOTHER: What are You, a cowboy or somethia_

SON: Just a little pony, 41)11 take good card of it.

MOTHER: Where?; Are you going .t6 walk, it up the stairs andkeep him in the
bathrPom?

SON: Everybody has a pet. Why can'tI have a'pet.

MOTHER: You Can have a pet. But a pony? Where are you going to feed9t2
Where is it gOing to sleep? In your bedrooM?

SON: You just .don't want to 'give me%anythidg I want. That.'sall. I w ant
a pony for my birthday anc.you just won't give it to me.

4

MOTHER: -Listen, Johnny. Your father is'coM4ing home very, very soar. He is
going to -be very, very tired. le works hard al day .and I don't want
lyou to give' him any grief. Not onie word about tEs crazy idea of yours.-
Do you hear me? I don't want to hear that word. pony any more,%

, .

SON: . I never get why, I want.' I wanted a pet for my birthday,an4 I jdst
can't have it.

--
MOTHER: -Oh you can have a pet all righ for your birthday. But not a pony..

,

'SON: Mhat kind of pet cap J have?

MOTHER: You think about it, and let me how.

tON: Any kind of pet?

.3



PLAYLEV(C:rD)

7. i
. MOTHER: Any' kind of Pet we can liVe with. -Now.Itturn off the TV and hurry up

and' get washed. Your father-will be homd,any minute now.
.

SdN: (Turning off the,TV) I sure would like to have a pony.-- wonder
what kind of -pet I could have instead..

,

`1.

\

..
iL

...
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ouARD'A commt.friiWdinUdir
CAREER EDUCATION PROJECT K -14

4"1.18.1 Two Pesos for Catalina,r
1.18.2 Choosing,
1.'18.3 Three' Wished.w-

Y 1.18.4 Disappointment
1.18.5, Sayiyes1
A.18.6 Guessing games
1.18.7 Birthday_ 4-

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

\' .1.

, 10 i e

? ?.ng ,

20. To learn that when I have to choose, %the more choices open
to-,Me, the greater the chances of my finding something Ilike.

5. To learn that if what I like lasts longer, it's even better.

18. : To learn if I canq.have Aver. th' I want I must choose.

)EXPLANATION J
4.

The readings accompanying this lesson are to be used to teabh all
of the listed objectives. The lesons may be spread over a number
of= sessions.

(
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DIRECTIONS

.

The teacher' taxi read the story "Two Pesos,for Catalina" to' the
. .

clams. Aftrward-the following questions can be discussed,

4.' Catalina WY everything she-saw? (Because she
;had 'only tow pesos and .therefore had to- make a choice.)

.

This ii objective'No. 1.' Ask students for experiences, Of
their o4 wherein'they had to liMit .their choice.. Do this
briefly.

b. Why didn't Catalina :buy' the flowers? the pancaked? the clay
toys? - (pecauPe they would not kastNieiylong. ,ftoreover, she
wanted to knowHwhat else there was that-She might choose fronr.
The more olleknaws aboxii,the choices that are open to him,
the more likely it' is that he wiWOhooae what he fihds most
satisfying,) Objectives 2 and 3. Elicit greater:satisfaction

4
in. duratioh,oipteaSure and greilter satisfaction potential in
knowled9e of choi:cesavailable.

. c... After Catalina-bought the shoes, what did she buy next, and.
why? (She'bought candy, becaUse this was what she wanted,
,next and what she could afford.)

,

2. The teacher can readthe poem "Choosing' .to the clasp. The poem
nice;ey illustrates the diffiCulty of making choices., Perhaps
children would like, to memorize the'poem. They alio may want to
add more lines or make up other poems about.other difficult choices.
Elicit difficulty of-Choosing-by-asking gneral questions abodt point
of poem.- Then elicit objective one by asking class how they, think
the problem will be solved.

3. The teacher can read the. story "The Three Wishes" to the class.
The story might also)De acted out by the class, with'the children

theplaying the story as they remember it or pantommin4 it as
the teacher narrates._ If they act it out, very few props will be
required; a table and two chair's, a few dishes on the table, a
paper sausage. The necessary characters would be the poor man and
his wife;

as

good fairy, and an Pirivisible".creature, possibly,'
dressed as a ghost,' who flings the sausage to the table, fastens
it to the poor woman's hose, and'later whisks it away.

A discussion following the presentation of the story should bring
out the importance of making choices as thoughtfully as possible.
Certain choices open the way to many other choices, and certain
choices close the way. In the story the poor man carelessly



wished for so eithing. that could be consumed immediately. How

much better ff he would have been if, instead of a sausage,

be had wished for a farm with pigs that could be made into

sausage! He should have wished for the kind of goods or situatilns,

that would have created better conditions for himself and his wife

for ai longer period of time. The children should be led to discover

that/the story shows something that we all do quite often: we

spend our money,or resources for quickly consumed trifles. Children

often spend their pennies and nickels for candy and gum that are gone

in a moment but if they saved their money for a week or a month

or more, they could by a doll or airplane or some other toy, that

would give' greater and more enduring satisfaction. As "a secondary

point, the discussion may focus on the importance of thinking'

before speaking.

Pupils might want to try to retell "The Three Wishes" with the

poor man and his wife making wiser and more creative choices, which

would provide a new outcome to the story. Unfortunately, the success

stories will not be as amusing, but they will help the children to

see the variety of choices available and the importance of making

wise choices. The teacher should avoid placiOg exaggerated emphasis

641 the difficulty of making choices; he should ratheremphasize

the'need for making thoughtful choices. The teacher might have

the dhildren draw pictures to illustrate "The Three Wishes" in

comic-strip fashion.

.4. Children can' tell stories,about_experiences
they have had in Which

they wire disappointed in the things they wished for. For example,

howmany childreh have urged their parets to buy, certain foods

because of the prizes inside? What were some of the prizes they

received? How long did they last? How many of the children were.

disappointed? Why? The exercise should help the children, on the

basis of theiriown experience, to see the need-for,good thinking

before making choices.

,5. (This is an optional sue.) The teacher can discuss with the

class the questionsw ether. parents
should say yes to whatever

children ask for., To aid children insseeing that wishesshould.be

reasonable and that parental direction is sometimes needed, the

teacher might cite some funny examples, of children's wishes which

could prove harmful to them, rich as'eating only cake, not going

to bed, and so on'.

6. The class can practice choice making in the "following guessing games.

a) Teacher: I am thinking about a, little girl who is going to

A' party. What do you think would- be the most

'important to her? A nice dress? A pair of skates?

Some bubl-le

,9



b) Teacher: I am thinkinfiabout a child wy, is going on an
all-day hike. .Whatdo you think his first choice
would be? 'A-book? A lunch? A portable radio?
(If a child chooses the portable radio', the teacher
paints out that as long as th6 person cat go hungry
without injuring his health,4the4ortable 'radio would

'not be a bad Choice; but the person would tlave'to be
aware of the possible discomfort of hunger.)

c) Teachet% I ant thinkibg of a man who was caught in a rain-storm.
What would-he want most? A box of .candy? A raincoat?
A kite?

d) Teacher: I am thinking of a woman who is bothered by mosquitoes.
What, would she wish for most? A jar of honey? A
flashlight? Mosquitp-rePellent oil?

Teacher: I ard thinking of a man whose car ran out of gasoline.
What would he want most? A hot dog? Some gasoline?

dA new hat?

7. The pupils can pretend-that they are each having a birthday the
next day. Each child can draw a picture of a gift that he would
want. They can assemble these pictures into an exhibition entitled
"The Gift I Want." Afterward; the teacher should ask the children
to study the pictures on page 194 of the text, "Choices I Can.rake."
When they have examined all the possible choices, the class should be
asked how many of them have now changed their minda. The teacher,

I can ask individuals to tell about their initial wishes and their
new choices. This activity should, help pupils discover that -lack
of information limits choices and that knowledge broadens choices.
(Objective No. 20)

*Picture. will )oe attached.



THE THREE WISHES
lib

A
A Swedish Tale

There was\once a very poor man who lived with, his wife in a humble

little cottag4. Every day he went into the forest to chop wood. One

day when he was in the forest he said to himself,-"Oh, dear, I am so

unhappy! -I, am poor, and I have to work so hard all day loIng. My wife

is hungry and I am hungry too. Ohl I am very unhappy indeed!"

ti

At that moment ,a beautiful fairy' appeared before him. Shelfaid to

him, "My poor m ?n. I heard everything that you just said. I am very

sorry for you and would like to help you. Ask whatever you like, ancl

your first three wishes shall be granted."

Then just as suddenly as she had come, the fairy disappeared.

The poor man felt very happy and he .said, "I shall go home and shall

tell'my wife how the fairy has granted me three wishes."

He hurried.home and called to his wife, iTAilte;'Ifife;,I,am ,very, happy
because a beautiful fairy came to me in the'

N,
forest and she s id I

could haveithree wishes. 'Ask for anything youclikeithe fa' said 'and

your wish shall be granted.' Oh wife, .1 am sohappy."
11,

VA a

- "I am happy to," said the woman. "Come, let us go into .61e house,

my dear, and let us decide what our wishes shall be.''

The man went into the little cottage and sat 48wn at the table.

"I am hungry wife," he said. "I would like some dinner. While we eat,

we can talk about the fairy and the three wishes."

The poor man and his wife sat down at the table and started to ear

their dinner, and to talk about the good airys promise.

"We can ask for great riches if we want to," said the man.

"Yes," the wife agreed, "we can ask for a beautiftil house"

"We can even ask far a whole empire i; we want to," said the man.

And his wife replied, "Oh yes, we can akk foi pearls and diamonds

by the hundreds."

"We can ask for a big family," the man added --"five boys and five

"oh, I would prefer six boys and four girls," insisted the wife.

Ille.man and the woman went on talking like that, but they couldn't

decide.-what three wishes would be-the most -sensible of all.



4,11110nan ate his'soup in silende and looked at the dribread on his
plate, '"-Oh, I wish I had a' gist big sausage for dinner!". he said.

At that-very instant a great .pig sausage fell onto the table.
Naturally, the man was very surprised to tee the sausage and so was his
wife. )

( "Ohfhusband,.". the wife said, "you have teen very foolish. You
asked fora Itialy old sausage and so one of the wishes hasbeen granted.
Now there are only 'two\Vishes left."

"Yes," said the man,-"I have been-'vAry foolish. 11But we still have
two wishes. We.can ask.for'great riches and an,empire.':

"Yes," his wife agreed, "we can still_ -ask for riches and an empire,
but we can't ask for ten -chirdrenr And' it.'s your fault'for being so
foolaish. yoUr fault for demanding a sausage. You would rather
have a sausage than a big family."'

The poor woman went on talking like that, complaining, and saying_
over and over again, "It's'all,your faulefor being so foolish!"

* in

Finally the min.10ithispatienCe and" said_., ."T and tired of your
complaining! I' wish the sausage were hanging frOm the,end of your nose!"

.

i
.

The next second the sausage was hanging from the end-Of the wife's
nose. Naturally, the poor woman was-gteatly surprised and so was her
husband. n" .

, .

i.

The woman started to complain,again more 1pudly than before. "Ohl

my husband," she said;
,

"you have been ve.!ery foolish! First you
asked for a sausage and then you wished that the sausage were hambing ,

from the end of my nose That makes two wishes. Two foolish Wishes!.
And we .,have only one leitl" .

.
1 e, A

"Yes," the ma'n agreed, "but we can still ask for great richea."

) )What good are riches," the woman complained, If havehave alausage,
. , .

hanging from the end of my nose? Why, I look ridiculous, ana 'S all

your fault."

The poor woman startea- to cry, and the pg0 m n said, "Oh I Wish
that sausage weren't here at all!"

Instantly, the Sausage disappeared, and the man and the woman were
right back where they starteda.--Poor as ever. T" y both complained,:
but it didn' do them any good.; for they wishes.

T44 three wishes had been Iranted, anu 1 had, no riches,

limpire, no pearls and diamonds, no little boys 41. io little gitls.

And they didn't, even have any sausage for dinner!
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-CHOOSING

by Eleanor Farjeon

Which will you have, a-bal;, or a cake?
A dake.is io:nice, yes, that's what I'll-take.

Which will you have, a.,-Cake or a cat?
A cat is so soft, I think It'll take that.

Which will you have, a cad, or a rose?
-A rose is so sweet, I'll have that, I suppose.

Whichwwill you have, a rose or a book?
A book full of picturW Oh, do let me look!

Which will you hav6, a book or a ball?
Oh, a ball! _No, a.book! No,. a
'there) Have them all!

me,

el'
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GUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
R EDUCATION PROJECT K-14

. COLORS

.1:ra
5.19a

OBJECTIVE #19: Too learn that when I have to choose, the greeter the number
of choides open to me,ithe greater are my chances of finding
something I prefer.

MATERIALS:

I

4

Three boxes of crayons

Cartoons: (To be color
Jr

: Two colors in the first box;
Four colors n the second box;
Seven colors tin the third box;

ed - some in ser

la. House with a sign: PUPPIES SOLD
lb. Pet Fish Store
lc. A Gdheral P Shop.

2a. Book-Rack ih Drugstore
2b, A Bookshop
2c. .A Library

3a. A Pretzel Stand
3b. A Frankfurter Stand
3c. A Restaurant

4a. Girls Playing Potsie ,on Sidewalk
4b. A Playgrodnd or a Park

5a. A Street Carousel
5b. Fair Grounds

,

6a.'Automobile with "FOR SALE" Sign
(6b. A Used-Car Lot

PROCEDURE: (For Both 1st and 5th Grades)

The teacher may announce that 4he classwill do some coloring,,and. perhaps

some drawing,'at this session.

el

%

She will then produce the three boxes of crayons and announ( hat the children

will be allowed to use only one -:oldr fot thig.exercise, but each-Will have the

opportunity to select the color he or she likes best. Then, one at a time, each

)
N

child mi ht be asked to come to the front of the room to liiickly choose a-crayon

from three open boxes.

Once the crayons have been ge-te.qed., ti' teacher might ask, by a show.of hands,/

how.many found the crayon he or she preferred in the :Jo colOrs,.of four

colors, o seven or more colors. (The teacher might have made a mental count of



(?,

. ,

this actiOity'eforethe asked the question- In any case, a considerafle pajority

of the children must have taken their favorite4preferred) color from thebox with'
most colors.

\'The teaher, mightthenelictit from the classwhy rDost,if not all of them

,

0920 thear,preferred,colorS in_the-boX with most colors: the greater the number
. .

of choiceg, the 'greater tlit chances of finding _something preferred.

Follow this with thegopestion: "Is this true (the greater the.choice, etc.)

'h
,-A. a

about otherihgs:We want" other :things we_v_jnt to' do?"
,*(4

.,! A )

. If the chAdren.respbnd to the queStioh allow them to develop on the theme

with thek own storieS.''If not, ind,in any case-once their'stories have run.out,

P S -distribute first cartoon to the class (the one about pets.)
a
Elicit from the claSt the inteiltion of eachtcartoOn. (For.1st Graders

-
teacher may need to read the -different signs: PUPPIES FOR SALE, 'FISH, PET SHOP.)

Now the:teac er-might ask what might be purchased at each of -the place; exhibited,.

_,t7-

in the cartoons. '

c

Next, the-teacher\Might ask: "In which of these places would you be most
!

,.

. . _ , . ,
.

e
\

likely able to fihd the pet-you would like ? "' Or, "Which place offers you khe

-
greater,choiee of joets1".

1
or a combination of both questions.

%." .

With the response of the class, the teacher might elicitrfrffl.the child(en

that this experienTe is aduplication Of' the crayon7bhoosing perience, -theo, again

;-. (----- .
,IP '

from the children, the teacher should elicit a repetition of e objective of the
. .-\ \

. .
4

activit the greater the choice, the greater the'possibilitico attlini,ng:Or
.0. L--

0 ',; ,

.c. .obtai4ing what _ohe wish* es to *attain, or obtain. _

. ('

rea

The t a er might then produce the second series of cartcas-, ask far their
4

4
then queStion_the'class: "In which place would you.most likely find a

book you would like to read?" lfollow he Clese's response, as wih,the,cartoOns
(

of the pbts, eliiting from thei941dIren that the greater the Aoic4', the greaAr
.

the chande of getting at one wants to have (prefers).
N r

A
1

N.

,
.

The .third series of cart pns ask forthe?same4p
. .

(lure: the readihg, the
.

.,: V
)



question tty.stime: %Ighere are you more likely to find something you prefer to -.

yeat?"), and the ..some conclusion (elicited from the children)-: the greater the

number Of thingsamong which _you may choose, the mere likely you wil5find, what

you prefer most..

_ The fourth sit bf cEtoons will give the class the opportunity to come to the

.

conclusion that it ismore likely to find preferredplaying activities in a place

Which offers more posSibiltiesfor different }ands of play. ,(We can only play

potsi hopscotch or'jump rope-on the sdewalk, Or play a dangerous kind of
.

punchb 1 in the street; we can play potsie, hopscotch, jump rope, play ball in the

0, -

park, and much-more00 Elicit from the class again the objective of this activity

°.

The fift.hkkset-of cartoons allows the class to(come to the conclusion that

the street-carousel offers amost limited choice of preference, when domparediwith

all the possible rides front which one may seleda preferred ride on the fair'

.. /.',.

grbunds. Again elicit the activity'sobjeCtive from the class.
.

Y. The procedure with the sixth seeof cartoons,/Alksame as with the other
. t,

sets of cartoons, pep-hits the children toIdevelop that "if my father wants to buy
, .,

,e.

, 1
used carlhe will have a.great

' lc.
er chance of finding-what he would like in a

Used2ar lot." Again, the'Objectj.ve of the activityvMight be elicited from the %
,-

, /
. class. -

1

If there is time, the teacher mightgo on,.to othef areas to dei(elop he theme
A

)

of thisiacti y; or she may limit.thLuthber of cartoons used-in this session

k

and move-ear ier into the following areas for exploration.

."Ia what ki* of store,would ybu More likely b

would.like to have, the kind of ice,--skates(ryoWve
4

to fins the oll Itu
0'

nted, the automo ila ki
) -'

or the airplaneicityou,want tobuy?", the teacher might ask. Anfoura"e
1

'\ I 4

,children to name stores and hops in which they have made purchases or wish'd to
( , r- 4

r- ? )make purchages. (Such specifiQ4reference is likely to fix the image" esired and
, '.-..

make for more realistic discussion.) From the discussion it w

the children tliat the greater ,the opportunpty for selection thel greater Posiyibility

..

for finding the toy,"Ngame, etc. which is their ;.reference. licit this regpoWe.

1

1 be obvious to
(7`
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, ,
t

The next area in this discussivivmight,be friendships. "Where do we find
. ---

,

people Who become our ..friends?" the teacher may ask. Aid 'the.tesponses of thi

children, eliciting from them, that we find these people wo becdhe friends in

our apartment houses (projects), on the street, in the playground, in school, in-.
. .

,
.

.

, - , ,
. .

.
'

.

our own classes. The teacher may then as, "Who ere your friends nos>, and wiTre
/

did you meet them?" Allowing any number, of children to respond to the question.
. 1

the teacher ma then ask, "Where didIwe Meet most of our frieus?h The answer,
. .

1\

most likely, will prove once more that where the hi hers are greatest, the chances
,..ef. as

for obAlaiing that-which we prefer (in this case a number of friends) .are greatest.
.

1,. .

Elitit\his response,, from the children to keep fixing, objecti4S of,t0iS
.

.,,

act ity.

4 .

The final area. for this discussion-, again,if there is time, is JOBS: The
.

1

nature of this discus'sion will have to be defined by thp individual ctr.x
.

- -..
!

. .

# \

will depend upon the maturity of her class,

"How mac-'of us like to do housework," the tea,cher might ask', "clsaning up,..-

, ' . ,.---

.a room, wash0g.dishes, drying dishes, taking out ti-re garbage2"
) . .

r The questiop is more qr less rhetorical but allow- the children to expand on
i 1

. )
.----..f. . ..

their dislike of housework,Iperhaps offering oth& examples pf housework they find
4r

L . A
.distasteful. .

.

The teacher then might suggest that while housewiork isn't the pleasantl

of tasks, it ha to be done, and everyone in ., the Kamily ought
4r
tot do his or'her

/

share of it. r (It might be bettep procedure to.have this concept elicited from the

children thems Ives.) , \\ 4
-...

.

\\. . .,,---"-.
T.Then, the 'teachemight elicit from the clabs that" has, .little i

/.
any

. .

.

-choice inthe.,Alisework assigned. She migh3lalso elicit from the class that there
I ..

are certain'home chores it would prefW if the preference'wer althwed.4 (Perhaps

painting; when,Father.decides to redecorate a room, perhapS washing or waxing the

famildy car,,perhapS cooking-or baking.)

4', The teacher might the/It elicit frOm the children that there.are certain jobs'
0 .

../

!
iJ ,

ii
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--:. -

,'
r

in the\ house, or around the house, whi0,_are not So obnoxiOuS.
,...., _

Wile might then elicilt frOnithe qpilfren that the main difficulty they :find
,

* .
/ with housework fithe limit Put,oa their possibl choices in this'aFea; that if tit6,1&-

were afforded-a greater numb

actually prefer doing.

og options, they might ify well find achdre they
'

7
Once more we .hiLvereachedlin understanding to which'

',;:.
-:

. .

I,directed: the greater.the number'of cpoices open,-theigieatekr the chanCes of finding.
.. .

something prefer5ed, and in this case, the teacher may stress, even ilta negative

..

, -
.. i -

/
s activity has been

situation.
.

. .

..

_ From here,
,

again if there is time an edthe chiidrn'mature,enough, the't c
.

L . v .-/ 7t .
might intrzore'the question of adult jobs and career,

. --
.

"Do you t4ink," she might ask, "that th47-lesson
. .

greater the number of choices, the greater

has anyth4ng to do with .the jobs wevould

(haVe leaFned today: the
...., ,

the possibility of at'taining a ::)reference,'
7, r

like to hale, or.the'professions we would
.

al e to enter when we are grownup young men and young women?" The question I.

\
more of less rhetorical'and the teacher will probably have to it by-adking

1).°

the children .what they think- is necessary to get a/ /good job' or to become a doctqr,,.
.4

lawyer, engineer,' dtp., ,c.,,.....

Elicit 4from the childien the need for training, goodeducatiothe develop-
t'0 . #

ment of on craft, etc.

, ,
"Of course," the teacher might'say, "none,of these gUarantee a' good job or

..0

postion , Out what about your possibilities, ifyou hav7 the education,

n'

the craft?"

The teacher might then elicit from the childrenthat the more educaAn, training,

the training,

1

-devopment.of craft, etc.; the more the possibilities of choice will beopen to 'therm

-
as young adults. Elicit, too, from the children that what they have discov4F6p0.,

, ---

\
.

IA
.

.

to be true in obtaining their prefdrences, in things, friendships, etc., is.no
c-,,

less true in this most' important' area of their young livs. .

t 1

Have the children repeat the,objective of the activity:; the greater the

'number'of choices open to m7, the greater are my chances of finding-that

1' I

hich



I prefer.

Now, for the final activity, of the sessionP the teacher might distritute the

restof the crayons: to the children and ask them, to color those cartoons (on their
,

desks) which offeritfie greatdr number of choices fOrlouying a pet, finding a book

to re food to eat, etc., etc.

r.

A
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DANGER!

OBJECTIVE420: To learn that'there are things I must do even though I dislike
doing them.

MARI Pibtiares or cartoons:

1. Man parachuting lut of ahurning plarfe,
2. Driver of an automobile faced by a "DETOUR" sign..
3. People (preferably dhildren) wathching an electric

storm from inside7ahoUief the windows shut tight.
4. People In. rowboats (or the like) moving through

floo86waters which hale submerged their .houses (houses
partially visible).

5. Any similar scene, in which emergency or disaster nedessi-
_ ta.LeS a prescribeoPlaction.

PROCEDURE: (For both 1st and 5th Graders, the 1st Grade procedure always
keeping im mind maturity differences to guide thedeplih as
well,as range of discussion.)

The teacher might begin by announcing that for the past several sessions

the class has been discussing the activity of choosing. She may elicit the

1

different objectives learned in these previous sessions (if I can't have everything

- I want I must learn to choose; I must learn to choose among things which are less

preferred, if things I like most are not available; I must recognize that the

greater the-number of choices open to me, the greater are my chances of finding

something I prefer). If the responses do not come quickly enough,.the teacher,

Might help the class to fi -1 them, or state the objectives learned in this area,

.hereelf.'

Then the teacher might ask, "Are there times when we co not have the

opportunity for choice?"

The teacher may be satisfied with a show of hands or with some brief responses

on'the part of the children. -(There is the possibility, particularly with a

bright class-lhat the responses of the children.will prove more than enough to

develop the objective of this activity. In such cases, if the teacher wishes to

follow the procedure indicated below, it would be better \.,,,to make the initial

question entirely rhetorical, or answered by the show of hands.)

The'teacher might then exhibit the first picture (or cartoon) and ask the
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class for a reading of the story it tells. Follow this with the question:
. ,

"Did the pilotof'the plane (or anyone else in plane) have any choice in,the

situation depicted?" Allow for some brief responses.,

Next, the teacher might exhibit the icture or cartoon of the. driver of an

auto confronted by a "Detour" sign. Ask he class for a.reading of the picture

or cartoon. Elicit from the children the frustration of the driver. Ask the
/

children to relate experiences of their own with."Detour"4signs. Elicit from the

children that the' drver simply has to find some other way for getting to his

destination. Elicit-froth the children that the driver of the car has no other. _

choice.

The teacher miy,:.then exhibit the-third picture or cartoon, of people
I

(preferably children) Watching"an electric storm through the windows of their

house, Ask for a-reading of the story., Ask the children for their own experiences

with such storms; The teacher might also elicit from the children their reactions

to thunder and lightning (perhaps the fears, sense of excitement,-etc.) Then the

teacher may ask the class whether the peoRle. haVe any choice, if they wish to

avoid getting-wet or
4,
courtingodanger, except to stay indoors. (The "getting wet"

and - "courting' danger" may be omitted from the question, to allow the children to

s upply those details. ) Then, elicit from the children ,that in this situation

the people,of the cartoon or picture really have no choice 4ut to remain indoors.

The exhibiting of the fourth cartoon 'br picture (or)any similar) w.11 depend

on how much time there is for the activity session. , (Also, the fourth cartoon or

picture may be substituted for any of the first three, the choice remaining with

the teacher who can best judge which cartoons or pictures are most appropriat6

for her class.)

If this fourth cartoon or picture is shown, again have the children read

the story of the flood and the necessity of using the boats. It maight be in-

order to have the children talk about the cause of the flood and what happens to

the land and houses and livestock, but keep this discussion brief, since it

1 "A
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not essential to the activity. The children, however, might be asked to comment

on the dangers created by the flood. The teacher may then, once again, elicit from

- /
the class that the people in the boats were confronted by a situation, in which

they were offered no other choice than to escape from the flobd with their lives.

Once it has been established that certain situations offer us no choice,
,

particularly disaster situations, the teacher might turn to those every-day situa-

tions in which people, and particularly the children of her class, find themselves

without the opportunity for choice.

The teacher maight say, "We've seen how people had no choice about what they

could do under certain very dangerous'and trying situations. What about just

ordinary; every-day things, when none of us really has a choice about doing one

thing or another?- How about (Jetting up early in the morning to come to school?"

The children will react.

"All right," the teacher may say. "Let's play a game. I'll be Mother and

you will be the children. I will speak and you will answer, one at a time, as I

call on you."

The teacher might then say, "Johnny, get out of bed. It's almost eight

o'clock. You'll be late for school." (This could be developed into an ad-lib

dialogue, the'teacher speaking one statement at a time, responding to the responses

of the children.)

In any event, the teacher will ask for the responses to this command to "get

out of bed.,0 Followirig which, she might ask, "Has Johnny really any choice in the

matter?" Elicit from the children, most of all of whom certainly have experienced

difficulty rising in the morning to go to school, for their stories in this area.

Then elicit from them that rising earl in' the morning, except for Saturday and

Sunday and holidays, is something which affords them no real choice at all.

The teacher might then ask how child, mace their own beds before

going to school. Ask those who do how ti,feel aboui the chore. Elicit from them

that this is another thing they have to do, without any choice in the matter.
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NeXt, the teacher might ask bow Many children like.to go to schout, Following

_perhaps an overwhelming /negative response, the teacher may elicit from the children

why they come to school. There will be among-the responses, "My mother makes me*"

"I have to:" "The truant officer, will catch me;" but there will also be, "Because

I have to learn." Disregard as much as possible the negatives and concentrate on

the positive "Because I have to learn." Follow With questions about what the '

S.

children learn in school, and for what it prepares them (higher edtcation, skills,

crafts, vocation). The teacher might conclude this section by asking, "If we
ea,

want all this learning, if we wish to prepare ourselves for when we're grown men

. and women, to have good. jobs, or professions,, what is our only choice, or do we

have a choice?"

Allow the Children to. I:aborate on what is obvioAly an obvious response.

Briefly, then, the teac er might,have'the -class discuss- "homework" and, in

a similar vein, elicit from e children that, if they wish to have the learning,

preparation for future jobs, p fessions, etc., they have no choice but to do

their homework.

Then the teacher might move 'he class into tits homes. -"We already know
1

that some of us have to make our o n beds and have no choice in the matter. Are

there ot4er things we have to do in and around( the house, in which we have no

choice?"

'

The children may offer the respo es to develop the theme. There is

dish washing chore, the taking out of e garbage, the shopping for some groceries;

some children may be required to wash th0.r own clothes, sweep the floors, wash

the floors, clean the sidewalk, to baby-

chores are optional in certain families,

etc. Very likely, some of these

igatory in others. Elicit from the

children (who have obligatory chores) how thiy feel about these chores. Elicit,

too, from them that they are given no choice in the matter; that they must do

, -

something though they dislike doing it.

There will be one
t

more area for exploration for the 5th Graders. For the

1st Graders, this might be a good place to stop, to bring some positive thinking

1 "
An_



'cl f ?ling into the session. f

he teacher might take oratik he chores which has been taking negative

'responses, let us say baby-sitH.,. and ask whetheryany children enjoy this "job".

Elicit from the class some eavorable comm nt. It, would be go,fito get from one

indicatesor more of the children a response which indicates a change of mind or attitude.

For example: "I didn'twant to baby,-sit., I didn't like it. But now I do." From

there, the teacher might elicit from to class that a situation in which a person

. \

`has no choice -at all.about what hd'has to do may turn out all right, may turn out .

to be something he or she likes- to dc.

If there is time, this process' might be repeated with other items in other

areas'of the activity discussion: rising early in the mornipg, doing homework,

----)Dther household chores, etc.

Elicitragain from the class that there are things it must do even though at

times-it dislikes doing them; but, elicit from the class again, sometimes has

a changeof heart about the way it feels about these things itiges, to-do.

FOR THE 5TH (6ADE, before the above.exerciset-the teacher' might entertain a
...,

discu$sion with relationship to jobs. Begin with jobs some of the children of

the class may have: newspaper delivery, messenger work.' Elicit from these':children

wh dy work(to make some pocket money, to.save for something-theyWant, etc.);

,

then ask how many like and dislike their jobs; next, elicit from these children

'thWt they have no choice but to kold on to the jobs to get the things they want

et 'money, etc.)

licit form the r1,-- '11-1t there are some categories of work (at home) which ,

called jobs, but really are. Elicit from the children the nature of these

(Some children are paid to do house chores, in liew of an allowance.)

Elicit from these children how they feel about this_Work, whether they have any

.choice about doing it, whether they do it, despite disliking it, to obtain things

they want.

1?
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From there, the teacher might Move into a more delicate area, asking. the

class whether Knows any adults Who, have no

101°'

t
choice about theirtjobs. LQt the

children respond, if they canj then elicit from them the readons,these-pe

hold on to their job.
r .

Or the teacher mightalimit the discussion of the work of the mothers of

the children,-the household chores, have a childn speculate on how, their

,..athers feel about their chores (jobs) and hether their moithers have anylciloice

about whether they do those chores or not.

Finally, as with the 1st Grade, the teaCher might introduce,sOMe positive

thinking and feeling. Here, follow the procedure prescribed for the 1st Graders,

qome paragraphs back.

It should be good, too, to elicit form the children the fact that certainly

so far as jobs are concerned, it woqld be wise to be so well prepared, so well

'trained, etc., that when the.the

notloe.ltft without choice.

time comes for them to take on jobs, they will

1,4



LAGUARDIO COMMUNITY, COLLEGE
CAREER EDUCATION PROJECT K-14

BALLOONS & LOLLIPOP$

OBJECTIVE #21: To learn that if you d,6 not make your owh choice,, then you will
_prpbably -be left with something you do not prefer.,

MATERIALS:, Six or more balloons of differen color or shape, blown up;
A box of small lollipops, perhap enough to distribute to all
the children in the class:

PROCEDURE:

The teacher shOuld select six or more c14.1dren, depending on thegnumber of

balfoohs she has prepared, one for each child'selected, for the.,initial: experience

of the activ*ty. /

The teacher might then announce t6 at she has these children for a

special kindof game, really an experiment. She may then have the children

selected' step to the front of tile class, though6 j.,n this Case, it may be better

',to have them remain in their sea for reasons which will becafe obvious.

(It is important or the activity that one of the selected children is a

child who, the teacher knows from experience,, has difficulty making decisions.
v

If there is no such child in the class, the onnortunity to

create the illusion tbljt this narti, :aye difficulty in the

of deci ion-maki44.)
7

The child n selected, the teacher may then exhibit the balloons which have

been blown up, then-Call on the child she thinks will have a problem with choice

to choose the balloon he or she"likes beSt. (It is necessary,for the activity

that the child make no immediate choice and the teacher must give the child per-

haps no time at all to make his or her selection, saying something like,'!tour

time is up. Perhapa,we'll get back to you.":, If the child.is quicker than the

teacher expected, then she will need to empl y this procedure with the second, or

third child.)

The teacher will then call on the remaining selected children to choose the

balloon he or she wants. The speed %ith which the teacher has acted w the

"undecided" child and thilidodbt involved in the "Perhaps'le'll get back to you",

_1 5



. ! should guarantee that the ret ining choices for the remaining balloons Will come

:quickly. This will be true for even thd child 'Who,must choose "from the remaining
... ..-

two billoons%
, .

t,

There, is'one balloon left and the teacher will now turn to the child who
...

.
.

,. .-- , d

. maS "undecided'" and say,10"This is your balloon."
,. .

ri ,-

The .child holding the ballot, tlie teacher might then ask, "Is this the

/ 91__
balloon you would have:chosen, ig you had your pick inthe beginning?"

. .

(The'child may, answer in the affirmktive but'he or she would have some iffi-

, )5 Yr' ,
pulty convincing-his Or her classM ,Ihatesof the credibility of.is or her. response.)

)
..

. .

- The teacher might then elicit,froM the class that the "undecided child" had

waited too long-to come t.o-a decision.
, 4

Th conciuiion might be f011owed by eliciting,from the children stories
N

about their own experiences, traiting too long to make a decision. (Stop the

'relating of,each story'befOre the child comes to the cost to him or her of in-

decision.)
Y.)

NeXt, the teacher might elicit from the class that, indeision in choosing

limits the possiblitieSof choice, as faith the balloons experiement (a5 with

pfrhaps the stories of their ownexperiences.)

Allow the children to expand on this understanding, again with-their own

stories.

Thcp, teaCher0Might then elicit fromdre class that the "undecided child" of the

baloon experiment was reayIy left with something which he or she.did not actually

),prefer. .,

. ,/

Again, elidit stories from the children to illustrate ti-1 point.

o

The teacher may then 'elicit from the class the "objective" Of4h.is activity: -...-

1 if we do not make our own choice, then we are probably left with something we do

not prefer.

(A bright class might suggest that there are other element than preference"

whiCh may go into the process of chooSing, among them courtesy, generusty, etc.

The teacher will not and cannot deny this, nor would she want -,to; -but, she might -



%
Za --:

t 4

'elicit from the class that while courtesy, generosity, etc., are certaialy

.,--

aemirable qualities, it does not realll, alter the-conclusion: that if we do not

make our own choices, we-will most likely ith things, or even situatIont,
-- ,

,up w
)

. .

we don't. prefer.
t-, _

. .

1.,.

The teacher might-then,/depending on how 4m1ch4tim'e has.already been'consumed
% 14

by the chiiNn's exPeti.e4nC64,Ns. with finding thAselves with POmethiwk,they did not
e

I

s ,

prefer becadse of their failures to choose, or choose qui ly, introduce somefami-
--V

$

liar areas in WhiCh Much of the same has occurre
- .

i' ". I
.t

"How many have been to a big'Tpksgiving dinner, watched the 'carving of the

,, tutkey, then been asked whether voul,prefer the lights meat or the dark meat? How
- .

many have been teft with the dark meat, when they-preferred the light, or ti--lelight

.
.. -

when they.have preferred the
.

e dark?" "Why?" -

AllOw the children to tell their stories.
. ,

"How many have been asked what they prier for dessert, which pie, apple,.

mince, pumpkin; or what flavor ice-cream, and said, 'It doesn't matter'?"

Again elicit from the children Z) results of their response, to reinforce
-,-.

the objett* of the activity: .no choice leads often'to a choice which4s not

preferred ) i
%

k\,

0

Te evision
,:.

programs, movies, S,unday outings, games the c ildren play, all

Ralbe approached in a similar manner, eliciting from the children their different

expetiencqs and, agai9, a reiteration of the activity's objective.

The objective repeated, the teacher may produce her box of 1a1ipops and

ask the claps whether it is ready to make its choice.

(There should be enough lollipops for everyotie, even the last child, to make

/' his choice.)

Call up the children, one by one, to

a
pick the lollipop he prefets, repeating,

if the teacher wishes, the obj6ctive the Class has just learned.q,

O
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1,AGUMIDIA,,,COM4UNiTX COLLEGE3

CAREER EDUCATION PROJECT.K-14

C T ACHERFC PET .___ '

. ,

, OBJECTIVE #22: Ts learn to make ,,cp Own choice even 4. it is Ilifferent'Srorn.
.. - .,

''' #r the .cht!ce of,others.
;

\',\ 13

.
.,
,.--

)

PROCEDURE" MIR 1ST GRADE: .The teacher will read the playlet, to the claes .

,'(FOR 5th GRADE: The teacher will select student to read the ylet.)

,,-

-..

/he teacher should guide the discussion-acgordingAo the level of ctass,5

52.222aa

Iv

_ ,.

In the context o cr±pt and,the suggestions\that folldW. It is .4 rather sho

lk,.,:__
i .

if-the,,teachei Ttdesires, a send reading of the script 'by another 4f children

- '

might help °fix the characters,)the-situat apd theguestions which the,playlet

iji

S:=---

tilWcatd. A..t r

, _.

.4
,

..' /

"Jbli*nlr''? of/ the playlet.ends the di 1 ue of the ,script with "What do you

think?"

teacher q/light b the discussion, of the plalet (leading to the objettive.

of the activity) viithfiXhis guestion:\,"What do you. think of Johnny, Freddie, Mary,' I

Anvand Jape?" (The names may be lumped together since 441 these children represent

One point of view.) o review the substance of the playlet,'the teacher might ask

- how these,children felt about 'Tony,. and'why. ,Next, the teacher might ask the class

r-
what kind of boy,"Tbny" was, and elicit from them stories of characters they4know

__Did Alan dislike Tony as much as the others disliked him? Di4 Alafi feel sorry for

who are "just like" ony.

Then, the teacher might ask why Alan was friendly to someone everyone disliked.

Tony? Did, Alan think that the other children we e ehaving a cruel fashion

/towards Tony? Is it possible that Alan liked Tony, and jus didn'tisay so?

-.F.---/

To lead to a statement of the objective of this activity, elicit from Le(
,,,,,

children a resume of the final action in the playlet: Alan talked off with Topy,

Then elicit from the chhdren that'Alan decided to go

the others wa t d to play ball.
. _

f with Tony, when all

4
Next, eli it from the children that Alan ade a choice of his own, and different

, al

the choice sf the others.



'A

.1

.a A* the children whether'th4 have ever made choices whi6h Were differdifferent.,

thosefrom%all karound them, and' whether it -was' difficult to mak, such a Choice.

'f
/ .

al
.i.

. Encourage responses from.the children.
,...,...,,

(The courage involved in "gginc against the grain" may be touche on in
N , ,

-these -stories, but ia pot essential to the activity.)

(Moral values may'be touched,oriTto6, in this discussion buy, are

not essential !to activity,Y---
. '.. ,:

--....-

Ask e children, then, mether the Johnny, Mary, Freddie, Ann,'etc., the r',/
4.' . .

.

kplayiet wiAl

.,

have any change of hedrt towar4s Alan because -he Made a Choice which fj.-

\..
was different frpMtheirs. _ Ask whethera charie art I. warraffted in this

,
. y.

,

, ;' ,
.

situation and whit,, or, why not. 0 /
,-- _ .//

,Elicit from the children theyaking-a choice different from other,a%milght
) ,

-.-- LY. 7

entaia'some questi ing on the part of others (Why,did he do that?)'and even some

-antagonism at times (He's another clieep!) bud that the one who makes that choice

...

>/
may be utterly corect in his a6tion, and certainly feel good about it.,-'0 .

'11?> 4
A.0 ' ----Following this discussion., the teacher may lead the class in e exploration *

of other areas in which perhaps they, have had to chooseragainst the grain" or will
-\..c...--( ,

have taa-so choose at some finite time.,..,
'

4
,.

, --
The girls may be '.invited to,tell of the times they have bought a blouse,

dress, skirt, when their companions have frowned on the pruchase; and to elaborate,

telling how they felt about the expN-lence and its aftermath.

,he boys and girls might very well have stories about certain toys or games

or gpofts equipment they have pruchased against the advice-and counsel of their

r-
companicons; and be asked to expand on their feelings the-Ptime of the purchase,

k,_

and after.

Some Children may be playing a musical instrument nd the choice of the in-

stument was purely theirs and, again; without the approval of their friends and

companions, or even thei,r (Drums can make, an awful noice and disturb the

family. 'Pile violin;las opposed to the trumpet, saxaphone, etc. n mic t 13., viewed
)

14"



fry others than the Violin udent, as effetd, If any of the,boys :t114 class,

attend a dancing-s'chool by thei;\pwn choice, the teacher wi1i hive a holiday of-
. (-

alittlation fat an impasiioned disCussioAl.)-.

'r---- di )

, - - ,
# ,

T(firuancy may or, may nOt be an apKopriate area for discussion with some classes

-,

but,but if it is appeopriate, the teacher sfiOuld be ,able to eliCie),from:the children.--)

(afte----I"r asking them to omit names). experjences in whiCh they have succumbed to .

aol .

- -

suggestion or pVesure arid,Prayecookey; or resisted Vhquggestion and pressure
, _ ) ! ) :

, 'T.1%
/

!

1

'and . oo their own-choice, though perhaps4unpopular with theid comienions of the tim-J,
.

.

i ,
- A- decided that hookey.was-not for them. n

,-

It might beYposAble, with older childten, to. explore job and career Chc4ces

ich have been'made against the wishes and advice o friends anc4 particularly,

parents. There may be stories here. Somebody'who became a veterinaiadespite

/efamily opposition; the doctor's son who wanted to become a ball-player; th.,e ball-

playet's son who became a dancer. .(If,the

r
stories, and if there is time, the, teacher

Fiftally, again if tY idre is/ time, the teacher may have a third cast. read

playlet. .
.t0,the

children are not able to provide'such

might provide such stories herself.) .

In anyVent, the teacher would close the lesson i:)7 eliciting from the class,

once more, the objective Of the acLvity: one.mus learn, one must be abler to--
--

/ .

make a Choice even if it i,5 different from bhe choices of others,
? ,

is unpopular with: thers, as "Alan" did.

or even if it

4'
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CAST: Johnny

Freddie

Alan.
.

Tony'

LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
CAREER EDUCATION.PROJECT

"LO

- .

TEkCHERS

, )'Mary,
'Ann

Jane

`

SET: Parke street or playgroirld-l'after1ichool.
, Tony, are playing'IpaIl.

.
'

1
---,

*
Allj,n oast, exce0i*

"/

1.22a-
5.22a

N.

JOHN AC: Here comes Tony.

'MARY: That creep!,
FREDDIE: Let's get out of sere. That Tony is one guy 'I don't like`.

ANN: Why should we ga? Let him come. We jut wgn't pay ,a4 attention to him,

JANE: Teacher's pet!!

JOHNNY: H :IcnOws we don't like him. Why is he coming here?

MARY: Don't Took at him. Maybe he'll go away.

TONY: '(Entering) Hello. Hello everybody.,

04.

ALAN: (Who is the only one tolhswer) Hello, Tony.

TONY: What are you doing? Playing ball?

FREDDIE: What do you think we'rlwdoing? Taking a trip to the moon2

TONI: I was just asking.

MARY: Then don't ask.

ANN: You mind syour business and we'll mind ours. Teacher's pet.

ALAN: (To Tony, who is about "to leave) Wait a minute, 'Tony.

JOHNNY: (As Tony stops) What for?,

*
,ALAN: Because I want to speak to him. X

MARY: That creep,
vow

ALAN; (Ignoring Mary) Where are you going, Tony?

TONY': Oh, I thought I'd go home and maybe do a little homework.

4 4



TEACHER'S PET (CONT'D)

Teachir's pet, You always -do you*-hodework, don't you?

TONY: Sure.

ALAN: What's wrong with doing homework?

JOHNNY: Come off it, Alanl Let's get, back to the game we're playing.

ALAN: (ro Johnny) Hold on a mtlinte. (To Tony) Do you want meto come,
along with you?

FREEPIE: Now I've heard everything,.

TONY:* (To Alan) -If u like. v

i N :
, ALAN: 0.0 Let's o:----1±o all the others) I'll see you later.

(ALAN AND, )

N../1

ANN: What do you t'hinklof that?
...,-

JANE: Alan going of with Tony. I can't believe #.

JOHNNY: low whywould'he do a thing like that? Nobody here likes Tony.

. °

FREDDIE: Nobody. ,And here we're playing .4 game of ball and.Alan goes off
with that creep, Tony. 'Why would he want to do that?

.JOHNNYC:, He'd rather go off with -that 'Tony than play ball-,with us. He must
be sickforpomething. fWhat do you think?)

1 " Cl

,



1.23a
LAGUARDIA COMM/TY COLLEGE

CAREER EDUCATION PROJECT K-14
4

WAITING

OBJECTIVE #23: To learn that waiting is sometipesimvolved,in obtaining
manythings I like. "r

MATERIALIOn A:Sheet cartoons or drawings, with space under each cartoon
or d ing, a space which will allow the children to make a
notation (short).

THE CARTOONS:, 1. An ice-oream cone 7. A package of
.

Chewing gum
2. .A piece Of .: pie 8. A team- sweater
3. ICe-skat 'r, 9. A trig to Disney Land
4. A hot-dog

. "I. (o rid) 4_

5. A turkey dinner 16. A w s watch- -\\_,,,

6. A bicycle 11. A yo-yo ..

(The cartoons may be arranged in columns Of three, allowing for ahe blankeepace
which may be utilized at the end of the activity.)

.
.

(Since the 'a''etivity deals with ngs children want, the teacher may have:Sub-
stituted for any ong or any n of the cartoons a cartoon or drawing more

1

.1.. .
suitable to the character of her lass.)

.

PROCEDURE:

The teacher will distribute the sheets of drawings or cartoons to the children,

announcing .that the class is going to take a kind of poll.

The teacher 11 theO ask'the class for a reading of each cartoon just to
9

assure that the children understhnd the intention of each.

.Using the blackboard to illustrate, the teacher will then announce that the

'

class is going'to vote ofieach ,ofthe pictdres on their desks. They are going
1

tO'use three numbers: 1, 2 and 3. They will write one of those numbers, 1, 2 or 3,

under each cartoon, in the space alloted.for the writing. Now, t1 teacher will-

explain, each number, 1, 2 or 3, will tell- us just how long you are willing-to

wait to get each thing drawn in the cartoons in front of us. The nUmber,l, if that

is the number you will write, will tell us that you are willing, to wait not at all',

or no more than half an hour for the item drawn in the cartoon. If you write

the number 2-under the drawing, ,it will tell us that you are Willing to wait as

long as a week to get what is drawn in the cartoon! If you write the- number 3,

then you will be. telling us that you are willing to wait'a long time, perhaPS two

or three - months:, perhaps six months, to get what

1 gr/
-IL

drawn in :the cartoon.

I
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/

It might be'bpst.for the teacher to.repeat the instructions, illuStrating

just what she e4pects the chiiaren to, do. She might use a pencil (drawing a

.

pencil on the board perhaps) and have the children respond with the number 11 write

the /number 1, and announce, at the, same time, that the number 1 indicates that

/
the class is no4 interested in wait g at all for the pencil. She might follow'

this example, similfirly, ith something somewhat more desirable, perhaps an in-
, I

expensive game, to illustrate the something for which the children might be willing

to wait a week or-so (Number 2). Finally, she might write out the word, or make

a drawing on the board of something for which the children would be willing to

wait a long time; hav the children say that they would be willing to wait a long

_time,_if the knew after that long time, they would receive the plaything

With the children certain of the task before them, all their guesti answered;

4le teacher, repeating the instructions once more, will ask the class to get down

to its voting: (It might be good idea for the teacher to move abdut the Class

to see whether all the child en are performing as)desired.)

. .

The balloting done, the teacher,Lwi-th the aid of the children if possible, will

then begin to de, the tallying. She might prepare three columns on the blaCkboard,

numbering them 1, 2 and 3. In each appropriate column, as the results of the

children's voting is announced, she might have a child write the particular item

upon which the vote was taken. (In the case of younger children, she will probably

need'to do the writing herself.)

The first ivestion the teacher will ask is, "How many wrote the number 1,under

the ice -cream cone (the first picture in the upper letr-hand rner)?" She will

make her count, then ask, "How many wrote'the numbe 2?" Then, "How many wrote the

lumber 3?"

"The majority," she will then announce, "voted number one," and she will call

on a child to write "ice-cream cone" on the blackboard, in the column marked

"Column 1."
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She will repeat this process with all 11 cartoons. (Of course, with the 1st

Grade, the teacher may have toiao all the writing herself.)
*41:

With the tally ccnpleted, the teacher might then elicit from the class that

the items in Column 1 are things which they like, but not so much that they would

be willinVto wait around for, for any length of time; they are things to which

they attach neither great value nor importance.
L

The teacher might then move to Column 2, have the class re" the list, then

elicit from the children that they like the itemized things somewhat more than thdse

in Column 1, and would be Willing to wait a few days to getthem. The teacher

migWt.also elicit from the class that the items in Column 2 are somewhat more

tasty, more desirable, and more difficult to procure than thodt in Column 2. (The

teacher might have the children stress the fact that the Column 2 articles are

more difficult to procure than those in Column'1.)

Finally, in evaluating the tally, the teacher will &ve the children read the

"at in Column i. She might elicit from the class that these items are the most

difficult to attain,-and that they areertainly more important.than those-in

either of the other two columns. She might also elicit from the class the different

lengths of time the children would be willing to wait, assurbd that they were to

receive at some time the articles listed in Column 3.

The teacher might then elicit from the children how they would feel, waiting

to receive these items, taking perhaps one of the items at a time. She might then

call on the children to evaluate that waiting time.

Next, she might ask the class for stories in their own experience,, in which

waiting has been necessary-to obtain the things they wanted, and again to evaluate

that waiting period.

Finally, for the final note in this section of the activity, the teacher might

elicit the objective of the session:' sometimes we have to wait to obtain the

things we want.

1
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The teach lk might ask how many have learned this objective from past experience.

(This. will be a reiteration, since they may already have told their o4n stories to

illustrate the point4 but it is wort 'repeating.)

The tea her might then ask how many have learned this objective .today? (Really

a rhetorical qUestion to emphasize th objective of the activity.)

The teacher might then ask thechil en whether there are any days in the

calendar in which some of their waiting for things they want come,to a happy end.

-0"
The teacher may then indulge the class in stories of theik waiting for birthdays

and Christmas.

Are there some things we can't touch or hold that we wait for, sometimes

impatiently, the teacher might then ask,' and elicit from the class stories of

its expectations of holidays (both religioUs and laic) and the realizations of

those expectations.

The 1st Graders might then be asked to draw in the bank square of the sheet

of cartoons they have on theit desks, something they would be willing to wait a

long time for.

-,J

0

mr.

1
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5.24a

LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
C.X.REER EDUCATION PROJECT K-14

PROBLEMS,

OBJECTIVE #24: T5 learn that in addition to chod;ing what I Qant,,I must
ao(soinething to obtain it.

r.

MATERIALS: A series. of-cartoon sets two in each set, except for a blank in
final set. '

6.

THE CARTOONS OR DRAWINGS :

'la. A child trying to reach a jar of cookies wh- ich are on a shelf and
beyond its reach.

lb. The same child standing On a chair, with the cookies4well within
its reach.

. A young boy or girl, wearing a jacket Or 'sweater and shoes, looking
at a motor-boat which is anchored a short distance off-shore.

2b. The samg young boy or girl, th sweater or jacket and shoes draped
around-his or her neck, wading in the water and towards the boat.,

3a. A young girl with a bubblaiindicating that she is thinking of a
fancy cake, perhaps a strGberry shortcake. -

3b. The same girl in One or another of the acts involved in baking
a cake, .

4a. A young boy or girl, looking out on a barren stretch of garden, with
a bubble. indicating a garden of floyers or a'vegetable patch.

4b. The same boy or girl in the act of preparing the ground for the
garden or vegetable patch.

5a. N young person in a camping ground; with a bubble indicating thoughts
of a hot-dog or marshmallow roast.

5b. The same person preparing a camp fire.

6a. A young person in a classrooM, bubble indicating thoughts
of graduatiOn (cap and gown).

6b. The same:young person hard at work, dding his,,or her homework.

7a. A young pe on, anywhere, but perhaps in front of a store window
,which contains expenSive playthings (bicycles perhaps), with a
bubble in which this young person is counting, out a huge wad.of,
large denomination bills.

7b. Blank

1 " '1



PROCEDURE: (FOR BOTE61st AND 5th GRADES) 1

(The. teacher may Use all the cartoons indicated or only those she thinks

best suited to her class. She may also have to limit the-hjumber of cartoons blause

of the time element.)

The teacher Why begin the activity with an announcement to the effect that

the class is going'tlook at some problel which tyma3khave confronted in the

past, or might-confront in the future; and the way some people have resolved those

problems24'

The teacher will then distribute the sheets of cartoons to the children; the

satire set, if printed on one Sheet; one set at a time ik, preferably, that is the

Way-they have been set up.

The teacher will then ask for'areiading of the firpt cdktpcin, t he child trying

.to reach the jar of cookie6; then eli6it from the class that (1) the child has

chosen to get herself a cookie or cookies and f2) that she is-too small to Ot
.

them.

The teacher will then call for a reading of e accompah7ing cartoon; following_

which she may elicit from the class that child "found a way to get what she

wanted." The teacher should then elicit,from the class the specifid actidn of the
.1

.. .
.

cartoon-child (she found
.
a chair on which to stand, she moved,the chair to the

, ..

.

closet or shelf,, she stood up (pr,climbed up) on the chair.) The action actions.

established, the teacher might elicit from the class that (1) the child had to

doeonte"thinking and (2) she had to exert some physical energy Paork) to get

what she wanted. The teacher.might restate this last conclusion (if she cannot

elicit it from the classy to.read: It is not hlways en ough to make a choice of

things you want; sometimes, if not often, you must do some

or both) to obtain what it is you have chosen.

The teacher mitght then follow the same procedure wi t the second set of drawings.

ing (mental or physica])

-(The order need not follow necessarily the order of cartoons as they are listed here.)

Following the readings of (1) the young person looking toward the -motorboaj

in the water and (elicit from the class) not properly dressed to reach that boat;'

16,3
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I

and (2) the young person, having arranged4as clothes so that. they willnot get wet,

moving towards his target; the teacher might elicit from the class again that it

is not enough to make a choice; one mucteexert some thought and.ens.r7y to attain

that choice.

-3 -p

110
The,same procedure sand conclysions may-4,e drawn from the other set of cartoons,

----,

following the readings of theca kis the clasS, and eliciting fully the thought and

"F

action required in each instance to obrain the
i

object of the Oirticular choice.

-. The third set of cartoons indicates,a young girl.thinkinc-of how pleasant it
,..-.

would be to have some'straweerry shortcake, in the first panel; in the second,j,.,,

there is the indication of what, she must do to get that se3berry shortcake.

The fourth sett in 4a., shows a boy or lir dreaming of having a garden
-

or vegetable patch; 4b. indicdtes the kind of work ne ssary to obtain.that kind

of garden or patch. Here the teacher might elicit from the class the various

other kinds of labors (not shown in the cartoon) are necessary to main this

particular choice.
.

For Panels 4, and 5a., follawing'the readings and interpretations by the class

on the need to build a campfire, if one wishes a wienie roast, tote teacher again )

might elicit from the class other labors involved in building the fire and the

'actual act of roasting.

With Panels 6 and 6a., following theprocedure indim.ted, the readings and the

4ihnterpretations, the teacher 5.ght'elicit from the class the various other elements

which enter a successful attainment of the particular Choice (cap.. and gown, gradua-

tion); such elements might include, punctuality, good attendance, goOd behavior,

r
proper attention to homework, proper attention in the classroom, etc. The teacher

might elicit, too, from the children that all these elements (attendance, behavior,

etc.) require thought and other kinds of work, sometimes physical work.

The teacher might then ask the children for their experiences in this area,

encourage them to tell stories which illustrate the objectijre; The need to "do

something" to obtain something of their choice.



4-,

Most likely these stories will: all be centered on material things, things
)

to eat, things to wear, things with which to play. When these stories have been _

exhausted orkconsUmed enough of the time of the session the activity permits, suggebt
d

to. the children' that there are,pther than:material things they would like, hamg

'choselo obtain in the past. "Perhaps there was a boy or girl in the class, Q

a
in. the. neighborhood, with whom you would have liked to become friendly, would you

have had to do something about attaining,that flendship?w "Has this ever happened

with "you?" "Did you ver lose such a friendship because y9u did nothing about it?.

Have the children explo

7
this area of the activity through stories of their own

3)

` There are othcieas in the lives 6f the children which, explored, should
g

help 'fix th ective of this activity: the need to work to obtain one's choice.,

"pow many children wanted to organize a club or team?" "Could that goal

have been attained without effort?"

experience.

too.

The attainment of goals (choice's) in personal relationships may be-explored,

410

"How many children want people to like you?" "How many choose to be liked

"How many have put some effort into obtaining this choice ?" "Tell us about that

effort and how you succeeded in getting whit you had chosen to get.,
1

(The attainment of choices involved with emotions may be extended to cover

a second session for this activity with 5th Grade children and older children.

On the. other hand, this area.of discussion may be serverely limited depending

on the maturity of the class and the'teacher's purposeR inasmuch as the parameters
._/

of the whole series of activities s geared to the practical rather n.the

emotional.)

In any case, to sum the up the-Activity, the teacher might have the class '

review each set of panels to have the class repeat, with each set of panels

reviewed: "In addition to choosing what I want', I must do something to obtain

it."
*

-

13")
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/..Finally, the teacher might, dis-trilaute the/ last set of cartqpns: (7a.) the

young person stsndligg .in froht of a store window and thinking oiswhathe Tfotild,..- ,

bay, \as- he imagi es hiMself counting. ciut.4,a 'huge xoll aid the bleak
7b. I

'.r
t,

The teacher then, depending on .the time remaining in the session, might ask- *

the Children to draw their (::Niri cartoons fqr 7b, o.eA,r di'aw(them at home as, homework.
. '

or

i

Tr

6,
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LAGORDIA CoMMUNITY:cOLLidr-
'CAREER EDUCATION PROJECT K-14

,MONKEY

, 1.25a
1.26a

OBJECTIVE #25:,To learn that there s usually more than one way.
(many ways)t4Jget what I want.

W: To learn a more a'ternative ways of getting what
I want increases the chances ofray getting11

c MATER S : (Eft (1st Grade) 'Cartooni
. .

PROC SURE: i (For ist rade) ,

. .,.
. .

,.--

Showcartoon to class. A puppet show of this'.episode can 'also be

used. The Teacher will teed to help explain what.i.s.going on.
)

A scientist is standing in a testii-oom with a pencil and pad to

record an experiment hells conducting with a chimpanzee. There is

a banana hanging from the ceiling out of reach of the chimp, but

there are boxes, sticks and ropes lying on the floor with which the

Kchimp could reach the banana. The scientist wants to, see how the,

chimp:'goes abdut trying-to get the banar).a. The chimp solved the

problem by !climbing on the.;scientist.shoulders and grabbing the banana;
-!

NAsk:'"What did the scientist expect?
What went wrong with th.q.'-sientist's experimentt;"

Elicit: He hadn't thought of ailithe possible ways "the chimp.
could get the banana.

'N.-Ask; "W t,coufd you learn frogifi the chimp in this experiment ?"

/4
tki.Cit: Usually many way of geting what we want.

p

It:OC: "Sometimes you've had to stop and figure out other ways,of
getting what you wanted.when'one way di n't work. Tell us

aI about some that worked and some where y couldn't figure
out a way of getting what yOu-wanted.w

Have another class member think of. alternate ways to achkeVe a

goal where the student had explained that he was unable to figure out

a way to get what he wanted. Try :.to draw "examples" from as many areas

as possibfe-- homei'play, school, world of work,, etc:, to enhance,

gen ralization. Finally, elicit objective 1 as a 'summary-
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,1.32a

CTIVE #32: To learn that we like to work/--'4(as well as play) and to learn why
there are.kinds of work we especia(17.like to do. .

A model airplane, an unfinisped a package of shake-
4

and-bake, crayonslAay. )
MATERIALS :

PROCEDURE:

The teacher might exhibit the model
. , ?

an- and-ask to open the lesson, ' /

A'
vHow many like this plane?" Follow the initial question with, ''tow : many have ever

made a model plane, or. helped make one?" Ask those wh o were so involved to 'tell.

of their experience and of how much they enjoyed it. Ask how many (who haven't%'

made a plane) would like to make one. /4
r

Ar* Introduce the element of work. "Was making the plane fun or work?" The

Llement of fun Will twedaminate in the answers, but the.element of work will not,

)ibe dismissed. The teacher may elicit, then, from the class (in simplest4erms)

.-that work cr-be fun.

,

Repeat this procedure with the unfinished pot-hotter, eliciting from the

ass again that work can be fun.

The children will readily agree that school means for themost part; but

--\..hey will also-agree to the fact that drawing with crayons, molding,claly, learning-,
e,

songs and dances, are fun. On de teacher gets from her children that

work may be enjoyable.

of
he tiacher'may then exhibit her package of shake-and-bake. The-Children

. it 2-: , , ...

. t?
will.be familiar with the package and its TV c cial (a little boy and a little

41.- i.
girlthelping their mother with getting dinner ready.) Some Of the childPen may

. , \

I 11

a.

have been helpfulyiti this p oduct in theirxcwn homes. There are other commercials
4 e -

A B.

with semi ark messages (children helping their mothers at home) which the class may
.....

..

,..,

,.,

. ..cite ,vb

fs"'s
The teacher may ask the children how often they help wiph the work at home,

.

and the nature of this work. (The children are pung and the chances are that

their elp is minimal; but there are children's j bs at home: cleaning one's

113 2
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4..,. .

rocini.preparipsthe liundrY, wheeling the. sttopping,cart, weeding agarden, raking0
4 4

. .
- .

up leaves, setifing a takole;,pexhaRe a ins and d ing'Ehe dishes and silvers,.
K.. . i

/ Even if the chiid4ri have never eXkienced_these
....1 .. .

es, they might very Well be
- ,,,,, ,.

--expected to soon, ,arid certainly they aie aware of.ihem. The teacher(shoula be
v

r. Ibleeto elicit the existence 'o

hint here and ere.)

. -

ese hoTe jobs'frOm the children, with a helpful

,

vMhe'pext question is ."Haw do you'like helping- Mother and Fa er?" ".Can

1pi bSfun?"" "Why is it fun?" / ).

'At this poin in the lesson, the children must be convinspd tha, tbey enjoy

'
certain kinds'of work. The teacher might emphasize the "learning" by asking the

Children to -repeat the kinds bf work thiiiy, l'kel play-;work (bUilding Models of

planes, cars, school worki(pai4ting, awing, singing, dancing, clay

= mbdelingi SEC.); and home work (kelpin4'Mother and Father.)
I -

t,
Condlude the lesson with the'. qu t on: "What. work would'you like to do

.

w..!

If

when you are older,. when you are grown u young men and women?"

.- pf course, the answ4s\to this qUestion will prove fairly stenotype d have
i

.

4
very little value, except that it will help establish the aim of the less n:1 to

.

learn that we like to work.

C , .

The teacher mi;kght ask the child, 8n to make a drawing, illustrating /the jobs,
1

. 'e
a

careers, the work they would like to do, eitherdn class, or as homework.

*

?.

9

;

4t



. LAGUARD,Ii COMMUNIT4 COLLEGE
CAREER EDUCATION 'PROJECT K-14

FIFTH GRADE.

, 4. OBJECTIVES

To become aware

5. T@ become aware
' dislike.

3.,*1To learn that di
dislikes.

THINGS I LIKE

of the things I like and dislike..
.

S

of the kinds(quplities) of things
N

5.1c

fferent people have different likes 'and

Ask class to cut cut pictures and cartoons in newpaPers and

magazines of the things they like and dislike. -1a;re them. collect

12 for like and 12 for dislike keeping them in Sep4rate groups.-
the teachr feels that some students' likesatnd dislikes Fare so

`marked that other stvdents could identify e student by his set

of pictures, then use the follolLng procedurevtGive-out two Paper

clips for each student - have themrclipAeach set together - likes
,

with likes and dislikes with disliks. Ask them to make note of.

their pictures ,on a peice,of paper so that they can identify Aeir,
\ , .

sets later.' Then collect all sets.

Call on a studet or two whom you'feel could identify other:
.

students ift the lass from their sets of choices (not having sat

near,them or had.occasion to see'their set.) and ask thvlif they
'NE

coul0 through the group and pick out sets belonging to fellow

st:udents. If you feel' students Woul0 be unable to cio this, then
.

,you carry it out. Haying identifiedhsame of the students' sets in
.)

.

ithis manner, ask' the class how -!this was possible -

of cheating and guessing.

di courage issue.

1. Some peopIe,,tend to like or dislike.only one or two kinds bf
r.;things (baseball, competitive sports, etch)

3.



le'. Discuss the differencebetwLeen speCific things and kinds
(commonality) of things. 'When-someone likes things which
are similar, we call .it an interest.

.

'Diffe ent, people like different things -7 show, many different'
sets f pictures.

Return the sets anfask the .students to,_try to identify 'yin

Olpir sets a common theme .or themes for both like,and dislike.

Ptit
Give tlziem a few minutes and the

examples on board. 0-3a)

ask. for the themes and what made them identify the interest from

their sets,



LAGUARDIA' COMMUiITY COLLEGE
CAREER.EDUCATION,TROJECT K -14 5.2a

SPORTS

-.46(
Obtective #2: To learn that the things I like change f om km* to time

For 4th rld 5th Grades

MATERIALS: Spinning top, marbles, kite, bat, ball, tin-soldier,
yo4Yo,stiCk of gum;

Pictures (using available
from different historical

PROCED6Wt

tgxtbor) af styles of dress
period (men and women).

j

/

ale The teacher announces that the class will perform a skit (small play);
*

selects eight" children for t4e.roles, gives each the script and

dithtributes t6 each his designated prop (top, marbles, bat, pall,

kite, tin-soldier, yo -yo, -stick of gum). The children read the script,

then move to front of class and perform:

S.



,PROCEDURE (continued)

Following the enactment of the script, the teacher may remark

_that the different characters of the playlet certainly didn't seem sure

of what they liked; then add-that p'erhaps they changed their minds quickly,

wheri it came to preferences. (It would be etter to elicit these

conclusionS from the class, and the teache s might make the attempt; but;

one way or the other, the characters changing preferences should be

-stressed.) c'9Is thiSchanging of preferences a general practice,jhabit,

custom ?" the teacher may ask. "Do people generally find, th4mselves

.liking different things at different times ?" (The responses will be
is.

mixed, most likely; but, in any case, the question has been raiSed and,

with it a desire for an answer.)

The teacher, then; may produce pictures of a variety of styles of

dress from different historical periods. The teacher elicits comments

flrom the Class on the manner of dress of these different people, how it
.

differs .-Nom modern dress. 'CoMments'on difference's in hair-style may `also

be elicited. Preferences in hair-styles of today may be developed, too.

Picttires of changing women's fashiOns (hoop-Skirts, dirndles, btstle,

Elizabethan, renaissance, modern, etc.) Will elicit further"conviction that

preferences cha4g.e.

Move from the general to the individu,.. Hold a discssion of sports
4k, ,

'
_,--

/
,

in different seasons. Elicit from class that it prefers baseball the

,summer, football in the fall.



(

Have the class list, or draw pictures of dlothing worn in

different Seasons and diff!rent climates (swimming trunks, vercoats, eta,.)

The teacher may elicit from the class that its preference f r clothes

changes with. the seasons, and with the crimate of the area_in which they

may reside. (If they lied in the South Seas, they would prefer cool

clothing; if they lived where the Eskimo lives, they would certainly,

prefer warmer clothing.)

Elicit from the class the change in their prefereRles for foods

with the ahanging\beason, their changes in preference for drinks (hot and
. *6,

cold) with the seasons.

Finally reach into their changing preferences with respect to ticeir

friendS.;' (.They will prefer one with whom to play ball, or forisw.imming,

hiking, etc.; another to help with the homework, etc.)

,(Perhaps the teacher may be able to reach into the family, too.

,

To whom doe the class prefer to show its report cards?

With whom would it rat* go to a

ball game? Is it Mama or Papa th4y prefer, when it comes to receiving' an

allowance, when it comes to making a special request, when it comes to

receiving punishment.)

The objective of the lesson,(to learn that the things I like change

from time to.time) should have been-attained by this time. As an exercise

in this "new" erstanding, the class might be asked make a column

list, the filst column; things I liked; the second: things I like instead.'

The items to be\covered: food, drink, games, toys, sports, friends, TV

programS, hairstyle, clothes, etc.



This'exercise performed, the children may be asked to road their

lists, compare them. They will 'discover, in the readings, that tliey have,

individually, made 'some omissions; they may well discover, too, that

their individual-preferences undergo changes, even as they listen to the

readings.I'The teacher will take these changes as an opportunity to stress

the objective of the lesson.

Finally, for the sheer pleasure of the experience, different'

children may perfort once more, and even a third time, the accompanying

script (playlet). With, all the "fun" that es with, the acting, there

-Will come the constant reminder that "thethings I like change from time

time".



1
4PLAYLET (Ali OBJECTIVE: -To,learn that the thing I like

change from time -6 time.)

CAST

Arthur (witIfteMarbles)

Johnny'(with top)

Jerry (with dtd baseball bat)

Mary (with 'bouncing ball)

Will (with snail kite)

Prank (With old tin-soldier)

Jenny (with yo-yo)

Alice (with a package of gum)

Annie (with a Amping rope)

SET

Schoolard or park

SCRIPT

(Johnny Anters and spins his tope other characters

c
_4

pie cast erter one at a time.)

JOHNNY

(As ARTHUR enters) How do you like mytop?

ARTHUR

(Jugglin4 his marbles) Is it a good spinne\r?

JOHrNY

a greikt spinner! Watch:



ARTHUR

(Watching'top) I'll give you these swell marbles fdr it.

Let me

JOHNNY

see. (He examines marbles.)
r.

ARTHUR

(Exhibiting one of the marbles) .This is a gxeat shooter:

You want to swap?
pv

JOHNNY

(Hesitates for a moment) Sure. Let's swap. -(They swap)

JERRY

(Enters, swinging a bat) Homeruns .

,Hey: That's some bat:

JOHNNY

JEW ,------

It sure is: Homerun every time

4
V

ARTHUR

(Looks at his top.) Hey, Jerry: How would you like this

top? It's a great spinner?

(Takes p) pi, examine it.) Great spinner?

JERRY

ART=
Thorgreatest: It's yours for the bat:

JERRY

I'll take it: It's an old bat, anyway. (They swap.)

'1



1

4

M

'''(EnteTs ring this bouncing htr ball., ) I wouldn't

swap this ball for imything.

.WILL

(Entering with kite) How about my kite?

ti MARY

(Looking at kite) You want to change?

WILL

Is it a good ball?

MARY

Is it a good ball:? (She bounces it.)

tt

WILL

simp. (They swap.)

FRANK

(Enters, as WILL bounces his -ball) Hey: I'll give you

ithit soldier for your ball

WILL

For that scdier? ('He examines tin-soldier) Sure: (Swap.)

JENNY

(Etters,p paying with-yo-yo) (To MARY) re dl /ou get

(that pretty kite?

(Looking at yo-yo) ID-o'you like it?

.L



JENNY

It's really pretty.

MARY

You roan have 4t, if you give me- your yoyo.

JENNY

It's a, dealt (They swap.)

ALICE

(Enters with a package of gum) (To MARY) That's a fancy

yoyo you've got. ,

MARY

Yeah: (Playing with yo yo,) Have you got a slice of gum

for me?

ALICE

You can have the whole package, if you give me that yoyo.

MARY

The ,w axle packag

ALICE

The whop package.

MARY

Here's the yoyot (They swap.)

ARTHUR

(To ALICE) I'll give you these marbles fbr your yoyo.

MARY

I can use those marbles. Sure. (They swap)

EVERYBODY

I'll swap! I'.1 swap: I'll swap:

1 1 1
v.1. 1 1



LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
CAREER EDUCATION PROJECT K-14

FIFTH GRADE

MUSIC

(1

5.3a

Objective No. 3: To learn that different people like different' things.

L ,

Objective No. 4: To learn therevis no "bad" or "goOdu attached to
what people like.

MA ERIALS: Records or tapes of the following:

. DIRECTIONS

1. A country-western song by Johnny Cash or any other
of the Nashville,singers;

2. A classic (a Chopin Etude, a Bach fugue, a Beethoven,
symphony, etc.)

3. Popular "soul music (Aretha Franklin, Stevie.Wonder,
The Spinners, Etc.)

4. Popular musical (Sound of Music, 4y Fair Lady, etc.)

a
5. Jazz (Benny Goodman, Dizzy Gillespie, Pharoh Saunders)

sita

The teacher announces she/he going to play some music for the class.
The teacher plays the first selection, and asks: Hr lny liked this

.,music? How many did not like this music? Y-ep r, on the chalk
board of the number of harvls raised. Play e otne'r __Jections and
ask the same questions. 1L isn't necessary to p ay each selection to
the end. Time and interest should be judged by t e teacher.

Then, briefly 'ask several individual students: Which one did you
like the most (least), and why?

After the playing of the second selection. (the classical music),
it is likely that the different in the taste (likes) of the chicAdr n
will be most marked. For the most part, the class may have had little'
experience with the classics and ma' react negatively.

Eliq,it from the 'class that the reasons. for liking or disliking the
1music are generally involved with a matter of taste, and that different
/peeple like different music. Refer to the numbers on the chalkboard
that show some children liked soul music, -others li]Sed the country-

. --

country -
western or classical music.

5
s I

-



5.5a

LAGUARD commurrie COLLEGE
, CAREER ED ATION PROJECT K-14

MONEY
.

OBJECT #5: To learn that if what I. like lasts longer, it's even better :

PROCEDURE:

..Ask udents to keep a record of how they spenil their money. Then

work ut the following prorems based on that- record.

What fractiori of the motley you spend goes toward purdhases that

last on' anort time? (Like soda, pizza or,movie ticket)

2. What fraction goes toward purchasethat last along time?
(Like a baseball. or a record), '

Problem #1:

Tom receives an avelrkge of-$1.254a week. He buys a can of soda for

q pizza 'for 50c. How' much does he spend? How much Abney does.

he have lett?

Wh on 0_

short time?

Problem #2:

Can Tom buy a baseball with $1.25? Will he hive any money left?

_ird purchases that last only a

Can he buy a record? Will he have

'purchases?

long time

at fraction will go

ft(

any money left

towaId.purchas

11)

1 A
4 G

to make ther

t last a



LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
CAREER EDUCATION PROJECT K-14

\

SOCIAL 61-.-',UB

4

I

OBJECTIVES: What makes me like the thing I like
To become aware of qualities in things-(and people)
I like.

PROCEDURE:

This will require a two - session lesson. The first lesson.,

)

will concern itself\with qualities in human behaVioe: the quality

of leadership; the ability to do things well; the desire to help

others attai:irtlei:or goals, get what they want, and the ability for

aid others in thelr quests; the qualities which make for general

approval, praise and popularity.

The SETTING for this playlet is a clubroom, in school or in
%

some co munity center. j

The CHARACTERS in the playlet are the members of the Social

eoramittee of a young people's club.

CAST

.Artbur

Johnny

Jerry

Mary

Will
4

Frank

Jenny

Alice

Annie

Debbie, Chairperson

.1)

1 41.

(

Ns,

51.5b
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DEBBIE

VTo,her elubaatesi all seated

ready for the 4T.
ARTHUR

It's going to be a great paity!

;t should be

JORTTIT4

IOthink-we've got everything

( We'll have to have one every year:

be twice a year

MARY

DEBBIE

Yes, but this party is extra 'special.

WILL

It certainly i

ALICE,

It's hard to bglieve the club is going to be one year ald.

FRANK

s what it is: One year old!

DEBBIE

All right: Let's go all over the plans we've made again.

Just to be sure everything is all right. cNi

0-;\ ANNIE

1Johnny and Alice.. and are taking care of the decorations.,

JOHNTY

We've bought all tokid\stre.amp-rs..:.

t;

N

2 .



ALICE

And t'abi OlOths and napkins.

Ji
ANNIE

sAnd cups and apoons. Everything!'

FRAYS

And Itook care of the,soda.

ARTHUR

4

4

And Mary-and,Debbie and L: have taken cara of all the

sandlot 6 .

,JERRY 4

4
And I've ordered the ice-cream.

JoEffirry

How much money is this going to cost lie?

DEBBIE

c

r

We don't have to worry about that. We collected enough

Money with bur dies, and the puppet show, and the bottle

collection .and 'ther things.,

MARY

We stillhave somi money left in the treasury.

How much?

WILL

MARY

.

Not too much, but enough to buy a little something for Harry.

JER1$,Y

Say: That's a good idea: We should buy sorpething for Harry!

1n

V



WILL

Just because bete the president of the club? What are we

going to do, bUS, a present for the-president'of the club

every year?

DEBBIE
7

(Scolding) You know that's pot what'Mary meant, Will.

WILL

ira I, guess not Harry is speciAl.

He ,prtainly i ail

iH

;;;JERRY

ARTHUR

He's the one who got us,together, isn't he?

The Club was his idea.

We wouldn't have a)clubl if it, weren't for Harry :

J7RRY

That's true. Harry is the* one who talked to 'Mr. Green at

the Community Center.

FRANK

He got us the room for the meeting house.

ALICE

He showed us how to work in committees.

MART

And he worked with all of us.



He took 019.rg,0

41,

ARTHDN

'°e kept us togetherr

JENNY

And he did everythingjuscri,
4F

ANNIE

He Just knows hoWto do things.

WILL

-

And do them rightf jle really ought to by somethigg for

Harry, just to show him what we think of him`, and that we re

proud of helm:
DEBBIE

There4gon't be t,00 Much'in the treasury to buy him anything

special

We could- ask some people to help us, maybe get 'a little

more money for a really nice present.

JOHNNY

That's a good idea.. Everybody likes ,Marry: Eveirtry in

the neighborhood: They all easy he's Sust.about the beets

ALICE

We oan't go knocking at people's doors.

ARTHUR

i
iWe don't have to., He works n .the ma ket. We'll ask the

people he works for.

D73BIE

I don't think we'll have to do that. We don't have tobuy

Harry an expensive present. He knows we haven't got very

much money. *aril buy him something.

. 151
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, A

What,

DEBBIE

Something to show_him how.moch we like him. BUt first

/

40.rst what?

4EBRY

DEBBIE

1

Twq things. First, we'll have to take this idea the
.

whole. club. Weir ;just a committee. Remember?

ARTHUR

That's right: Everyone will-hSve to vote on it.

ALICE

What's the other thing?

DEBBIE
M.

We'll have to find some Sway to ke .p Harry out of that

meeting.

for him.

We don't want him to hear us disousping a'pre eat.

WILL

I'll take care of that.

How?

FRANK

WILL

I'll find some excuse to get him away. Don't worry ahout;it.

Then we're all set.\

J 010 1TY



Jtist one sore things

A

ALICE.

Another thing?.

DEBBIE

DEBBIE

We have to vote, tot): The committee has to vote before
f.

it can bring the idea to the whole club.,

1

So let's votet

g7RRY

ANN

How many want to buy Harry a present at the anni7ersa

party?

DEBBIE

That's not the way we do it.

FRANK

All right, you do it!,

r,
DEBBIE

There is a motion to buyHarry a %pr e sent , to show our

,appreciation of a good. leader, a good president, someone

who knows how to do things well, "'someone who helps

everybody get what he wants, and someone who everyone

praises.

, ARTHUR

That's some speech!

DEBBIE

All ih favor say "ayeTM.



DEBBIE

Those against say; "nay".

(SILENCE)

Eirurn3o3SY

We all want to say, "Thank you" to Harry!

t DEBBIE

The "ays" haire it. °The motion is passed. Now lets go

to the whole club and seewhat they think about it.

f

+CI



'XIAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE'
CAREEN EDUCATION PROJECT K-14

GIFTS FOR HARRY

5.5c

FOR GRADES 4 and 5

OBJECTIVE .# 5: What makes me like the things like (Stond Lesson).
I ' (To become aware of the qualities in thrEgs and people

I like)

MATERIALS:

The teacher will have on hand the individual listb oft"three

/ ,

suggestions for gifts for Harry" 'as prepared by the class in previous

lesson. (The teacher may have examined these lists to record in order of

preference the "swgge§ted gifts for H;arry".
k

/ The teacher should also have on hand (but out of sight at the

beginning of the lessons) items similar to those indicated.,,
T._ A

PROCEDURE:
(10 min.)

The teacherw may announce the more popularjsuggestions for "gifts

for Harry ", then elicit from the class the reasons fo1r its preferences.

This exercise shbuld evolve, with the teacher'sAuidance, from reasons why,

the cla:).believes'Harry woUt like the sugeSted gifts into,why the

the clals would.like the items under discussion. This
we -la

easberCise,,should develop the'major objectives of the lesson: We like' things

becaus'j they are attractive, pretty, handsome; robust, etc.:56ecause they

are easily available: because we don't have to wait too long to get them;

because they are made,to,last long; because of their possibilities for

solitary enjoyment, groupAenjoyment, etc.

ThAe walities (or-commalities) need not be stressed initially,

but the teacher fight list them on the blackboard (or have the children,

do it) for future refereAce.

0



The class now completely involved with its own particular

preferen seith respect to the qualities which make for its liking the

things it I es. Make a list. Elicit from the children those qualities

which keep them attached to these old plythings: attractiveness,-beauty,)

comfort, utility, familiarity, etc. It is a simple step frOm there to

.
0

elicit from ,t e class that similar qualities in people (mother,

:'ccLin, teach r, .friend; etc.) make them like the people they l

. -

Proceed from there to the other materials assembled'(listbn board)

art, gym, books, dancing, T.V., radio, .playing ball.] Elicit from the

ather,

class other qualities (and commaaities) inherent in the things they like.

(See First Grade Procedure for programming thiistep in the lesson.).

Next, the teacher might produce the portable radio, tune il\one

4

station; then another. There can he no question about whether each in

:the class would like his own nidit. (or a,new one) Here, again, follow

_the.procedure indicated in First Grade Procedure for_this section'of the

'
.:?

lesson, eliciting,fro Mrithe class what makes,it like the radio (and the
i.-,

1* -
television)./ It may be possible, with the older children, to elicit the

)

: more emotionat reasons for,. the pleasures_they find in
v

listening to.musio,
, . 4 I

I
L,

ancing to the music, singing with the mulic, listening to stones. There

may be the opportunity, too, to develop further the elements

them like certain jobs.

which make

K
,Cost,is the next item for discussion (since good radios and

televisions are expensive) and here, again, the teacher may follo(initially

the procedure as, indicated in the First GrNie Procedu, for this phase of

---*
the lesson, to explore the importance onsuch elements as price, availability

0

i.

and waiting-period on "what makes us like the things we like".
t---- \
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This discussion sliould allow, the teacher to lead the class into a

.

discusision of "work". "How does the working for something (radio,.

television, etc.) something we like, affect our attitude towards that thing

17

we like? towards 'work". ittelf?" "Does Washing dishes, vacuuming the
. .

/house, 'taking out the garbage, running err and the like, become a

pleasant task, if the "work" will help us get, or get for us (directly or ,

4
indirectly) the things we like?"

40.
The teacher may carry this further, bring the discussion, ,into the

area of the Classroom. "Does the knowledge that homework will help procure

a better grade in a test, or extra credit, make the doing. of homework some- r-

':Does working hard at school for good grades becomething we wS" nt to do?"
41. /

something w .like to do, knowing that good tChooling'(and sometimes, if not (

.k
always, good grades) make for better job opportunitiet after schooldays are

over ?" These-4ue;ftions, anof others a similar vein-,/ should make for a

healthy discussion and, perhaps more importantly, make a healthy,point.--
)

'4;

The "lastin6 element" which tends to "make us like Vie 'things we like",

th next step in theN(.esson, may follow naturally from the discussion of

the "lasting effe9ts" of dgc5od schooling and a good education. The teacher

might the follow, initiallf-"again, with the procedure as outlined.

From "things", the teacher may easily lead the class into the area of

"lasting personal relationships". Here the teacher may elicit from the class

that "what makes ift like theApeople it likes" are the elements of "sympathy",

"understanding", "well-Wishing", "the sense of security", "famili ty",

'etc. It may be elicited, too, that "situations" fall Into this category.

4

"We like.certain houses because we are used to living in them, bec use weeL\

are welcomed in them, because we feel comfortable in them, etc."



E-,7 '..7e.v !' .

This disclosion, too, may be linked to "what makes us like the jobs

and Careers we like". SuCtt discussion, as with other elements in the

lesson, should beconducted at the level of the class' emotional and

intellectual developments/of course.
...

-
,

. ,

, Fiffallys utilizing the items, lised on the blackboard, and

referring to "Wh- at -makes me like the things and people (and, situations)

I like, the teacher may ask the'clas to sum up what it has learned abo t

these commalitier: The teaZher may also ask the class to list these

commalities in `brder its ts preferences, and to give reasons for its choices.

Tnis will make for a\lively discussion and considerable difference; but the

talk will sekik to inte itklsfy the class' understanding of why it likes the'

things, people d situations it likes.

Alsa,folioW-up assignment, the- t acher may ask the children to
A

write a oomposition, Poem or story about a person, thing or situ,tio hey /

like, a composition, 'poem or story which i,.lustrates "why *they like th

things they lilZeu.

I
1-73
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LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
CAREER EDUCATION PROJECT K-14

T.V. SKITS

FIFTH GRADE

Ob ective #6: To learn thA other people'_inf/'uence what we
like an dislike.

EXPLANATION

Both skits are intended to demonstrate the
people influence what we like and dis
skit Eddie thought that the shelves he b
good birthday gift. Julie changed his'mind
good opinion of his own work, conviing E
were not good enough for a 'gift for,his f

The T.V. skit demonstrates how .Laura was swayed inller opinion of
Elton John by Jimmy and Sarah.

ctive "that other
Inn, he shelf building
for his dad would be a
(influenced) his origip3V
ie that his shelves
er.

',.DIRECTIONS

telreCt two students to read fiche" first skit shelf construction) and
ask\,the rest of the class. to listen without reading;

0

The teacIler should bring the class to focus on Eddie's 'change of
e

N '
heart, which is the important went in, vignette and is a svcific

i Iexample of the lesson's obje ive.

t
,

.
7

an focusing attention on Eddies change of heart the_ teacher should
,

' use "open" question, such as "What's going on 'here ?" The less focused
'questioning permits the Student-to "discover and focus on the poillt of
thei'story,on-shis own: The discovery
for this Objective. Having elicite
the pivotal issue(in the
Eddie change his alOor.
influence on Eddie, thu
to give
shelf
elimi
ale-t

ethod would be most effective
Eddie's change o'fAmind as beifig

viguete, the teacher should then ask why
e teacher's intent here is to oelicitejulie's
ausing him to change:14s opinion and intention

the shelf to his fAher as ,a gift. The patter of whether the
really..good 6 bad sh4SUld'be carefully explored :.rld
by carefully ues , leaving clear Julie's influence
ic'issue. The te ter. summarizing the central event

esult of Julie's influence should
e this one we've read. Let's-rad

,,-"'

ionin
cher, a

agdin \Ed ie's change of heart as a
thslay, "Here's another story li
this one." (T.V. SkXt)

15]



Questioning should proceed along the same lines and then the
tea her sho4d-ask what the similarity is between the

ories,
toro. The

si larity dhould,,in that it derives from both boths t
71bo 1 down'to the objeltive of the ledson, i.e., to le rn that

other people influence what we like"and dislike. the aim can be
further emphasized by asking students for similar exa*les from .

their own experience.' The teacher might be able to provide some
from the classrooth itself.

'
/
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1. CAST: Eddie, Julie and Narratoi-
(As puppet show or playlet)

,Narrator: Eddie is building a set, of shelves in shop. It is
(, for his father's birthday.

..r

Eddie: . I'm done with my-shelves. Looks pretty good.

I
4

Jukts 0, (Eddie's friend) I t.is.think iliskaul. The paXht
is messy and the shelves are crook d.

don't krioW. It looked o. 1f6 me.

Your father doesn't want somethinq you make.
wants something you Sly. That's junk!

Eddies
\

Julies'.

Eddie:.

Julie:

Eddie&

****i*****

2. CT:

Narrator:

4.

Maybe you're right. I'll buy him the shelves instead.

That would be much bettar.

(Alks out sadly) Boy! I worked so ard on it too!
And it lOoked so ni e to me! Nt5W w at'll.I do!

***********;* ********************--_,

Narrator, Latira, Jimmy and Sarah

Laura and Jimmy and Sarah are watching T.V.
Elton John comes on stage singing.

Laura: Oh, I love Elton Jolinl I think h
voice.

Jimmy: Jho, him? 'Ydu"ve-got to be kidding! He's such a'
dummy! And his voice is awful!

gpt the nice

t:. r
Sarah: -Look at his clothes. He looks like* freak! . .

.

Laura:` ----- Well, I like.his voice and that's what counts, since
h'Ios a singer.

,
.

J : If you like him, hen you've really got.to be nuts

Sarah:

Lara:

t

Everybody I know hates him. You're wally crazy!
, ,

I don't really like him that much. 'Sometimes I like
to hear him sing.

c

I



Q.

OBJECTIVE:

LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE.
CAREER EDUCATION PROJECT K-14

T.V. COMMERCIALS

What makes me-Aplike the

To become aware of the
my liking the things -I

FOR FIFTH GRADE

4.... MATERIALS:

/'

things'I like :

fact that other people may influence
like.

via

A series of cartoons in desk size duplicated for every child in the class.

Pictures
cerealj,

of a variety of materials appearing on'TV
candy, 'PV dinners, cakesisoaps, deodorants, ai

(The cartoons should be nine
may be limitSAto seven.

rcieas:
fresheners, etc.

in number, though, for' econorthe number.)

(The fi;st cartoon: a number of children on'a street; one ohem is
hopping abut on.pne foot, while then thers either catch or ignore him.

is(The second cartoon: several of e children ar ow,hopping on one
foot, while more watch than ignore hem.

K
(The third cartoon: most children Srenow hOpping on one. foot and
the others are about to join the pastime. .

tThe fourth cartoon: all the children-are now hopping 'on one foot.

(The fifth cartoon: all childien, except on are hopping; the
one who is not hopping is bouncing a ball. ,

in 7



(The, sixth cartoon: "lore children are now'bo4ncing

'a ball, though more are still hopping on one 'foot.,

(The sevetth cartoon: some children,are still hoppil

on one foot, but most are bouncing'balls.
st

'Mghth toOn: all the ,children are now -bouncing

J

a f
4

(Ninth cartoon: all the children, except one, are

boun6ing balls; the one who is not bouncing a ball is 40

jutiAng rope.)

PROCEbURE:

Tie teacher will exhibit one dartoantat a time,

allowing the children to interpret what they see in the

cartoon.,

With the hiGitin of he ninth cartoon, the teacher
t

,

ma ask the children to Surmise what would appear in the

, tenth, eleventh, twelfth rnd possibly thirteenth cartoons.
'N.../

(Since the repetitive nature of the sequence must be faBay,'
,

.,' c P

?obvio o the c ass, the teacher should:have little, if any,
.,-,

.'41t

. diffi ulty,getting the responsethaTentually all the
.-)

,\\children will be jumping rope until one of the children(iP\\__1

th'e cartoons) begins another activity. .

.

Ix

-The teacher tay then ask the children to tell the

story of thf, cartoons in their own words. There will be

.,;time' for several renditions of this account Yrot ifferent

(

children. Somewhere intthese renditions onedi{ni .of the

children is most likely to use the word "copy-cat" Or some.

4
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similar word or plirase,,like *monkey sees, monkey does".
r-

This, of course, will bring the class to the essence of the

objective of the lesson.

Ask.-4e children whether they know anyone who is

alWays "doing what everyol!, else does". Encourage the

children relate incidents where such "aping" occurred,

perhaps mentioning namesTmOntioning names, particularly of

other children in the class tay make for momentary turmoil

but certainly should make for a more animated dialogue.

(One child accusing another of being a "copy, cat" will draw

both a defense and a counter-attack, so that there will

, be an abundance of children who are called "apers"; and it "-A

shoUld be a siftle task to elicit from the class that many,

if not all netfnle, are influenced-by others in what they do,

in what they like to do.)

By this time, recognizing that "%at theylike to do

is ,influenced frequently by others, the children will be

ready to give charter and verse onhow each has been influ-

enced in thi:S. manner. The teacher may well encourage this x

process by asking whether it is all right (a, good thing) to

be influenced by a man like George Washingtoni(always tell

the trutl-); by Abraham Lincoln (Always be honest); Petsy

Ross (patriotic, industrious); or by othibrs with whom the

children are well acquainted: .

a

This procedure can be developed with references to

mothers, fathers, big brothers, bifr, sisters, other children

ir the classroom, with reference to indu.ntry, fairness,

3

4



\\
gentility, kindness, punctuality, etc.) \,

(The emphasis should not be put on "good"- or "bad"
4

those these qualities should no be neglected, but rather

on the main objective of the 1 sson: that others influence

our liking the things andA*ople we like,.

Explore other areas Where this influence may become

more apparent to the .cla(ss.

Ask the childrtn to name their best friends. AsW how

they got to know and like them. It will become apparent

that there are small cliques within the class. Question one

such clique `closely. What should develop is an understanding

that people influence\a. person's friendships, too. "Mary

.1'410,17fIrtftd. Jenny is Mary's friend.- So, Jenny is my

friend, too." Or,- "Anybody who is a friend of Johnny is

friend of mite." The teacher may point out that these

relationships doE not necessarily have a profound basis bul,

e''the class, nevertheless, h-as demonstrated another area in

which a person's likes are influenced by others.

The teacher might then ask, "How about clothea? 1)o

others influence what we like to wed?" We know that children,

as well as adultS, imitate the styles Of others, and the

teacher should have no difficulty elaciting from the children

,

that "they got, mothers to buy them the kind of hat

Johnny wore","the sneagers Jerry wore;"the sweater Mary wore;

etc. (The teacher, more then anyone-etkse, is aware of this

aping practice in her class, aric: is better capable of selfteting

srecifiT items of weir "7tped".
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Next, the tes. s er may begin to exhibit her pictures

/"
h drpict some of the ood, candy, cakes, soaps, etc.

ertised on TV, one at a time..

Ask the children how many eat the particular eerkal,

cupcake, candy bar, as each item is presented to them2.

Ask how many insisted that their m ers, fathers, bro4her,s,

sisters, bought that particular ite Fhe chillk44may

defend their choices of these foodstuffs and sweets, but they

will affirm the conclusion that other people had an influence

on their choices.

The same procedure will evidence the influele of.'

TV (others) in other areas of purchase: bathroom tisue,

laundry soap, deoderants, toys, games, etc., etc., Again,

the teacher may elicit from the class that its likes may

be very much influenced by other

*tn a siMIlar ranner-he

elicit from-A children that mo

influenced by,!!cutside forces":

the TV programs they like to wiat

play, the food they likes -to eat,

behave, it may be developed too, may very well be i

S.

teachei. may be able to

st of their "likes" are

the\-movies they like tovsee,

ch, the sports they like to

etc. No; they 11 to

fluenced

by, others: in the home, on the street, in school, tow

their homework, anil even towards achievement.

fatting the children to talk about such itemOand

movies should be simple enough by just asking.them why qtey

went. to "thi3 movie", why -the/Pwatch A particular TV program;

then asking them who suggested, mho recommended themPer:-pnal

heroes, it may be demonstrated, influenced the children's likes,

1
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in sports,, TV and radio personalities their likes food:
The difficults inherent in a dcussion of what outside

forces helped fashion their likes in "behavior" may be
1

circumvented by avoiding' classmates' manners and habits and
)

by referring to heroes, both past and preset, and tO pebple

"at home". Certainly brothers, sisters, fathers and especially

mothers influence the behavior -Patterns (likes and disliked)

of the children, and these influences should not be neglected

in, thy- discussion.

Finally, the teacher may ask, "What have we learned

to day?"

The responses may be many,,but at leat one child will

paraphrase the intention of the lesson, which the teacher

might repeat: We have become, aware of the fact that other

people, one-way and another, influence our liking the

t'nings we like, as well as the things we like to do.

As an assignment, the children may be asked to

comflete the unf shed cartoon series, making the drawiegs

for boxes 10, 11 anO, 12.

4



OBJECTIVEi What makes me like the things I like;'

To become aware of the fact thet,J6ther people

may influence my living the things I like.

For GRADFS 4 and 5

MATERIALS:

The same series of cartoon's prepared for the First-

Grade.

The same pictures of a variety of materials appearing

in TV commercials, as prepared for the First Grade.

TROMURE

Teachers of 4th and 5th Grades may follow the'

procedure outlined for this lesson, as developed for the

First Grade. However, since the children are somewhat older,

the discussion indicated in the various sections of the

lesson may be developed to a somewhat'maturer degree.

For example, with regard to the question of whether

an Outside influence is "good" or "bad", the teacher,may

allow more time for the "moral" discussion, and certainly

may cite many other people in history as examples for "bad"

-or"good" influence on what her children like, or like to do.

The influence of the home (and of friends) on what

e like and,what we like to do, should also be (allowed more

tide for a fuller discussion.

Generally, the discussion on the influence of TV

will cover the same ground the First Graders cover, but here

the teacher has an opportunity to deal with the influence



of violenCe on television,, the influence of hospital programs,

sport program" educational proramS.

Here, departi g from the First Grade Procedure, the

teacher may. lead the class into a discussion of TV programs

ork iw hat the children think they would like as careers. *AA,-

Whether anything they have seen on TV has changed whatever

clans they may have had for their "careers". Ask how these

changes came about. Was it a particular story? Was it a

particular incident? A particular character? A particular

educational program?,

This will lead into the question of behavior patterns

and work habits. Here,again, the procedure indicated for the

First Grade may be embellished and developed by asking the

children for more specific example and incident.

Finally, as with the First 'Grade, ask the class to

sum up the leSson learned,for the day Ind restate, if ne
cessary, "We have become aware of the fact that other people

may, and do, influence our liking of the things we like, of

the things we like to do.

As with the First Graders, ask the 4th and 5th Graders

to complete boxes 10, 11 and 12 of the cartoon series.



LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
CAREER EDUCATION PROJECT K-14

SOMETHING NEW

5.7a

OBJECtIVE #7: Tb learn that we get to like more things as we learn and do more
things.

MATERIALS: (For 5th Grade) Needles, thread, pieces of cloth, buttons; pictures
or cartoons of people cooking, baking, Cabinet-making, swimming,
skating,,( hiking, camping, (a photograph of Rosie Greer doing petit
point w uld be most helpful); stamps (foreign) and a stamp album.

PROCEDURE: (For 5th Gr

Announce to the class that it is about to velure into an experiment. /Have

fpur df five boys and for or five girls come to the' front of the room. Giv
%.14,

each of the boys a small kite of cloth, a threaded needle and a button. Ask the

class how many have ever sewn button onutheir clothes. (It is likely that most

girls in the slasS have h perience, but few if any of the boys. ChanceS

are that the boys wi l scoff at the exercise, but the teacher will arouse the

interest of the bo¢s by telling them that all sailors, particularly in the days of

-3thA iling vesiels, had to know how to sew. The teacher may develop this concept

by eliciting from the class that sailors on long voyages needed to mend their own

clothing, as well as occasionally sew up a ripped sail.)

The boys in front of the room will then be asked to gfy to sew a button, on

a piece of cloth, with the materials they have been given. The girls in front of

the room will be asked to supervise and assist the boys.

The sewing accomplished, the teacher will ask for five more boys and girls

to repeat the experiment.

The teacher will ask the boys whether they enjoyed their newly discovered

capability. (The response will be mixed, but it will be positive enough for the

teacher to be able to elicit, if necessary, announce, that the boy's in the class

have had a new experience, learned to do something new, lear ed to like something

new. To emphasize the fact that sewing is not an unmanly art, the teacher Mi9nt

produce a picture of Rosie Greer doing petit point, telling the class who Rosie

Greer is, if they don't already know.)



The teacher, then might ask the class what it thinks about cooking d baking.

How many have helped their mothers in the kitchen? (Recall the TV commercial

which has two children help their mother "shake and bake".) Some girls will

respond. Ask how many have helped in barbecues? How many have roasted frankfurters, )

potatoes, marshmellows? whatever skepticism about cooking and baking met the initial

question should have been dissipated by this time; and the teacher may elicit from

the class that they have been sing another area in whiah it could learn to

do something new, and like doing it.

7

The teacher might then, perhaps more briefly, enter what is generally considered

the boys" crid. How many have made things with their hands, using such tools as

hammers, saws, planes? How Mafiy have helped Heir fathers in a tool shop? How
A

many would like to help? What woul you like to make, if fOu had your own tool

\..1shop?Theanswers(adesawagon,tableetc . ) ld permit the teacher,

again, to elicit from the class that here is another a ea in which the class could

am to do something new, and like doing it. '(The girls in the class, incidentally,

may be reminded offthe things they most likely have made with thetr own hands, such

as pot-holders, doilies and even dresses) indicating to those who hive not that
40

here is something else they might very well like doing.

The classlnight then be asked whethr there are any other skillS they might

like to learn, skills they would like to develop. The teacher should then help

elicit om the class its desire to learn a variety of crafts (automobile mechanics,

airplaneechanics, nursing, laboratory work, architecture, acting, etc.) Elicit
'Af

i 4
from the class thit,the more things we learn or try to learn, the more things we

learn to like. A.

It will be simpler for the teacher to elicit firm the class the kinds of

lersports activiti the class has yet to experien e (perhaps hiking, skiing, ice-

skating, camping.). Here again he teacher emph&izes: ithe more we experience,

the more things we learn to like.

/
If there is time, the teacher may produce the...foreign, stamps and the stamp

album. With the 'a
id of a map of the globe, the teacher might indielilP from which
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area of the world each stamp comes. "How many collect stamp§?" the teacher might

ask.. There should be some response.and some enthusiastic reaction. The teacher

may then elicit Atm the class that there are things to learn from hobbies and

hobbies we may-learn to like. Ask the claS to talk about he hobbies it already

has, briefly, to indicate the variety of possibilities open to the classy possibilities

Ah
for doing things it hasn't done, things it might very well learn to like.

Again, if there is time, from the stamps the teacher may move to exploration

as a hobby, as an activity, as something new and something the class might learn

to like. How many take walks in their neighborhood? In other parts of the borough?

In the city? How many ride their bikes into "far-away places"? The boys and girls

might very well have some exciting stories to tell in this area, of their ex-
_

per,ience in the city proper or even in fo?-ign places. Once more, the classNmust

draw the conclusion that the more things it does, tries, experiencSs.; the more things

it learns to like.

If there is time, to remind the class where the lesson began, the teacher

may ask for 'volunteers for the button sewing experiment. This time there will be
r

4!'

I

too many volunteers.
-4*

c---pisaoLassassignment,tofixtne, tesson mo permanently, the children might

be asked to write a composition titled "There Is Soo thing New I'd Like To Try"

or "How I Learned To Cook (Sew, Barbecue, Ride a Bike, etc.)" The children might

a'so be asked to draw illustrations for their compositions.

J

Aro
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LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE

CAREER EDUCATION PROJECT K-14

WHAT DO YOU LIKE TO DO?

BatpTIyE #12: To learn that people are not "bad" if\they like the things
we dislike or have never tried.

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

5.12

A jump rope, a basketball, a,doll, a bow an arrow, paper and
kencils.

The teacher will display the jump rope and ask who in the class would like'
N,

to shOw how well she can use it. The teacher will choose a volunteer and ask the

40
child to demonstrate her ability. Follow this demonstation with questions:

"How do you like the way she jumps rope?" "How many don't like to jump rope?"

Have the boys as well as the girls answer the questiohs with Ofhands and,

most likely, there will be a number of boys who "dislike"jumping'rbpe. Follow

this with the question: "Is Jane (or whoever deffionstrated rope jumping) a bad

person because she likes to jump rope?" We presume the reply will be i96 the

i
\negative. Repeat this procedure, using the basketball. Call for a volunteer.

to show how he dribble'C,s the ball. Follow with questions similar to the above.

This time, most likely, it will be the girls who "don't like" basketball. Again,

"Is 'John' a bad person because he likes the pameT,' And again the response should

be negativ7.

Elicit from`i the class that just because people like to do things we don't.

like to do, they are not necessarily "bad".' iFhe teacher thenfeXhitits the do11.

Her question might be: "How many children lite, to play*with dollsAksEven if there,

are boys that like to play with dolls, no boy in the 5th Grade will admit-it. The

k_teacher might then ask: "How many don't \ike to pay with ddlls?" The boyS

will respond enthusiacalkl. The next que on from the teacher, then, should.

be: w many boys have tried.to play with polls?" Not one, of course. "Then

how d you know you wouldn't like to play with dolls?"- asks the teacher. The.

19
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.c
rJsponse may be, expect "How about puppets?" the teacher asks/ "Aren't puppet

,,

/

dolls?" The boys will downgrade the playing with dolls, but they cannot'be as

certain abOut their dislike as they were to begin with. The teacher'has two finaAi .

2

questions for this segMent of the activity: "Are the girls bad because the y like

to play with dolls?" and "Can we say that people are bad because they like (somTthipg

we haven't even tied to do?"

4
The teacher then exhibits the bow and arrow and follows, more or less,.the

Procedure with the doll. This time it will be the girls who do the disliking and,

who will be led to the conclusicin that people are not bad if they like the things

we dislike or have never tried. The conclusion were best,elicited from the clas

The teacher, if there is still time for the activity,,may distributep,sheets

of paper to the class, saying that the class iegoing to .ake a poll.

She will draw on the board the following form, to'-' ke the polling as-simple

as possible:

BAD

1.

2P
3.

4.

4

5.

6.

7

8.

9.

10-

(
cta

- 1 \
_

She will ask thl children t3 fix4the papers in front of them, copying what she had
..-

------- 191
put on the board.

rs
She then annound;es that the class is to be polledl_g ten questions. (The

number- is arbitrary, depending44imarily on thd time left for the activity.) Sh
40;

will say th t each question will require .simple yestor no answer. Cautioning

the children to put the yes or no in the right column, she will proceed.
....

-...
I

P"Question- U," she will begin, "Your e likes to watch the football games
\

,.elevision and\yiUr moth .doesn't like h watching th)'se games, Does your

4 mother think you ather is a_bad persO'n'because he lilies to watch the games ?'
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et'
1 '---T . ,

(

Yes qr no? Put "yes'b/or "no" in the first column.of dhe first line.
I '

)his e, repeat tha question, but thin time ask whether Mother thinks
'I

,..

r4 er ks_asood person because he likes to watch tha,game. And this time instruct

the children-to put their answers in the second column of the first line. (\\

0

Repeat this procedure with the fiallowin questions:

\
f 1,

e4,-- 2 -

. Your dother likes to visit relatives an
Sk,

, 0-,

your father think your mother a bad per
--\ ,

re ative a good person?

3. Your sister
Do you think
these grog

yourvether doesn't. Does
n beatse she 'ikes visiting

ik ltwatch love stories on the television and
r sister is a bad person because she likes to
Etc. A

Your friend Johnny likes to wear
don't. Et.c.

u don't.
tch

a tie when he goes to school. You

52"'"' Your friend Mary likes to have fish'for dinner. You can't stand
4-, fish. -Etc.

Jenny C,likes to pue)perfumeon the

I
stal-19._he smell of-i Etc.

s of her ears and you-can't

7. ft Tommy likes to ride his bike SatUilaay afternoons int
hoods and you di:Si-Vt. Etc.

4

strange neighbor-

8. Sandy loves to go too the -library and read books, and yo don't., Etc.

9. Aknie likes to baby-sit "and that's something yoy haven't tried and

ti ,
don't like. Etc.
;

,,\, 10. (Willie likes to go to girl parties and you don't.,

crpls IS A'POINT IN THE ACTIVITY WHERE THE TEACHER MAY FIND IT ACESSARY TO STOP,.
,....

P,E OF

"CHIL9REN-:
.

TIMEiDTMIT. IN WHICH CASE, SHE MAY COI-IPVT THE PAPERS FROM THE

ApNotlicE THAT THE ACTiFTY WILL BFI CONTINUED AT THEIR NEXT' SESSION.)

If it* activity requires two sessions, the teacher will re-distributie the

papers (poll) to the children, then' proceed as follows:

She will repeat the-first part of thC question, then ask the children for
t(-

their er eSw, "How many wrote 'yes'?

tally and-y

blaEkbv,rd.

How many wrote 'no'?" She will make the

"fgath,,,a,j2Yrity" response ingthe proper space and column on the

She will repeat this procedure with all theiquestions. 'Undoubtedly

the board will be replete,with '"no".

r

ti

le



The teacher will then elicit from the class Once tiore the lesson it has

learned in this activity: People are neither good nor bad-just beca se they
)

,like the things wed,islike,pr have never

a

a

11 ti

4



LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY coLLw
CAREER EDUCATION PROJECT K-a14

,ESKIMO SQUENCE

5.15a'
1.15a

OBJEcTIVE #15: to learn that sometimes we do not'like things even
though we have never tried them. (Prejudices- bias),

MATERIA,LS: Cartoons s,

PROCEDURE: (For' Elementary Grades) 4.

Material for this objectijeaccompaniEfs'Ahese lesson instruct4ons

in the form of a cartoon for lower grades not haveing reading,capabil-
.

ity. It ca easily be modified by the'Teacher for reading grades

as a playlet to be read by students or as a dialogue forka:puRpet,.

-show. In either event the material is suitable for infusion into a

social studies' lesson.

An,eskimo youth is taking.a group of c ildren, whOse parents
0

_,...erre wotking9on the Alaskan pipeline, out, into a frozen lane, to ahow

them how, to fish through the ce. He cuts:a number of hole$ and

'explains how to set up a p e at each hole. Time passes, a few .

lish are. 'caught and at ore gOin-t the young eskimo,lops,off'a piece

of frozen fish and pops it into his mouth. His young stateside

acquaintances look,onin.revulsion, jeer at him and move away laughing

at the thunderstruck eskimo boy whose hurt manifests it'sei,f An tha9 .,
`,

,

form of tears rolling down his Cheeks. es'
./-c

% .k. t .

Nt %

If 'the vignette is being utilized'in cartodp for14pnly, the
,

Teacher should help (as minimallywaa,possible) the students to under-
.--''' . Is/

,

, .
e

stand the story on a purely descr,ipve level, .Whn
,

it is cL,ar that
i-,..

the students understand the story, the'Teacher. caP Eegin to, question
. c.-. :

A
them to elicit the.underlying dynamics, As with all such matrial,

1

the tlestboni should be as ope-ended as PosLble'at the Outset..
t

-4'

Cartoon Set No, 2H_llustrates the reverse situation, when the Eskimo
laughs at the stateside children for eating ice cream =in the cold.

1 7



ELICITS7
t - 'A , ',..,

4
1. The,stateside children probably had never eatlia,raw fish or'seen

it eaten.
404

,.

2. Eating raw fish is horrible.

3. People who eat fish are horrible (bad).

4. If people (the e kmo boy) are bad, they sho Id be punished,
(huqr) .4

Elicit the steps by working backward from the'eskimp boy's tears at

the end of the story. Define the words "prejudke" and "bias:'.

Ask for examples from their own exferience - prejUdice - bias.

avingelicited the steps above,.the questions, should be raised

Fkrj .

vis-a-vis the objectives. "If yOu.'"Ve newr2tried something, does

it mean, necesAarily, tha-E1'.you won't-like it?" Then "ask, "Suppose

they had tried it before and didn't. like it would their actions

t'i,en'be reasonable?" Using this approach, elicit thq second ob-

jective. Then ask for examples from their owrCexpetiehces. Elicit
summaryfrom class.

The whole issue of el/1g "bad" vs.. doing something which was

iiAuld be discus d'earefully. Also there are some''untried

behaviorS which could wel be disliked; lcr, , without having
\A

tried t

The ame questioning approach can be Util.ized -44th the playlet
A

or puppet show. Here the teacher could ask ei.peran playing the

eskimo '&3y how he would feel if he were theesklino boy. 'Teacher.

points out thin in `heir e:q-2ricnce. that' others might think

"peculiar" or "had" but common and natural to them,
, ,

4
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LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
CAREER EDUCATION PROJECT K-14

MY PAPER ROUTE .

OBJECTIVE #1Q: To. learn that things and people are preferred when they have
more preferred qualities and fewer disliked qualities.

PROCEDURE:

5.16a

The teacher may read the accompanying playlet to the children, then proceed'

as ollaws:

"We're going to play a game," the teacher might announce. "The boys are

oing to play themselves. The girls are goingt play at being mothers."

"Now here are the way things are: Johnny pds a stomach-ache. His mother

'wants to give him some medicine for it. The medicine doesn't taste so good and

Johnny doesn't want to take it."

"Now let us see how maiker gets Johnny to take that medicine."

The teacher will then elicit frbm the class the reasons Johnny ought to

take the medicine, helping, of course, with leading qtestio6S.

"Can Johnny play wheh he has a stomach ache?"

1

"Can Johnny have ice-cream, if he has a stomach acliV

"Can Johnny watch TV?" Ac.., etc., etc.

ze

"If Johnny takes his medicine,,, will he be able to'play, eat ice - cream,, watch

TV, etc.?" is the next question. i .

Follow4with, "Would you take the medicine?"

Then, "Even. if it is a bad-tasting medicine?"

ti

0

Following the expecyed answers, the teacher may say, "Now we are ready to

play thegaMe."
,

The "mothers"
,
will offer all the reasons why the bays*hould take the medicine.

0
.t, ..

',Y.

The boys, coached by the teacher, will respond to each of the "mother's" argumerth
,

. 4 .'

with anapproE3tiatereply: "I,don't like it!" "I ddet like the way it tasty!" ..!

cd

"I 1-ate it!" "I don't tare if j dontt wat TV!44,,qtc.

Th\ "game" shouldn't last .too long..
.,

.101

Th0n Ile teacher mWask, "How many childrenwoula take.that baoi,t4sting
\

A f , a, : 44-. ..'
, 4 , 4

Iii.
. . A

-A 4 . o

, ev

n5
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medicine?" "Even if it is terribly-tasting?"

F om there, the teacher may elicit from the class that though it doesn't like

the medicine, it likes to be well enough to play, eat ice-cream, etc.; that while

there is very little it likes about the medicine, it likes what the medicine can do.

The teacher can then point out that there are many things and people who have

e more qualities we do like. She might askqualities we don't4like, but
A

the class whether they can name som

I

respond.

suggest them i e class cannot readily

And from this point the teacher may llow,the 5th Grade procedure for this

activity, limiting, of course, the areas of discussion and the length of discussion

to the capabilities of the class.

--

The objective of the activity, of course, should be mentioned at every

opportunity and stressed at the conclusion of the lesson.

4..
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TAGUARD1116 COMMUNITY 'COLLEGE

CAREER EDUCATION PROJECT K-14 _.
. .

MY PAPER ROUTE

CAST: Tommy, Fred,Willie, Ahnie4 Jan

SET: School Yard.

I

************************************************-**1A*************:************

(Tossing a basketball ,to .Fred) I've'got to go now.

FRED: Why?

TOMMY: I've got my paper route.

WILLIE: Do you have t9? Can't you wait till we finish the game?

TOMMY:, canA. I'll be late.

FRED: 1p what if you're late?

TOMMY: I'll lose my job. I'll lose my route.

WILLIE:

TOMMY: Delivering papers?

FRED: What else do you do?

Yeah! I know what you meAn. Do you like the job that much?

TOMMY: Nothing. Just deliver the.papers in the morning and then again'.
, in the afternoon.

ANNII: You deliVer them to our House, don't you Tommy?

TOMMY: .Yeah.

ANNIE: You must get up early in the morning. How early ix' the morning
do you get up?

TOMMY: Very early.

hate getting up early in e morning.,

TOMMY: So do I. And I have to do it every day.

FREDv Then you'.ve got,. got to bed early. Miss all the good programs on T.V.
You can't like it that mllch, c4n,you, Tommy?

TOMMY: I don't like it at all-.

WILLIE: And you can't play ball in tlie afternoon. I wouldn't like that.

gV
TOMMY: I don't like that , either.

JANE:'" And y.ou've got to deliver papers in the. rain and ;the snow. How can you-
do. it? .

-%

'$' '
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MY PAPER liong (CONTID)

. ,

TOMMY: There are a lot of things I don't like
r , ,

.2)
WILEDThen whydpn't y* quit?

.;. .

TOMMY: ere are-reasons.

ANNIE: reasons?

TDMMY: I get paid for the job.

Is

about my job, delivering papers.

JANE: How much?
rer

Epough t get myselpa soda, when I want it.

FRED: You ''tan get 4_Soda 'without workifig.

mr Not every time I want,it. Besides; there are other things.

WILLIE: What things?

TOMMY: I could buy my Mom a birthday pres t. I' °ought myself a new baseball-I'.
glove. And I've got money in the ank..

4.FRED: What can you do with money in th b4tpk? - 4
Cm'

TOMMY:

WILLIE: A speed bike? That's pretty good:,

,TOMMY: -j'hat's at I like about my job. I couldn't get it without my job.

FRED :' I'don't know. You have to get up early in.the morning.

WILLIE/ You can't play ball in the afternon.

You've got to wal

I'm saving enough to buy myself a speed bike.

AN e rain and the snow.

T MMY: But look at all the things I can have, all the things I can buy.

D: I don't know. I don't*kntw whether take a lob like that, even
if you do make all that money. Would you, Willie? Would you,Annie?
Would yo , Jane?
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5.17b
5.17c
5.17d
5.17e
5. 17f
5.A7g

1.AGVUDIA COMMUNITY .COLLEGE
CAREER. EDUCATION PROJECT K -14

Two-Psos tor Catilina
thq6sAdg
f,Thres. Wishes
Disappointment
Say-,Ye6:.
Guessing games
Birthday t

SPECIFrC OBJECTIVES:

To learn if I can't have everything I want. I

must choose.

5.17a -g

N

19. -cTo learn that when I have Cochoos'e, the more,choices

4

open to me,,thegreater-the chances 87 my ftndins
something I like.

5, To learn that if what I like lasts longer, it's even
better.

EXPLANATION:

The readings accompanying this lesson are to be used

to teach all of the listed objectives. Th lessons may be spread

over a number of sessions.

/1.

44
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"'DIRECTIONS
f

The teacher can read the story "TWo Pesos for 'Catalina" to the
class- Afterward the following questions can be discvssed%

a. Why didn't6atal-ina buy everything she saw? (Because she
had only tow pesos and therefore had to make achoice.)
This is objective No. 1. .Ask studints for experiences of
tlieir own wherein they. had to limit, their choice. Do this

4

briefly.

b.' Why didn't Catalina buy the flower the pancakes? the clay.
toys? (Because they would.not last very longs Moreover,,she
wanted to know what else thefe was that she might choose-from.
The more one knows about the Choicesthat are' pen to. him,
the more likely it_ is that he will choose 'what he finds-. most
satisfying7) Objectives 2 and Elicit greater satisfaction'
.in duration of pleasure and greater satisfaction potelitial \in
knowledge of choices available.

c. After Catalina bought the'shoes, what did she buy next, and
why?. (She bought candy, because this was what she wanted
next and what she could affted.)

2. The teacher can read the poem "Choosing" to the class. The poem
nicely illustrates the difficulty ofepaking choices: Perhaps
children would like to memorize the poem., They also may want -to
add more lines or make up 'dither poems about other difficult choices.
Elicie.difficulty of choosing by asking gneral questions about point
of poem. Then elicit objedtive dne by asking class' how they think,
the problem will be '"solved:

3. The teacher can read the 'story "The Three Wishes" to the class.
The story might also be acted out by the class, with the children
either playing the story as they remember it or 'pantoMmin it' as

-tte teacher narrates. If they act` it out, very few props will be
requiredi a tabIeand two chairs, a few dishes on the table, a,

paper sausage. The necessary 6haracters.WOuld be the poor mat and
his wife, the goodfairy, and an "invisible" creature, possibly
dressed as .a ghost, who flings the4Sausage to the table, faitens
it to/ the poor woman's nose, and later whisks it2away.

.
.. ,

A discussion following the presentation of the story should bping
out the importance, of making choices ae.thOightfully-aS losible,
'Certain choices open the way to many other oices, and certain'
choices close the way. inihe story the poor man carelesslyi

/



aok

wished_ for aospethin9 that could' be consumed itmediately.t How,

,much better off he would have been,if, instead of a sausage,

he had wished7for a farm with-pigs-that cotild,be mode into .

siUsaget /He should have wished"forthe kind ofgoddsor situations

that would have--created better conditions fdr himserf.anahi's.wife 14. .
:.-

f9r a longeryeriod Of time. The,children.should be led o'discover

that the story shoWssomething that we 411 do quite often.: 'we_:_.
,

,

spend our money-or resources for ,quickly consumed trifles.. Childrerv,

oftensped their pennies.:andAickels for bdandy and,gum that-,are'g ne
,

in a moment but if they saved their money for,a week or a mE;nth.- - ,

9r more,-they could ba.doll or airplane or some other toy.; that.

-f- would give greater-and'-more
enduring_satiSfaction:. 'As a secbndary

point, the discussion'Imay f8cus on the:,:importanae of thinking

% 'before, speakitng. . ,..-

'-

Pupils might want.to'try to retell "The Three Wishes" 'with the°.,

pobr man:and his wife' making
to

more creativechoices-, WiliCh

twould provide a new outcome o thelkstory.. Unfortunately, the-subcess

_stories will not be as amusing, but they 'will help the.children ,to

ste the 'v iety of choices available:and the,importance Of making
,

wise es., TheteacherAshould avoid placing exaggerated emphasis

on.t e di icultY of making-ehoicesT he should rathereMpbasize

the need 'fo mating thoughtful choices. 'The teacher might. have

. the dhildren aw pictures to illustrate "T4 Three, Wishes" in

comic -strip fashion -:
1: 0,

.

-:rri.1:'.

e.. Children can tell,storie'p,
apOut.experiences they have hae:in which; .

, I .

they were disappointed .4n the things theished\,for. -FOI.N examine,

how many children'have.Urged their patents.to'buy certain foods',.

.becaUse of the prize's inside? -What mere s4e Of ;the prizes they ..

received? How long 4;3 t4ey'lest? "How manybf the children were

disappointed? -Why? The exercise should help-the children, or the

flpasis 'of their own experience,
tokee'the niOd for good-thinking- ..,

before making; choices. .

\
.

.
" -

5. '(This is an option issue.) ' The teacher can diScuss with -the,

'class thequest*Ons,whetter parents should say Yes'' :-to whatever

children ask ,fbr. To aid Children in seeingthat4wishes shoulkbe

reasonable and thatJparental direction is sometirries.nededs;,th e

teacher 1414ght': cite some funny exampleb of childr 1.- wi hee:Which

could proe harm'fyl .(:) them, sich AS'eatitg only ake,:, ot-gairq
. .

to bed, and so pri-

4

..

.

:. ,

can ractice bice mak,thg
,essint 9.4m

l--am--'4Inkin abOtt a little'girl-who.,i4gOiiig
to

a party. What do you thir& would be the xost

important to her? A nice dress? A pair -off skates?.
.

SOme bubble gum?
,

,,_

. .
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49 Teacher: '.I am:Ehinking about a child who is going on an

1

'a1,1-day hike. What do you think his first :choice
would be? A book? A lunch? A portable radio?
4If a child chooses the portable radio, the teacher
po,ints Out that as long as the person can go hungry'
without injuring his health, the portable radio would
not be a bad choice; but the person would have to be
aware of the possible discomfort of huilger.)

.Teacher: tam < thinking of f-a man who-wasrcaught in a rain-storm.
What-would he want most? A boxkof candy? A raincoat?
A kite?'

Teacher: X Am thinking of a woman who is bothered by mosquitoes.0
What-would she wish for most A jam of honey? A
'flashlight? Mosquito-repellent oil?

Teacher: I am/thinking of a, man whoie car ran out of gasoline;
, What would he want most? A hot dog? Some gasoline?
A mew hat?

7% The pupils can pretend that they are each having a birthday the
next day. Each child can draw a picture of'a gift that he would --
want. They can assemble these pictures into an exhibition entitled
"The Gift I Want:" Afterward the teapher'should Ask the,children
`to'atudy the pictures on pagb 194 of the text, °Choices I Can Mike."
When they have examined all the possible choices, the class should be
asked how many of them have now changed their minds. The teacher
can ask individuals to teks1 about their-initial wishes and their
new choices. This activity should help pupils discover that lack
of information limits choices and that_knowled4e broadens choices.
(Objective'No. 20)

*Picture will be attached.

0.

192
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TWO PESOS FOR CATALINA BY ANN KIRN

Catalina and-her fathily lived in a faraway country. Catalina
was very, very happy.

',Shejhad.two silver pesos to spend. A lady gave them to her
becauie Catglina had found,her bracelet and returned it to her.

,

Catalina hAa never even had one. peso. before. was so happy that she
sang overnd over again, "Two pesos forACatalina! Two pesos for _

Catalina to spend!" r
, ,

,,

One morning Catalina went to.marketith her father andm6ther to
buy somethingivithherverY s iny two" pesos. -Catalina's friends waved
goodbye to Ear. .Rosta'calle '''Buy some black whistles at the market,

I

Catalina!"

"No, no14'oriedR;Mero.; "Buy alittle, burro for us to ride.

H Bmzy lolots;
\Oof candies and cakes1"silouted Eduardo and Pedro, who

alwaylihougfit about things to. eat.
i

But Catalina only smiled as she hurried after her parents. Many
farmers were going to market,* Some carried baskets of vegetables; some
carried fruits; some carried flowers. Other ,farmers drove burros loaded,_.

with bags of beans and corn. A boy was leading his pig to market on a
* leash. All the time Catalina sang, "Twopesos for Catalina! Two pesos

for Catalina to spend!"

While Catalina's mother and father were selling'the juicy mangoes
they brought to market, Catalina wandered through the marketplace,
looking for what she would like most to buy.

"Two .pesos for -flowers?" Catalina asked. "I. would like some

but they will fade and die, and thelI would haye nothing."

"Two pesos for pancakes?" cried Catalina. "I'm hungry and I shoUld
like to have some pancakes,-but gulp and gulp and they would be gone.
Besides, we eat pancakes at home every day."

Then Catalina came to the pottery
toys; little clay horses, little clay
whistles, the kind that Rosita wanted

market; She sa
piggy banks, an

"Clay toys are fun to play with" Catalina said.
of them, but clay toys break."

wonderful clayrt
black clay

could buyslots

And Catalina went on her'way looking and' singing, "Two,pesos for

Catalina! Two pesos for Catalina to spend!"

And then Catalina saw 'a little girl sitting on a ;pench. She was

wearing a pair of beautiful black, shiny shoes. Suddenly Catalina %new

1



what shAted. , You see, Catalina was poor and she had never had a
. I

psir of shoes before. She tb+gh how good.it would be to walk on the
road and onot feel the shaip stones. She though how proud she would be
to wear such beautiful slurs to church on Sundays. Catalina and, her
father looked through many shoe shop., At Last they found a pair of
black shin shoes=-just the kind that Catalina wanted.

SI'\
,

She gave the shopkeeper her two silver pesos as he put the shoes
or her feet. Theshopkeeper gave back to Catalina some change. She
clapped her hands and. danced for joy. ."With these pennies I can buy
candy for Eduardo, TedioRamero and Rosita."

Onthe way home Catalina stopped many times to wipe the dustf5om
the beautiful shoes.

"Oh, how beautiful are your shoes!".cried all her friends when she
got back home..

That night Catalina sang softly, "Two pesos for shoes and candy.
'Iwo pesos for beautifu,l, shiny shoes and aandy."'

.1



THE THREE WISHES
- A Swedish Tale

There was once a very poor Man, who lived with his wife in a humble'

little cottage. EVery,day he went into the'forest-to chop wood. One

day when he was in the forest he said to himself, (7)11, dear, 'I am so

Unhappy! .I am poor, 'and I have to.work so hard all day long.- My wife

is hungrfrandI'am hungry too. Oh, I am,very unhappy indeed!"

.4t tht moment a beautiful fairy appeared before him. She said to

him, "my nor-man. I' heard everything 'that you just said. I am very

sorry'fov you and would like to help you. 'Ask whatever you like, and

your firbt three wishes shall be granted."

-Then just esd,auddenlY as she had come, the fairy disappeared.

The pcapqr man felt very happli and he said, "I shalkgo home and shall

tell my wife how the fairy has granted me three ,w,i.shes."
A /

He, hurried home and called to his wife, "Wife, wife, I am very happy

because a beautiful fairy came tc5 me in the' forest and she said I

.
could have three wishes. 'Ask.for anything you:like' the fair/saiesand\

your wish shall be granted.' Oh wife, I am so,happy."

"I am happy to," said the woman. "Come, let us go into the house,

my dear, and let us decide what our wishes shall be."

The man went into the little cottage_And sat down at the table.

"I am hungry wife," he said. "I.would like some dinner. While we eat,.

we can talk about the fairy and-the three wishes."-

The poTrman and his wife sat down at the table and started to ear

their dinne, and to talk about the good fairy's promise.

"We can ask_for greatirichea If we want to," said the man.

"Yes," the wife agreed, "we can ask for a beautiful house"

"We can even ask for a whole empire if we want to," said Ve man.

And his wife repli6d, "Oh yes, we can ask for pearls and diamonds

by the hundreds."

"We Can ask for a big family," the man added --"five boys and five

girls."

"Oh, I-49ould prefer six boys and four girls," insisted the wife.

-.The man .::and the woman went on_talking like that, but they couldn't

--ZeCide whattbre wishesAgitauld be the most sensible of all.

AL-Aft,



', The man ate his 'soup in silence and loo ed at the dry bread on his
plate, "Oh, I wish I had a great big sau'sag for dinner!"''he said.

At that very instant a great big sausage fell onto the table.
Naturally, the man was very surprised to see'the sausage and so was his
wife. 1 /

_

"Oh, huaband,",the wife said, "you have blen very foolish. YOu
asked for a silly old sausage,. and so one' of tY%e,. wishes has been granted.
Now there are bnly two wishes left."

. t
1

ii,,

"Yes," said the man, "I have been'very foorsh.. But we still have
two wishes. We can ask for great riches and an mpire." _ .,

"Yes," his wife agreed, "we can still ask fdrriches and an empire,
but we can't ask for ten children. And it,!s your fault for being so

foolish. It's your fault for demanding d\'saUsage- You wduld'rather
' M

have a sausage than a big family." '

t
The poor woman went on talking like that, complaining, and saying

over and over again, "It's all yoUr fault for being' so foolish!'
---

tFinally the'man_lost his patience and'said, 41Ilam tired of :;yob

complaining! I wish the sausage were hanging froWthetendof"Your nose!"

ft

The next second, the sausage was hanging froth the end of tAe'wife's
nose. Naturally, the poor woman was greatly surprised and so was her
husband.

The woman started to complain agaim more 1OUdly than-before. "Oh,

my husband," she said,."you have been very, very'foolishl First

asked for a sausage and then you wished that thc'`sgausage wereAaanging

from{ the end of my nose. That makes two wishes, . Two fooLISh wishes!
And We have only one left!".

"Nes," the man agreed, "but we can still ask for great rich

"What good are riches," the woman complained, 'if I have a sausage-
hangingfrom the end of-My nose? - why, I, look ridiculous) and it's all

your fault."

The poor'woman started to cry, and the poor man said, "Oh I wish .
that sausage weren't here at all!"

Instantly, the sausage disappeared, and the man and the woman were
coMplained,'right back _where they started, as poor 'as ever. They beth

but it didn't do them any good, for they had used up their wishes.

.The three wishes had been granted, and Still they. had no riches-,.no

empire, no pearls' and diamonds, no little,b1Dys and no little girls. j

And they didn't 'even have any sausage for_dinner!

3
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CHOOSING

by Eleanor Farjeon

dp Which will you have, a ball or acake?
A"cake is so nice, yes,.that's what I'll take.

Which will you have; a cake ox a cat?
A cat is'io soft, I think take that.

Which will you have, a cat or arose?-A rose is so sweet, I'1.1 have that, I suppose.
Which will you have, a rose or a book?

A book full of pictures! lah,'dd let me look!
( Which will you have, a7book or a ball?
Oh, a ball! No, a book! No, .a
There!, Have them all!

4

ti
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LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
- 'CAREER EDUCATION PROJECT K-14

c DESSERTS

OBJECTIVE #17: To learn that if I can't.haveK.everything

MATERIALS :

PROCEDURE:

-Pictures of: CHARLOTTE RUSSE. APPLE PIE
ICE CREAM SUNDAE. OTHER DESSERTS: -ROAST

2

I want, I must choose.
0

A, LA MODE, JELLO,
TURKEY, BARBECUE GRILL

The teacher may opera the session by suggesting that our appetites are sometimes
b

bigger than our stomachs. Verify this statement by eliciting form the'class that

there have been occasions when overeating has produed some stomach discomfOrt

among them.

Then the teacher may exhibit her "dessert: pictures; ask how many like .these

desserts; how many could eat, them all at once. Elicit from the class that it would

not be advisable to eat all the desserts Tdctured at once, especially after a

big anner, liCit from the class that, if they, were required to make a single

,choice of the desserts, the task would not,

/)
to choose a single dessert would be, however,

`N.

again, after a Ail dinner. Ask the

simple. Elicit from the classi that

the wise practice, particularly,

children, individually, for.their choices,

(It is not necessary to have the class give reasons for their choices.) Elicit,

from the class that the choices they have. made are more or less satisfactory.

(h11400 some room for the normal greeds.) Elicit from the class that, while it

may not.be the most desirable practice, there are times When we cannot have every-

4--
thing we want; that we must choose -among a number of options; that we can make,

on such occasions, more or less satisfactory choiCes, at least of the desserts.
e,

The teach r may say, then, that there are many situations which, similar

to. the dessert, situation, demand a choice on our part. E1,1, biting the pictures

of the roast tUrkeyand tha outdoor barbecue grill, the teacher may ask, the class
ser-

for its feelings about eacti type of dinner. Elicit from the class that it could

not/fartake of both the turkey dinner and the outdoor barbecue at once. Elicit

.1
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.
from the class that it would nevertheles' need to make the Obpice (perhaps.in'a

family vote on the question.), Elicit fromthe class, aga,in, that its choice

Would prgYe far from unsatisfactory. Elicit again from the class the.objdctiYe
.

1- of this activity: There are times when I can't have everything I want,and I must,

1
a choice.

&IS

The teacher -then, agaih, may say that there are many areas of our activities
obe

in which this problem of the need to choose is encountered. Exhibit the pictures
:As

Ns
,of the merry -go -round and other fair rides. Ask the children how many like the6S

'rides how many have taken fhese rides and enjoyed them. Present this prOblerli:

cQ

"You have exactly one dollar in.your pocket, or your purse, not counting the car-

,. fare to take you home., Each ride will'cost you cents.' Can you take all the
4

fair rides you want to take ?'

The'answer is obvioug.

"Then we are again faced with the job of making a choice," the teacher may

say. "Which would you choose?"

7:1

Fol4owing.t e variety of responses tb the estion (avoiding, if possible,
Z

any discussion of the reasons for the choices) 'the teacher, may elicit from the
...,

clasS again that there are times we cannot pave everything we want, that in such

situations we are requLied to make a choice, and that the choice may very .well

"qf

prive,satisfactory, If_only for the moment.

6

The teacher may then say, "We are still ak the fair. What else do you find

ar

at the fair?" I

Elicit from the pl\ass the variety of Obdies to be round on the fair grounds:_

hot dogs, sugar candy, balloons, pizza, ice-cream, etc.

"Now," the teacher may say, "you find twoqu'fters, f fty cents, in your pocket;
i.

fifty cents you had forgotten and suddernly have a great de ire for all those
-404

diffent good things. to eat at the fair. .can You buy eve'rything you suddenly

want?"

Again the answAr is obvious.

.;



"Well,

/
he .teacher may say, "since- we can' t hive .or buy everything we want, what

4

is the ne best,thing to doR"

".The'c ass should provide the answer desire: we 'have to make'a choice.

Ask. class for its choice' f oodles, again avoiding the reasons for the

,

differenechoices much as possible,

,, .. . ,

.Elicit from the classthat'the choice was sometimes difficult, that choosing;>f
.. , - ,. .

. .

. ,
L,was not entiralivatle*possible task, and that the choice was me -often than notv

:.- .:. N
. quite satisfactory/,

J

The teacher may then sask.- he c4ildreh 'whether they can recall any other situa-

tionstions in which they were required to make a choice because they could not have.

,eveiythirrg they wanted.'
iu

?'If the class. needs help in this area of suggestion, tale eacher, of course,
)..

0... ,

can he'lp. /

,iI.,

"It is a hot summer day," she might say. "Some of your fiends., or your
., .

( suggest that you.spend the day at the beach, swimming. Oth rs suggest yod-74:-
z,'

see a base all game. How many like swimming? HowAany like -/to watch a

good baseball game? Cam you d botV in the same afternoon? Wha do you do on
!

. ...."'
this hot 'summer, day?"

Again, f6llowing'the verbal balloting, the teacher may elicit from the class

1

that 'theS' are time ,Tien we can't have (or do) everything we want an we\ 41

s t- .

everything
,di

--,
xequiped to make choice.

. °

Then ther
/
.- , t

- .

Elicit' from the ;children the nuAbe us things they would want for
,
their birthday,, .'C le

;

or Christmas gifts/ Elicit from them that it is ndt.bery-likely that they will
,.,

.areTbirthday or Christmas-gifts: "Can we have everything we want?"

..

receive al the gifts they-desire, for economic or other reasons. _Elicit from
a=

' 4
them the cho Les they would make, given the wecific co'nd'itions.' Elicit ohce,.

( more,
, ,the!ohve of th's activity: thefiiaa're.timeswhen we cannot'hav&every

w s
,. thing we want and we must make a choice.

,,

2w)

i)
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Thp teacher may hen lead the childr" into the common practi

tIt''
a it-;.-,relates p?,Apersonal relationships, (This would be an exercise more appropriate

/ ., .

o the 5th Grade rather than the 1st Grade:)'
* , v

Joh bnny " the teachei'might say, "asks j'ou to help him buy a baseball glove.

te

Frankie isn't fee'ing well and has to stay at home. JpAny and Frankie are good
r,

friends vbf yours.' .Both want to see you at the s fie time and that is impossible.,
. .

,

What do/you do?"

Elicit the responses fr?mWthe class EliCit frcm the childrend once more

that again they are confronted by s nation wh'ch'demandS 4oice. alOtsr Can't

rt

visit with Frankie and help-Johnny at.the sam*time.

Repeat this type pf epiSiode.for the sake of the girl,/in. the class. "Marye'
wits you, to help her.bpy a dress. Annie has to baby-sit, and asks ou to keep

her company. Since you can't both (everything) at once, wha do you dp?"'

Ask the class whtther they'll-lave had s miler7eXperiences. .A low them-to

elaborate on those experiences: try to avp d wLtev r moral issue night crop Up

in the discussion but,do not shut it out mpletelys Keep the focus on the need

to choose,When one cannot have-eve g he wants, or do everything he wishes

r
*

-to do.

. .

If there is time left in the session, f5r the teacher wises to carry the
.

. -, ° 11

vity ovier into- anothe ession, the ement of
,

choice in jobs or professions

c .i,,
.:-

migh ._make for nteresting discussion.

"What kinds of jobs can a 5th' Gradertake oh himself" -the ..teachet may ask.

...'The chifdren will offer, most l*kely,,the'moreoir u jobs: newspaper

'delivery, baby-sitting, mesSengtr woS , etc. Irhe teacher .might interpolate here'

fwith a suggest'on that there are jobs in every home 'sweeping, Washing, cleaning

up,
e

clearing the dinner table,,etc! NOod/ is going to be articularly enthus4astic

about these Chore, but the teacher may:,indicate here that. som t mes"one has a.04

choice wen in these tasks (washing. the d4es or drying the dishes, for er%ple)
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Allqw\the children1 explore thepossibilifies of choice Xen choice of a series

, r
- *

of tasks presents them with an Cbtign.

.4

Delving a bit into the future for e chilidren, the teacher may preseethem

with a problem they will be-fikinesOon or later. High school 'offers a .variety

of courses: 'academic, business, manu9I,

.,:the same time?"

eta. "Can you tare all those-courseS at

Elicit once again thattbe children T<uld be confronting ,a siiva-

tion in which they could

ana academic traini

not have everything th,ey.twaiLt (some may want.both business-

and n which they would be required to

( '
-.%.

1,3°64 step ''further and

"It is rather 4mposs'ioZt

say. Then she may

lutchei, e and

make a choice.

he teacher may have the chlild'ren discdssing careers.

to bd7a.doctor and s, fireman at th

fi

elicit from the class other such iMpo engineer and

corporation executive, teacher and policeman, etc., etc'.

With each step in thq4activity,. the discussion has

flame t".me," she may
.

*44
realiiation on-the part of the children that situations

been'concluded with the

in which we cannot have

everything we want oedo everything-we-want to do, come up frequently; and that
.... P

:choice.
. ,4 :

`such Situatiosituations demand,that they make a choice Conclude the lesson With a re-:
. '

i' ---).

statement of thisobjeCtpe le6Xned. Write the objective learned on the hltickboard.
°

st- As an assignmtnt, if the,teacher wishes.,- she may alk the chkldrex to list

4 three or mare situations in which they have been required to amke choices under

such circumstances. A bright

plays involving three or.rour
-

activity.

'Kr

v

ti

o ./

1

class of-children might be asked to develop little

characters to illustrate the objective of this

A

assolft.

.4

I
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LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
CAREER EDUCATION PROJECT K-14

,

ANOTHER CHOICE
( T

SECOND4ESSION: -(Follow-up Session) for
1#

,

OBJECTIVE #18; Tolearn to choose among things,-situations and friendships
which are less preferred, if thOse preferred mostare4not
avaiAble: .

-
.

- ,

a
MATER;AiS; The children's compogItions' (brought in as homework) in which

. . '4 3' the children halle reigted situations in which-they have been
.ni----.

*-
_ rqquired to make a',"second choice."

,

.
.4. V.:..--!

5.18b

''PROCEDURE7,

(Tje teacher willhave Collected %the children's compositionsTerhaps in the

morningc perhas the,day before, and collated` tilOm'into the various categories

Of experience. If possible, the teacher will V.se these experiences for the basis d

,J.ivII _ -
(! .

,

of the activity. The following suggestion 'for procedure aebasAd on common
i.,

Ak, . 1
des'ires of children and mly be followed tO a ieve the'objective-of the activity

. e

guide In the use Of the
tf"

materials the

4
children -halve provided with their own experiences.)

4

l''
'

( -_,

. . . i

The teacher might begin thesession.by-e/i-cifting from the clas s a resume of
/ ., ,

---.'--

the in ital,session of- his activity; The boy ,of the playlet wanted a poi:tr..
4

cbuldn'tithave a pony but,he Could selec% for himself ahother kind of iSet. (He
-

, et
cousi.dn't.have the thinc4he preferred mbs&,but he could have something in' el

, ..-. .
- ,

. .

.

.

category, of his wishe somewhat less preferred.) We discussed the \carious other
,,.....-.,----

A
desire; or may be used-by

,
the teacher 'as a

.

o pet's h might choove, the good points and /bad poirks Of each, and then each child

. * _..A ) A
mad is own "second chOice.t,"

.
,. .,

The te4hg.r...-rnight then introdup anothe ,situation. in which ,
,

"second choice' -,,°'
,4 -

..,---
.,

..
.

becomes a ne4600-ity. (The teacher will int oduce
.

a number of such tuaiions:and
- ,- K

it is prob 1 beLt that she begin with situations which cartY very lAtle emOtional

impact, 1 g tit tsp. those situations in which the emotions invoked may pe

rather strohg.)

, .

Begin, perhaps, with the question: "How many children wouid-Ike- a ten-speed :;

tk-bike?"../"Ask why they fwould like

.

such a bike. Ask,whether they might expect-such
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, 1.

a bike from their .parent , tor rather .why.they Aren't likely to get such a bike.

(Cost, nowhere to eep it,f parentS' fear's for safety of.the children,7etc:)'

The teach might then ask thevclass.to play Mother or, Father and to offer the

.j V-

chila its'zits the ten-speed bike something else ifistead: a football game, a

baseball game, a\hockey game,sports equipment, a doll,4:doll house, etc. Then

ask the Children tcl individually make their secondtahoiCes. Elicit from theth that
4

there are times when we me'St select from less preferred items, when the mast pre,
r

ferred is unavailable.

"Suppose," the teacher may then ask, mOying inta'a second situation,,"your

boys baseball team or your girls basketball teathWants to buy- itself a special

uniform. The first thing you have to find out Is whether you have. enough allow

the children to say:) money. Now suppOse you, haven'tenough for the uniforms,

but enough money to bUy something for all the membells of the club, what-Would
A

you do?"

The girls might suggest the purchase of blouses or-skirts or practice equip-

ment; the boys might suggest shirts or caps or sneakers, and the, like.

"What are we doing," the<teacher may then ask, "when we buy shirts, irts,

-etc., instea of the Complete uniforms?" And elicit from the class,agdin that

there are times when we cannot have the things we want, for one reason or another,

tnd
must'be able to mike a 'choibe of something somewhat less preferred.

Talk abbut food. "We all ke hot-dogsd hamburgers and soda -pop Now

suppoSe the family goes to a restaurant for a Sunday dinner and everybody ism

looking forward t,a good time, with maybe some rich dessert like a chocolate

sundae topped With -lots of icecream and whipped cream to top'the celebration. How

would you like that?" (The question is more or less rhetorical but the teacher

might wait forAhe children's reSponse, before continuing.)

"Now,' unfortunately," the tacher might say, "on this particular day you

are not feeling too well. As a matter of fact, you've had a little trouble with

your 4tbmach, and your stomach still hurts a little. What will your mother say,
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When you sit down in the restaurant ?' Elicit the reSponses, irom the boys and girl

who volunteer to be mother.-

"And What.do you say to yipur mother in return?"

Again elicit responses from the. children.

"And who wins the argument ?" (Another rhetorical question.) "And what will

she say, when you begin to look at the menu?" Elicit the-responses from the

class, summing up for the class by sayih,'"Of course she.will make suggestions

about t'hose things on the menu you can eat." , (If the class has not already
%

_suggdbted the proper diet fob the ailing child, ,the teacher Might call for,the

variety ,of disheS available to him.)

Then, once again/ elicit from the class that we have explored one more

situation in which someone had to make a choice of something less preferted

because the prefer'able item was not available to him.

Another such situation, with the teacher setting the scene. Johnny, or

Mary, is your best friend and you would like to show him your new baseball 41ov,,

or show her your new dress; but Johnny, or Mary, is sick in bed with the measles.

"You just have to show someone your new qlove4or dress. What do you do?"

Elicit from the class that the children will just have to find someone else

for the view of this new possession. Elicit from the class, too, that this is a

"second choice:'.'

"NoW suppose you want to play witha certain team or go1out with a group of

people with whom you'd, like to be friends; but suppose they don't think you're

good enough for the team, or too young to go out with them. What do you do?"

. This is a little more painful situation. Here, in the responses of the
V

,-- children, we are likely to hear the expressions of some antagonism, some. hostility,,

which it might be wide to control. In any event, elicit from the class that there

are times when it is necessary to forego our prime choice for a secondary one.

From here on, the teacher is best able to judge WhetheOher class is emotion.= A.

ally mature enough for the suggested situations in "second Oioice" to be explored.i

J"



The first "suggested" situation involves sibling rivalry. "How many have

. bedrooms of their own?" the teatiber may ask. "How many share your bedroom?":

Then, "With whom do youshare it?" Follow with, "How do .you like sharing your

bedroom?"' and "Would you like to have a bedroom 4 all yourowri?"

Give as much'time as you can spare to each questions, eliciting form the class

why. it (Ides not like sharing a bedroom, and why it woula:like a,room all to itself.

Then ask whether it is pospible in the children's home set-up for -em to have the

luxury of a separate room. (There is no need to ask why it may be impossible.)

Then ask whether any other arrangement is feasible, such as sleeping on a day bed,

in an alcove, or even in the livin4rroom. Finally, ask whether they woul prefer

such an arrangement. Then, elicit from the class once again, that if what they

prefer, (a room to one's self) is not available, one must take something which is

available.

The teacher then might move into a somewhat less emotionally charged situation.

Jobs.

"How many of you pave wanted to find a job," the; teacher might ask, "to

make a little money so that you could buy a pair of ice-skates, a tennis racket,

or maybe a special gift for your mother or father,,(on their birthdays?"

Follow with,,"What kind of job would you like ?"

Write some of the jobs, particularly the impossible jobs (so far as 5th Graders

are concerned) on the blackboard.

"How much money would you like your jobs to pay?"

Again, write the figures, particularly the impossible figures, on the blackboard.

Then ask the children whether their choices for jobs, and the salaries

mentioned, are really available.

Follow by eliciting froMthe class the jobs they can rea y take on, such

as baby-sitting, sidewalk cleaning, errand by or girl, etc-.

Again, elicit from the class, that there are situations in which what is

wanted is unavailable and it must chcidse that which is available-
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\Finally, if there is still time in the session, theteache might picture a-

very of summer day and the children very eager to get to a beach and into the surf.

"Now uppose you know that there is a certain family on your block which is doing .

exactiry that, going to the beach for the day and you are dyingto go along' with
-

4
them but can't4oecause they can't,take you. (Pause) Now what reaSons'would there'

be why this family can't take you along?"

)
Elicit from the class such reasons as they have too many"children in their

)

own fa0y, they wouldn't like the responsibility of taking you along, you really

dOn't row them well enough, etc., etc.

"V well," the teacher might say, "what will_your mother. say, when you ask

---
her to_tak Ypu to the beach?" e

z--

\ )
Elicit

\

\

su' responses as: I've too much work to do inthe housel- you'll have

','

to wait until Sunday, when your father can take,,you.
1

"Of course," the teacher may continue, "you complain and yTu're very unhappy

and ydu saY, 'There's nothingto do around the house and it's hot. What shall I

do?'"

"What should you do?" the teacher might then ask of the class.

Elicit from the class the variety of possible responses: Go play in the

Park. Take a shower. Go to a cool movie. Etc. Etc.

Once more elicit from the. class a statement of the learning objective of the

activity.

To end the session on an up-note, the teacher may suggest that somet. es a

irl
"second,choice" turns out better than expedted, even better an the initially

"preferred choice". Ask, the class for their own experiences in which this
,17

phenomenon has-occurred.

o

Then, for homework,-aSk for such happier stories (in short compositions, poems,

stories or even drawings.

-.AGAIN, since each teacher knows the emotional character of her clas4and of

its individual children, the teacher is best equipped to understand and employ only(

a



those areas, suggested for exploration, whic

her oWn,group.

. ti
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are suitable for this activity with
#
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,,CTIVES

LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE-
CAREER EDUCATION PROJECT K-14

A GRADE

PARTY?

To learn that if you do not make ypur14'own choice then you

.. will probably be left with something you do *tot prefer.

23. To learn to make your own choice even\if it's different from .1"

the choice of others. i" 4

5.21a

'Two classmates in
conversation).
(Rosa and Francine)
Tuesdays Aoft.

A littleapt6r'
Tuesday!

Miss Verponi.

John (quckandioud).
1

Doretta

Other students

Mi-Ss,qrpeni

Ros'a (quietly)

4-ter: Students are
Vsihg'.SChbol.

Francine are
'14pgri17.

0Y,S:

11

(ELICIT COP-OUT AND OBJECT

Miss Verponi,- sa,i'd that the class can de-
gide what we want to do Thursday afternoon
And I'd love to have a party. How about
,au? We'll have Carvel.

Class, we"11 have an hour at the end of
the-day on ThUrsday which will .be devoted'
to what you'd like to do. Let's takesome
time now, decide what you'd.. like to do as
a group and make plans to set it up.
O.K. WhIt*would you lik0 to di)?

A .

Let's have fred play in thd yard)

-Yeah, we can play dodge ball.

/;A11 voice their enthAsiasm)

Anyone else have anything? (pause) O.K.,
it'll be free play then. Rosa, I thought
you tbid me MondayNhat you'd likes a party?

I rlon't really care.

We never get what we want. Yeah, those
t-yo bic"-Wbuths always get their ()I way
in this cla,3s.

*****************************

VES)
?fr

*********
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REINFORCE FOLLOW-UP: (Following day)

Teacher annouces:

(o some Other feasible
ac ivity where diyergence
is present)

I

.-

.

Please ,write you'k name -on apiece of
,

paper and then I'll-ask you to write
somqthing also on it without tal1;ino
tG4our lo1,1_,(Jr. '711c :.(4.001 ha, olv(sr.
1:, : (IA. lolicT to Luy some refreshments.,
for, the class. Writedown on the. paper
what you'd like to hive. O.K. AW,
pass the papers up to me. Now, let's
try to decide by talking it outs.
Any suggestions as to what we should
buy? (FeceiveS suggestions from most
vocal, others are,silent).- (Glances '

down-at.paperS of silent students to
make sure -t at some choices do not
occur) ',0 llow through on tre t and
then ask the students who 'were 'silent
why they did not vaZde their choices.)
(It doesrOt matterii,cop-out) 1.36ipt

out similarity in yesterday's lesson.
Reinforce.. those characteristically
silent who dj.ck speak up'.)

0



0
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LAGUARDIA.-COMMUNITY COLLEGE
CAREER EDUCATION PROJECT K-14

BALLOONS & LOLLI POPS

5.21b

fct,

OBJECTIVE-#21F To learn that if you'do not make your own,choice, then you will
probatly be left with something'you do not prefer.

Six or more ballons of differente)color or shape, blovin up;-
A box of small lollipops, perhaps enough to distribute to all,
children-1n the class.

\\'PROCEDURE:

T1 e teadher should select six or more childien, depending on the-,number of 4;

, MATERIALS :
lk

balloons she h

of the act

6

\repared, ne for each child selected, for the initial experience

1
The teacher might then announce that she has chosen these children for a

special kind of gameireally an experiment. She may then have the children
.0.

selected step to the front pf the class, though, in this case, it may Ize better

to have them remain in their seats, for reasons which will b come obvious.

t'is important for the activity that one of,the selected children is a

'child who, the teacher knows from experierhas difficull making decisions.

If there is -no spch child in the class, ti

cieP"-- illusion that this part. ular chilt,

area u decision-making.)

4.

lvotunity td.

.act have difficulty in-the--

0

The othilAren selected, the teacher may then exhibit the balloons which have

.r"

been blows up, then call on the child she thinks will have a problem with choice,
/ -

.to choose the balloon he or,she likes best. (It is necessary for the activity

that the child make no immediate choice and the teacher must give the child perhaps

no time at al-4, to make his\or her selction, saying something like, "Your time is

up. Perhaps we'll get backltd you." If the child is quicker than the teacher

expected, then she will need to employ this procedure with the second or third

child.)

I

The teacher will then call on the remaining selected children to choose the

balloon he or shewants. The speed with which the teacher has d with the



"undecided" child Ind the doubt iivovled in the "'perhaps we'll get back'to you",
1

(should gda'rantee that the remaining choices for the remaining, ballowswill come

ickl This will Ipe true for Oen the child who'must choose from theeremaining

A two balloons.

There is one-balloon left ant the teacher will now turn to the child who`'

- was "undecided" and say,'"This our Allooti."

The child holding the balloon, teacher might then ask, "Is this the

balloon you would have chosen, if ydullad you pick in the beginning.?" da

(The child may answer in the affirmative but he or she would have Some d f -
.

A.

culty convincing his or her classmates bf the tredqility.of his or her response.)

A .

"TIA4teacher might then elicit from the class `that the "undecided" child had.
D

waited too long to come to al decision.

. --

This conclusion might be-rollowed by elicItingofrom the children stories about
t

their own experiences, waiting too long to make a decisior (Stop the relating of

each story before the child cc _o the cost to him or heof Indecision.)
) .

,

' . Next, the teacher might elicitlicit from the class that \indecision in choosing

limits the possiblfties of choice, as with the IDIloons experiment (as with perhaps

the atones of,,their own experiences.)

Allow the children to expand on this understanding, again with their own

''.stories.

/

6

The teacher might then elicit from the class that the " undecided" child of

the balloon experiment was really left v4th something which he or she did not

actually prefer.

1.
Again, elicit stories from the children to

c.
lustrate,the point,

-11

. The teacher may then elicit from the class the "objectiv of this activity:

if.We do not make our own choice,-then we are probably left with something we do

not' prefer:

(A bright clasp might suggest that there are oth elements than -preference
e

cis
which may go into the procest of choosing, among them courtesy, generosity, etc.

The teacher will not and cannot deny this, nor would shewant to; but, she might



..1 , f
,

I

elicit from the class that wliLie couxtes1,( cc, generosity, etc., are cdrtd . 4

/admirable qualities, it does not really alter the con19.1sion: that if we do not 4'
< E

make our own choices, we will most likely endup"with-things;or even.'situations,

We do not prefer.
. .

, gt" '

a -

.,-
.4The teacher might then,

a
depending on how much time has already been cokisumed

d

by the children's experiences With finding tihemselVes with something they did not
T\

prefer because of theirfailures to choose; or choose quickly, introduce somp.

,,,familiar areas in which mush of the same' his ,occurred.
'

lo
,

+. P' ,c
"How many have been_to a big4hanksifiving dinner, watched:the carving of

. or -\, , _
c.

the turkey, t1en been asked whether they Prefer t4e light meat or the dark meat?"

44A ,) '..- C , 'N.,
*

4
sr many have beln,left with the dark meat, when they preferred the fight, or

the light !te they preferred the dark?" "Why?"

Allow the children to tell their stories.
as

,f

"How many have been asked what tA4 prefer for dessert, which pie, apple,
- / .

,
'

.-

ince, pumpkinor what flavor ice - cream(, and said, 'It doesn't make any difference'?",
-.-.,

C
.

o
\ \-

.

Again elicit from the children the insults of their response, to reinforce

the'objective'of the ac-6ivity&; no choice leads often to a. choi4 which is it

'Preferredi

t4

ITelevision programs, movies, Sunday outings, games the children play, all may

be-approached in a similar manner, 4iciting'from the children their different,

experiences and, again, a reiteration of the activity's objective.

For the 5th Grade, i4 .t is suffic'ently mature, and certainly for older

grades, it should be profitable to explor .the significance of the objective of

this activity with relation to jobs, or careers. Since this exploartion and

discussion will touch on the adults in the lives of the children, and most lik ly

tives,,even'the parents, certain cautions on the part o
r.

on the work ),f near rel

tope teacher wi4 be necessary. It would be best toallow the children to do all

,the talking,Land for -the -teacher, who knows her class best, when to cut this

t.king short.

21,.;
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r .....-

ThArteaFher might iiegin this area of the activity bya1 sking,, "How many people

do you
.
know who are very happy with their jobs, or their professions?"

17-
1 *

.

A the chilren:to elaborate on
t
the-examples.they offer, encouraging them

.
-

,

... :

411 the class why they think these people "re happy with theii'wbrk.

en the-17eacher Might ask,. "Bow, many people do yoi know wIo:are not happy

, - .
/ witIV:their jObe?"

f 4 . .. . .

Li ('' # 1,.. '0
4 ° e

Again the teacher might ask the children to elbor4te on the ex7ples they,

t
CO

offer', )3u-tlijOit the time their respoAses: ..
o

The teacher might thin take one of these example , one which could best
. ,

r
exemplify the objective of this session, and ask, "bi this person have a .choice?",

"Could he'or:she have chosen some. other kind of,,,hob.or profession?"
.

.

-

This may,. be too difficult' a,c!u%t. r 5th Graders but the teacher might
,

f
0

help Y suggesting' that the Clase.c011. some abstract Person,' someone not

related -to the of whom-one of the children has spoken.

,

"Is it possible that this 'person hadA4roc at ILVfather had a

butcher shop and wan ed his son to wo with him:. at he'needed'toget aPjob in

41

a hurry to help bring home the groceri

%de
The children might vsery ell respond here with storieof a similar 'nature,c''

, . i .

e ,, . - ,, .
, .

fit

10"But suppose this person ha a ,good education, was a good mechanic, or
.

good at anything else, but couldn't make up his,mind about the work he would like,

Ctpo'dot.- We learned something with our balloon expeiment, and all your stor*ts-
t/

What was that?"
-4`4

Elicit from the children the 'Objective of this activity.

Then ask for the relationShip betWeen thelRalloon and other stories and

)
this person who could not make up his mind abouta job-or profesion.

Elicit from the class the desired response: if we do not make our own'

-.
choice, most likely,- e ill be left with something we do not prefer, balloon,

turkey meat, dessert,' and e en job,

Thepbjective repeated; the teacher may produce her box-c4of lollipops and ask



40^'

-.07r

,

.theilaee,whether it is ready .to make its choice.
t

(There''ehbuld be enough Lollipops for everyone,

. make his choice.)

`even the last to

t./4)

-4 -

call up,rnchildren, one by One, to pick the lollip9p he prefers, repeating,

if tbe teacher wishes, the objective

11

the class has just learned.

or

s
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LAGUARDIA.COMMUNIZT COL P.GE
CAREER EDUCATION $R0.7 K-14

g .

r
WAITING

.

t

OBb'ECTiVE #23:n: To learn that..waiting is sometimes,involveclin obtaining
tilar4, things we like....7

iMATERIALS:, A sheet of cartoons or drawingsewith space under each cartoon
''. or draWing,4a spc5s,',which,will allow the children toftake a
notation (short),

THE CARTOONS:

....

-41

1.

2.

d

An icecreard cone
A piece-Of. .pizza pie"

. A package 6d chewing gum
8. A tec*-sweJater

3. Ice-skates 4I 9. A trip to Disney Land(or World)
4. A -hot -dog *-'11 10., A wrist jatch

A turkey dinner 11. -yo 8
6. A bicycle .

(The cartoons be arrangel in columns of-threeiailowing for one b
which may be ut'lizeckat, the end of the activ,ity.)

space

400" (Since activity dells with things children want, the teacher.may have zubt4- stitut for any one. or/any number-'.of the cartoons, a cartoon or drawing more'
suitable to the character of her class.)

PROCEDURE:

CL...-.

The tedcher Will distribute the '(heets of"drawings or cartoons to the children,

o fA N,o,

announcing that the class is going to take ki of poll.
4 -

The teacher till then aske class for a reading of each cartoon just to

assure that the children understand the intentioAof each.

Using the blackboard to illus te, the teacher will.theil anno ce that the,
f * -

.
'34,r

class is going to vOte on each of the pictures on their desks."theyrare going
)1

.

to use.thred nuMbers: 1, 2 and 3. They will'write one of those numbers, 1, 2 ox 3,
r e,.'

;;under each'art6on, in the space alloted for the Writing. Now, the teacher will

explain, each number, 1, 2 or_3, will tell usjust how long you are willing to
o'

wait to get *each thing drawn_in the cartoons in :front of us. The number 1, if that
c13

.
number yOu will write , will tell ds that you are willing to wait lbt at all,

or no *ore than half an hour for the item drawn in the cartoon. If you write the

nun?ber 2 under te, drawing, it will tell us that you are4illing to wait as long

as d,week to get

will bel\teTng us that you,are willing to wait

,

is drawn in the cartoon. If you write'the nuMber 3, then you'

4.1
long'time, perhaps two or three

4rmonths, perhaps six Monthsi to get what is drawn in the cartoon.

213..
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.,-- It might be best for the teacheT2 to repeat the instructions, illustrating

. . .

...' 0 ,jue what she expects the children to do. She might use a pencil (drawing a pencil

on the board perhaps) and have the children rTpoAd with the number:1; write the

number 1, and itnAcunce, at the same time, that the number) indicateS that the
. .

.

dlass -is not interested in 'waiting at all for thepecil. She might,,folow this

example, similarly, wits something somewhat more,desirahle, .perhaps in...inexpensive

gime, to llustragt the selethnglfor which the children mi-ght be, willing to wait
. .

a W e ek or so (Number 2): Finally; she might'write ol the word, or inak 1 , a

which
.

on the board, of something for whch the children'would be 'willing toilling wait

time; have the children say that they would be yiliing.to'w&it a l-ng time

wing

along

they knew after that long time they would recillive the plaything, .

.With thechilden certain of the, task belpre them, their questions, answered,
the teacher. repeating the inStructons once

o

,

to its voting (It might be a good idea for the teacher to move-about the class

more, willIsk,&he class to gat down

,,,to see whether all the children are perforihiug..as desired.)

The. balloting done, the teacher, with the ai&6:cE4he children

then begin to-`do the tallying. She

'numbering them 1,-"°2 and 3. In each

children's voting is annoqnced, she

upon which, the vote was taken. (In

need to do the writing herself:),

if possible, will

might prepare.three colJumris on the blackboard,

appropriate column, as the results of the

might have a ICI write the particular item

the case of youn er children, she will obably,,

The first question the teacher will ask is, "How many idrote the number 1 under

the ice-cream.-cone (the first picture in the upper left-hand corner) ?" She will

make her count, then ask, "Ho ,many wrote the number 2 ?"

number 3?"

Then, "How.many wrote the

"The majority," she,will then announce, "voted number one,",and.she will call

on a child to Wtite "ice-cream cone" on the blackboard, in th'6 column marked'

"Column 1."

47.
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She will repeat this process with all 11 carto6ns.
m

With the tally,complsted, the teacher,might then.elicit from the class that

the items in-,Colume l'are things which they like, but not so Much that they. would

he willinTto"wait around for, for any length of time; they are things to which

they attackpjeither great value: nor importance.

4..
The peeoher might thehmove to Column, 2,, have

elicit om- the children that they like the itemized things somewhat more than

the class read the list, then

those In:ColUmn 1, and Would be willing to wait a few days to get them. The

teacher might also elicit.from the class, that the items in Column 2 are somewhat

more tasty, more detirable, and more diffi to procure than'those in Column 2.
4

(The teacher might he the children stress th fact that a Column2 a tiOles are

more difficult to procu e than those in. Column

evaluat --tally, the teacherWill'have the children read the

list in Column 3. /S'ie mig licit from the class that these items are the most
,

difficult to attain aria that they are certainly° more important than those in

,

either of the other two columns. She might also, elicit from the class the different

lengths of time the children would be ling to waitiasSured that they were to

xeceive'at some time the articles listed 'in ColUmn"3..

The teacher might:thenelicit form the chfildrenfhoW they would feel, waiting
;

to reteive these items, taking perhaps one of the items at a time She might'then
\\.

call-On the childien to evaluate that waiting time

Next, she might ask the class for Stories.in theivo

waiting has been necessary to obtain the things they wanted;
1

that waiting period..

finally, f the final notn this section of the activityv the teacher might

erience, in whiCh

and again. to evaluate

elicit the Objective.of the session: sometimes we have to wait to obtain the'

things we went.

'

21.3.
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The teacher might ask how many have learned this objective from past expe4i ce.

(This 'will be a reiteration, since-they may already have told their oWn stories.to

illustrate the point; but it is worth repeating.)

The teachlr might then. ask how many have learned this objective today? (Really
ti.

a ,rhetorical question to emphasize the objective of the activity.)
4

The teacher might then ask the children whether there are any days 1 4,

ca endar in,which some of their waiting. for things they want come to a h ppy end.

The teaCher may then indulge the class in'storicd of their waiting for

birthdays and Christmas.,

,ot

Are there some things we can't touch or holdthat we wait for, so etimes

impatiently, the teacher might then ask, and elicit from the class st ries of its

expectations of holidays (both religibus and laic) and the realization of those

expectations.

ti

Before going into this final exercise, the teacher might explore the relation-.

ships of,jobs and careers to the objective of this activity.

The teacher might begin this section of the session on this act' ity by asking,

directly, "Dbes waiting ever have anything to do with the jobs we wou d like to

Thayer?'"

If thd answers do not come quickly enou
,

'the teacher might ask "HOw many

are gild enough to take on a paper route? H many are old enough to, e a carpenter's

helPer,' a plumber's helper, an electriCian?". hese questions shouldji 1p elicit
r,1

fram the class that there are few jobs for which they qualify at this ime, if

- only becaue of .their age.'

"Well," the teacher maycontinue, "suppose you :are older,' can you

carpenter,.electrician, etc., any time you want to?"

This question, with the teacher's aid, should elicit thd respontd

certain amount of training is necesssry to work at these trades,

Training, the teacher may elicit from theclass,,takei'time, apprenti eship,
I.

waiting. She may also elicit from the class that the waiting Period (in ining)

Makes.the jobs wished attainable.

219
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This line of questioning and discussion may include some of the more familiar

professions: professional sports, dentistry, medicine, engineering, depending on

the teachers judgment of the maturity of the class.- At the end of which, she

may elicit from the class once more that we must learn that waiting is Sometimes

involved in obtaining many things, and many impottant things, we wish to obtain.

The students can be given the opportunity to fill the empty blank on the page

cartoons.

220



..OBJECTIVES:

25. To learn- that there is usually More than one way (many,ways)to,
obtain what. I want.

LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGe.
CAREER EDUCATION PROJECT K-14

FIFTH GRADE

THE MONKEY

5.?5a
, 5.26a

5.28a
5.29a

26. To learn that more alternative ways of getting what I want
increases my chances of getting it.

28. To learn to find out about each pogsible method (alternative)
for getting what I want.

e.g., What.I must do in each case, what would happen as a result of
each choice (consequences).

29. To 4,Arn to weigh pros and cons before choosing one.

nIRECTIONS

a

',-Obiective 26
Show-Cartoon to class. A puppet show of this episode would be extremely

effective. 1st grade will need some explanation' but some students in 5th
grade should be able to explain it to the others.

A psychologist (sc ntist) is standing in a test room with a pen0.1
and pad to record' an. ex eriment he is conducting with a chimpanzee.
There is a banana hanging from the ceiling out of reach of thechimp,-,,but

boxes, sticks and ,ropes lying on the floor_with whichilthe chiMp

ach the banana. The scientist wants to gee how the chimp goes
ying to get the banana. The chimp solved the problem by climbing

scientist shoulders 4nd grabbing the banana.

:there ar
could r
about
on the

WhatJdid the scientist expect?
What went wrong with the scientist's experiment?

ELICIT: He hadn't thought of all the possible ways the chimp
could get the banana.

ASK:. What could you learn from the chimp in this experiment?

ELICIT: Usually many ways of,getting what we want.

Ask, "Sometimes you've hae'to.stoy and figure out other ways of getting
what you wanted when one way didn't work. Tell us about some that worked
and some where you couldn't figure out a way ofgetting what you wanted."

Have another class member think of alternate ways to'achieve a goal
where the student. had explained that he was, unable to figure out a-way to

get what he wanted. Try tb draw "examples" from'as many areas as ossible

- home, play, school, world of -work, etc., to enhance 'generalizat on.
Finally, elicit oble'ctive 1 as a summary.

VI

Two different games will be used' as the vehicles to teach th remaining
listed objectives as well as to reinforce 41. The first game can be played
as desigted with the pieces and'board provided commenically, utilizing the
blackboard or utilizing the students as the pieces with the floor as the '

playing field. The latter method is recommended since student partiCipatin
and movement would greatly enhance motivation and.learning. However, for
the sake Of explanation, the chalkboard will be utilized. The dots (hole

re"



Aim the stencil) can be transferred to the blackboard by hanging the,stencil
against the board and patting the stencil with a chalky eraser. The re-
sulting gri..4is the playing field fot the game. To commence play, each
pair of opposite sides is identified by color.; These will be the goals of
the team named by the-corresponding color.

. The class is then broken up into a "red" team and "green" team. The

)
oloisare irrelevant and need only be dictated by the availability of .-

c lored chalk. ,

The game is played by having each team take a turn at connecting any two
consecutive dots anywhere on the board. A chain is formed by sequentially ,44.,

adding segments from dot to dot at each turn. One team cannot build on the
others chain. The object of th.e game is to ba,the first to form an un-
broken chain between your designated goals. 4,0 team may use its turn to
block its, oPonents advance by connecting two'dot'A in front of the chain.
In so 'doing,however, (in most cases) it forfeits the team ability to advance
for that move'. The game thus consists of attempting,to advance while .blocking
the opponents advance. Winning rests on the ability to think of alternate
routes and their consequences (opponents possible moves). This game is
especially useful.11 damonstrating'alternate routes and consequences since

.:.the possible moves are relatiVely fewPin number, chess'and,checkers, on
the other hand, permit an enormous number of possible moves and consequences.,

le short, the game is a good one for teaching elementary decision making.

In utilizing the game in play,'the teacher can.,giVe points to each
individual on a team for writing, down alternatives and consequences Ond
making a decision on that basis or giving team, points based on a discussion
among team members with the same procesd of writing alternates and conse-
luences. The latter method can algo.bli.usaful for teething communication . .

and general group problem solving skills- including decision making. Another
Method would utilize.a "review" group to watch both teams and question them
about each move when the game is over. The teacher,may point 'out how'.
poorly'thought out moves or unthinking moves eases the wayjor opposing .

team. After eliciting the objectives and practicing a. number of times can
give examples of simple decisi4rmaking in other areas and reinforce the
perfbimance of the'objectives throughout the school day

0
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LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY. COLLEGE
CAREER EDUCATION PROJECT K-14

: )

WORKING

OBJECTIVE #32: To learn that we like to work (as well as play) and to learn
fea, why there are kinds of work we especially like to do.'

MATERIALi: Microscope, stethescope, T- square, hammer,'saw,- drill, policeman'a
_,

.

badge, fire helmet, model ship, model auto, model plane; pictures.
of work activities, such as oil7drilling, ranching, farm work('
bridge-building, etc.

PROCEDURE: f.

The teacher will show the class the stethqscOpe, ask the class to identify it.

The children will want to handle the instrument, play doctor and listen to the

'heart-beats of their classmates; and, within reason, tie children might be permitted

the exercise.

The children may be.AskA, then, -about the-work ofthe

AIof at work, and expecially the hours the doctor puts into

with a question on how much time the doctor has for "play".

ti question should be followed by questions on Ahe number of hours the Children

doctor, the importance

his work. Follow this

And the answer to

play, compared with the hours they work.

Ask whether time spent in sc

SiMilarly, "Is homework work?" and

Follow this with:

ool should be considered time at work, and why.

"Is building a model plane work?" and "Why ?"

"How many do oth r kinds of work?" Some will do housework,'

some will have rittle jobs after school. Elicit from the class that Le some,

of this work allay be tedious,. it is necessary as a social function (to pitch in

with the home chores, to help mother, etc.)-Elicit,-toof4froM the class that

oney with which to WI, things the children wantsome of these jobs provide the

to have, the money coming by wy of allowance or straight pay. Elicit from the
\IL

.ilaSS, too, that some of the Children like the jobs they have, and why. (Some

mayberunningerrandsforadrugstore and haee dreams of becoming a druggist.

Others may deem housework as' practice for when they have their own houses. Some

may work with their fathers an2 think of themselves as future carpenters, Plumbers,

2")mrJ
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effort should be made to emphasize the positive elements in any, kind of work.)

-2-

Thie discussj.oh leads naturally into the question: "What kind of work would
;

yoU do when you are adults?"

The response to this query on the part of 5th Graders is not likely to be

_surprising. Gra will want to be nurses and teachers; boys will want too b

pilots, ballrp eiS and private eyes. Nevertheless, there will be some who will

prod7a less tereotyped ambition.- Have these-more imaginative children tell

why th4 like the type of work they have chosen. (There will be negative reactirs

to every choice of the class and while the negative should not be stifled; every

Have the rest of the class talk aboUt its choice of job or career, again
r (

.

attempting to explain the positive elements in they choice.

Produce, in turn, the microscope, T-sqUare, h er, aw, drill, pkicemanis

badge, model plane, etc. In turn, have the children identify tht object and the

kind Of Work associated with the object.

With each object, have, the children telirwhat they the rious jobs,

and careers associated with each object. The microscope may suggest,edical re-,
$ 1

.

.4vseardh, biological research. It might also suggest 0 teleicope, astronomy, §pace

flights and study.- The T-square may suggest architecture, the building of Apart-
_ -

menthouses; office structures, tunnels and bridges. The tools might suggest

carpentry, plumbing, electrical installations, (work the fathers of the children

may well Se doing.) Etc. Etc.

And with each object, the children may be encouraged to talk about the meaning

of the jobs and careers from a u peiSonal viewpoint (status, comfort, security)

as well as the general significance to society of such jobs and careers.

If there is tithe, this procedure may be continued with the exhibition of

such pictures as are on hand of such work as oil...drilling, ranching, mining,

ship-building, etc.

This is a long way from the stethescope, to which the teacher must return to

have the children forfaulate the objective of the lesson.

2



The teacher might saYiN"There are all sorts If Ohs and careers, interesting
.10

and profitable jobs and careers, in your (the class'0,0future: Does this mean
.

thatyou'll have no time for play?"

It is more or a rhetorical question, allowing the teacher to return to

the joctor, to ask 'Why a manor woman should choose such a demanding profession.

The answers will varfut ce ainly one of the children will say, "He dikes

it."
,

.

1

"This is the answer the teacher wants. $
A

Again, arhetorical.questiOn: "People do like 72to work?" For fuller responses

then)0:Why do you like to work?" (The children may, not have'said precisely that

they like to work, this "liking" has become implicit in the discussion)) As

'the childr1 answer, remind them th ;schoolwork, homewOrk and housework are, to
,

be considered as much work as any other job might demand; it will4help their,

responses to thequestion:
: I

attitude but emphasize the

"Why do you like work?"

positive appr ches:1-'

(Again, permit /the negative

Finally, the teacher might suggest a composition: "I Work and Play." 'She

might also suggest, as sort of a hobby, that some Children might-find it interesting

to start a scrap-book on the jobs or, careers they think_they would enjoy.

NOTE z The morals and procedure for this leason:might very well prove profitable

With students in the upper grades. There, of course, because the young people

have had much more actual work experience, the discussion would-be conducted on

amuch more speCific level.While.Such a discussion will not lead very y to,

fixed job and career aMbition, it should help clarify some of the think ng of

the students' in the va)rious job and career, areas.

, .
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